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Editor

W

elcome to the Winter 2021
edition of Defence Procurement
International. In this issue,
we’re back in live event mode, with IDEX
and NAVDEX 2021 scheduled to go ahead as
planned in Abu Dhabi from the 21–25 February.
-XMWXLI½VWXQENSVIZIRXSRXLIMRXIVREXMSREP
defence calendar after many were forced to
cancel or move online last year, due to the
coronavirus pandemic.

Like many companies, the UAE’s largest
armoured vehicle manufacturer, NIMR, was
forced to slow production in order to put
measures in place to keep employees safe. It
used that time to focus on building out the next
generation of its AJBAN and HAFEET wheeled
armoured vehicles, which are due to be
unveiled at IDEX, and to seek out new export
opportunities in Europe and Saudi Arabia, one
of the biggest defence markets in the region.
In our interview with NIMR’s CEO Abri
du Plessis, he says being part of the EDGE
Group, a conglomerate which was formed in
November 2019, bringing together more than
20 different defence subsidiaries in the UAE, has
forced it to think about how it embraces digital
transformation and technologies like Augmented
6IEPMX]ERH%VXM½GMEP-RXIPPMKIRGI
8LI)(+)+VSYTMWXLI½VWX1MHHPI)EWX
company to be ranked in SIPRI’s Top 25 largest
companies in global arms sales. The formation
of groups like EDGE has put the West on notice
that the “UAE wants to be a major force in
this shifting geopolitical heat map of defence
spend.” Tareq Abdul Raheem Al Hosani, CEO of
Tawazun Economic Council talks about a UAE
that wants to diversify economically, in a postpandemic world, and that seeks partnerships
with international defence companies, which
not only advance national security interests,
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but also the UAE’s ambitions to become a
±ORS[PIHKIHVMZIRIGSRSQ]²8LIFIRI½XWSJ
these partnerships need to be felt across the
country, and in every sector, he writes.
This presents both opportunities and
challenges for international defence companies,
as well as those organisations within the Emirate
eager to gain a stronger foothold in both
domestic and international defence markets.
PwC estimates that countries in the GCC
spend $130 billion every year on defence. Most
of that money currently goes to international
defence contractors in the West. Russia and
China, and Turkey to a lesser extent, are also,
competing for a slice of the Middle-East arms
pie. These countries are not constrained by
ITAR restrictions or political pressures back
home, which may prevent them from selling
certain types of weapon systems to MiddleEast countries.
The geopolitical landscape has certainly shifted
WMKRM½GERXP]WMRGIJSVQIV974VIWMHIRX(SREPH
Trump made a point of visiting Saudi Arabia
SRLMW½VWXJSVIMKRXVMTMR(YVMRKXLEX
visit he signed a billion dollar arms deal with
the kingdom. Now, under a new Joe Biden
administration, the US has more pressing
domestic matters to contend with. This
certainly leaves the door open for other less
constrained countries to come in, and gives the
GCC region even more reason to continue to
build a local defence industrial base. Q
Best wishes,

Anita Hawser
Editor
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The

Middle East
The battle for the fastest-growing arms
market in the world has stepped up a
gear, as Russia and China compete with
the West for a slice of an ever-growing
pie. Countries in the region are also
looking to produce more weapon systems
locally.
(Photo courtesy of EDGE Group)

Caracal, which is part of the UAE's EDGE Group, makes
small arms for the UAE's Armed Forces

Arms
Market
Waning Western Dominance?
By Peter Antill
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LI1MHHPI)EWXLEWPSRKFIIRE
GSRXIWXIHVIKMSR[MXLGSR¾MGXW
IVYTXMRKSZIVREXYVEPVIWSYVGIW
XIVVMXSVMEPFSYRHEVMIWVIPMKMSRIXLRMGMX]
ERHKSZIVRERGI-REPSRIXLIVI[IVI
WXEXIFEWIHGSR¾MGXWMRXLIVIKMSR SRI
MRXIVWXEXI[EV½ZIGMZMP[EVWERHJSYV
MRXIVREXMSREPMWIHGMZMP[EVW 1
7IZIVEPSJXLIWIGSR¾MGXW 0MF]E-VEU
7]VMEERH%JKLERMWXER LEZIIRHYVIH
for years, if not decades, and fuelled
VMWMRKHIQERHJSVQMPMXEV][IETSRWERH
equipment, both in terms of domestic
development and production, as well as
W]WXIQWMQTSVXIHJVSQJSVIMKRWSYVGIW
From 2012 to 2013, the amount of money
WTIRXF]XLI9RMXIH%VEF)QMVEXIW 9%) 
on small arms more than doubled from
QMPPMSRXSQMPPMSR-R7EYHM
%VEFMEXLIVIKMSR´WFMKKIWXMQTSVXIV
of military weapons and equipment,
WTIRHMRKEPQSWXXVMTPIHJVSQQMPPMSR
MRXSQMPPMSRMR(YVMRKXLI
WEQITIVMSH5EXEV´WMQTSVXWMRGVIEWIH
IMKLXJSPHJVSQQMPPMSRXSQMPPMSR
Between 2016 and 2020, the UAE's
annual defence expenditure was an
EZIVEKIFMPPMSRTIV]IEV[LMGLMW
forecast to increase to $37.8 billion by
&YXQER]GSYRXVMIWMRXLIVIKMSR
are less than transparent about their
EVQWXVEHI7EYHM%VEFMEERH-VERFIMRK
EQSRKXLIPIEWXXVERWTEVIRXEGGSVHMRK
to a Transparency Barometer compiled
by the Small Arms Survey. This raises
UYIWXMSRWEWXSXLIVMKSYV[MXL[LMGL
states assess the potential for future
transfers to be diverted from their
MRXIRHIHYWIPIEHMRKXSHIWXEFMPMWEXMSR
SVLYQERVMKLXWZMSPEXMSRW*SVI\EQTPI
EQQYRMXMSRXLEX[EWSVMKMREPP]WSPHXS
5EXEV[EWPEXIVJSYRHMR0MF]EMRER
ETTEVIRXFVIEGLSJ5EXEV´WEKVIIQIRX
not to re-export it without the
TIVQMWWMSRSJXLIQERYJEGXYVMRKGSYRXV] 2
8LI½VWXQENSVEVQWI\TSVXWXSXLI
1MHHPI)EWXVIKMSRHEXIFEGOXSXLI
mid-19th century when western powers,
YTKVEHMRKXSQSHIVRFVIIGLPSEHMRKVM¾IW
looked to export older small arms (like

'LMRIWI9%:WWYGLEWXLI;MRK0SSRK--TMGXYVIHLIVIEXXLI(YFEM%MV7LS[QE]RSXFIEW
sophisticated as US drones, but are a more cost effective and readily available alternative for MiddleEastern buyers. (By Mztourist - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0, https///commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.)php?curid=65076724)

QYWOIXWERHVM¾IHQYWOIXW XSJIYHMRK
tribes, which created a ready-made
export market. That market for military
equipment still exists today, and continues
to be dominated by western arms
manufacturers, but their dominance is
MRGVIEWMRKP]FIMRKXLVIEXIRIHF]GSYRXVMIW
like Russia and China. At the Dubai
Air Show in November 2019, a Russian
executive from the company Rostec (an
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SVKERMWEXMSR[LMGLLERHPIWI\TSVXWJSV
6YWWME´WHIJIRGIMRHYWXVMEPFEWI IWXMQEXIH
that Russian arms sales in 2018 had
reached an all-time record of $13.7 billion,
LIPTIHMRTEVXF]MXW[MPPMRKRIWWXSWIPP
EPQSWXER]XLMRKXSER]FSH]8LMW[EWMR
direct contrast to western states, who
often encounter problems domestically in
WIPPMRK[IETSRW]WXIQWXSGSYRXVMIW[MXL
QM\IHLYQERVMKLXWVIGSVHW

PROCUREMENT

1SWXGSR¾MGXWFYXIWTIGMEPP]XLI[EV
in Syria, have afforded an opportunity to
showcase Russian weapons. The Chinese,
also unconstrained by domestic political
sensitivities, have tried to muscle in on the
EGXMSREW[IPP%PPSJXLMWEPSRKWMHIXLIQSZI
F]QER]GSYRXVMIWMRXLIVIKMSRXSIWXEFPMWL
their own defence industrial base, means
XLEXXLIFEXXPIJSVXLIJEWXIWXKVS[MRKEVQW
QEVOIXMRXLI[SVPHMWLSXXMRKYT3

8LIPEVKI[IWXIVRQMPMXEV]IUYMTQIRX
manufacturers have traditionally relied on
HSQIWXMGQEVOIXWXSKIRIVEXIVIZIRYI
ERHIRWYVITVS½XW*SVI\EQTPII\TSVXW
EGGSYRXJSVPIWWXLEREXLMVHSJ0SGOLIIH
1EVXMR´WVIZIRYIW,S[IZIVXLMWMWPMOIP]
XSGLERKIJSVX[SVIEWSRW*MVWXP]WMRGI
XLIIRHSJXLI'SPH;EVHIJIRGIWTIRHMRK
MRXLI;IWXLEWHIGPMRIHEWETIVGIRXEKI
of GDP. For example, between 2002
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ERH)YVSTIERHIJIRGIFYHKIXWSR
EZIVEKIJIPPJVSQ XS , thus
PMQMXMRKXLISTTSVXYRMXMIWXLIVI
7IGSRHP]XLIKPSFEPI\TSVXQEVOIXJSV
EVQWMWKIXXMRKFMKKIVERHMWMRGVIEWMRKP]
EXXVEGXMZIXSQER]EVQWI\TSVXIVW-R
7-46-´W%VQW-RHYWXV](EXEFEWI
IWXMQEXIHXLEXEVQWWEPIWF]XLI[SVPH´W
PEVKIWXEVQWTVSHYGMRKERHQMPMXEV]
WIVZMGIWGSQTERMIW EVQWGSQTERMIW 
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Crown Prince of Saudi Arabia and Minister of Defence, Mohammed Bin Salman: Saudi Arabia is the
XLMVHPEVKIWXHIJIRGIWTIRHIVMRXLI[SVPH(Photo by Senior Master Sgt. Adrian Cadiz)

XSXEPPIHFMPPMSRER MRGVIEWIMR
real terms compared to 2018.
8LI1MHHPI)EWXEGGSYRXWJSVEKVS[MRK
WLEVISJXLIKPSFEPEVQWI\TSVXQEVOIX
[MXLXLI¾S[SJEVQWXSXLIVIKMSR
MRGVIEWMRKF] FIX[IIRERH
EGGSVHMRKXS7-46-*VSQ¯
XLIQEMRVIGMTMIRXGSYRXV]JSVKPSFEP
EVQWWEPIW[EW%WMEERH3GIERME  
SJXSXEPKPSFEPMQTSVXW JSPPS[IHF]XLI
1MHHPI)EWXSR -R7EYHM%VEFME
spent $68 billion on military equipment,
EGGSVHMRKXS7-46-QEOMRKMXXLIXLMVH
PEVKIWXWTIRHIVFILMRH'LMREERHXLI97 
(YVMRKXLMWTIVMSHXLI1MHHPI)EWXFSYKLX
LEPJSJEPP97I\TSVXW SJXLI9/´W
 SJ*VERGI´WERH SJ+IVQER]´W
Much of this money was spent by Saudi
%VEFMESREMVTS[IV4VSGYVMRKIUYMTTMRK

VYRRMRKERHQEMRXEMRMRKE¾IIXSJGSQFEX
aircraft is expensive. Saudi Arabia has
EGUYMVIHXLIIMKLXLPEVKIWX¾IIXSJGSQFEX
aircraft in the world. For example, a deal
MRXSTVSGYVIRI[*EMVGVEJX
ERHYTKVEHII\MWXMRKEMVGVEJX[EW[SVXL
ERIWXMQEXIHFMPPMSRXS&SIMRKERHMXW
partners, which included Raytheon and the
9/´W&%)7]WXIQW6

CHEAPER EQUIPMENT
,S[IZIVXLIVIEVIXLVIEXWXS[IWXIVR
dominance of the Middle-East arms
QEVOIX*MVWXP]XLIVIEVINYWXWSQIXLMRKW
that the West cannot sell, as international
armaments treaties ban the sale of certain
GEXIKSVMIWSJ[IETSRW]WXIQWWYGLEW
ballistic missiles, and certain types of
cruise missiles and armed unmanned aerial
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ZILMGPIW 9%:W 'LMRE[LMGLLEWEZSMHIH
WMKRMRKQER]SJXLIWIXVIEXMIWJEGIWRS
such constraints and has expanded its
I\TSVXWQEWWMZIP]RSPSRKIVFIMRKGSRXIRX
to merely supply revolutionary movements
with small arms.
+ISTSPMXMGEPVMZEPWPMOI-RHME [LMGL
LETTIRWXSFIXLI[SVPH´WWIGSRHFMKKIWX
EVQWMQTSVXIVFILMRH7EYHM%VEFME ERH
the US, will not touch complete Chinese
W]WXIQWEPXLSYKLQER]'LMRIWIQEHI
components and sub-systems have found
their way into western equipment,
[SVV]MRKWSQIMRHIJIRGIGMVGPIWEWXSXLI
reliability of these components.
'LMRE´WHIJIRGIMRHYWXVMEPFEWIMW
EPWSQEOMRKJSVE]WMRXS%JVMGEERHXLI
Middle East, especially with armed UAVs.
%PXLSYKLXLI]EVIRSXEWEHZERGIHEW
UAVs manufactured by US companies,
'LMRIWIQEHIHVSRIWGERFINYWXEW
IJJIGXMZI-RXLI9%)YWIHE
'LMRIWIQEHI9%:XSOMPPE,SYXLMVIFIP
PIEHIVMR=IQIR[LIVIMXMW½KLXMRKE
GSYRXIVMRWYVKIRG][EVMRE7EYHMPIH
GSEPMXMSR7IGSRHP]'LMRE´WIUYMTQIRX
MWWMKRM½GERXP]GLIETIVXLERXLEXSJMXW
western counterparts. With domestic
orders for arms in decline since 2016,
6YWWMEXSSMWMRXIVIWXIHMRKIXXMRKMXW
hands on a piece of the Middle-East arms
QEVOIX0MOI'LMRE6YWWME´WIUYMTQIRXMW
cheaper and less advanced than top-ofthe-line western equivalents, but it is
TIVJIGXP]EHIUYEXIJSVQER]GSYRXV]´W
requirements.7
%RSXLIVJEGXSV[SVOMRKMR'LMREERH
6YWWME´WJEZSYVMWXLEX[IWXIVREVQW
exports are constrained by domestic
political considerations. For example,
WIZIVEP;IWXIVRGSYRXVMIWMRGPYHMRK
Canada, Germany and the UK, have
come under pressure in recent times to
TPEGIEVQWIQFEVKSIWSR7EYHM%VEFME
over its conduct of the war in Yemen
ERHXLIQYVHIVSJHMWWMHIRXNSYVREPMWX
.EQEP/LEWLSKKM*SVXLI9/ETSXIRXMEP
FMPPMSRHIEPXSWYTTP]EHHMXMSREP
8]TLSSRNIXW[EWMRNISTEVH] 8 The
Canadian deal, worth approximately
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FMPPMSRMRZSPZIW+IRIVEP(]REQMGW
WYTTP]MRK0MKLX%VQSYVIH:ILMGPIW
0%:W XSXLIOMRKHSQ8LIHIEPLEH
been on hold since 2018, but both parties
IZIRXYEPP]GEQIXSEREKVIIQIRXMRGPYHMRK
EVIRIKSXMEXIHGSRXVEGXMRQMH
Canada cited concerns over the prospect
SJLEZMRKXSTE]FMPPMSRWMRHEQEKIWERH
VMWOMRKXLSYWERHWSJNSFWMRMXWHIJIRGI
WYTTP]GLEMRMJXLIHIEPHMHR´XKSELIEH9
8LI¾MTWMHISJXLIGSMRXSXLI1MHHPI
)EWXMQTSVXMRK[IETSRW]WXIQWMWXSFYMPH
them domestically, which also presents
EXLVIEXXS[IWXIVRHSQMRERGI1ENSV

HIJIRGIGSRXVEGXWX]TMGEPP]MRZSPZINSMRX
ventures with local companies. These
EVIYWYEPP]HIWMKRIHXSIRLERGIXLI
GYWXSQIV´WMRHMKIRSYWHIJIRGIMRHYWXVMEP
base and to help them develop more
complex weapons systems themselves.
Australia, Pakistan, South Korea and
Turkey have all developed local defence
MRHYWXVMIWJVSQWGVEXGLTEVXMEPP]XLVSYKL
offsets, but also as a result of policies
KIEVIHXS[EVHWLIPTMRKHSQIWXMG
WYTTPMIVW-R2SZIQFIVXLI9%)
launched the EDGE Group, a consortium
SJ9%)HIJIRGI½VQWMRGPYHMRK

%KVS[MRKHIJIRGIMRHYWXVMEPFEWISRWLS[EXXLI(YFEM%MV7LS[(Copyright Dubai Air Show)
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GSQTERMIWWYGLEW2-16QEMRXIRERGI
VITEMV SZIVLEYP½VQ%1163'%P
8EVMU,EPGSR,SVM^SRERH[IETSRW
QERYJEGXYVIV'EVEGEP'EVEGEP´WTSVXJSPMS
includes the Caracal EF pistol, the CMP9
WYFQEGLMRIKYRERHXLI'%6
%6EWWEYPXVM¾IW8LI'%6EWWEYPX
VM¾IMWXLIWXERHEVHMWWYIVM¾IJSVXLI
9%)%VQIH*SVGIW-RXIVIWXMRKP]'EVEGEP
owns Merkel, a German company in Suhl,
[LMGLQERYJEGXYVIWLYRXMRK[IETSRW
1IVOIPS[RW'+,EIRIP[LSWI1/
EWWEYPXVM¾I[EWWLSVXPMWXIHMR.ERYEV]
EPSRKWMHI,IGLPIV /SGL´W,/
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VM¾IWEVITPEGIQIRXJSVMXWEKIMRKQQ
7XIVPMRKWYFQEGLMRIKYRW8LIHIEPLEW
WMRGIWXEPPIHEW-RHMEMWOIIRXSQE\MQMWI
domestic production. So Caracal has
SJJIVIHXSQEOIXLI[IETSRWMR-RHME
YRHIVXLI±1EOIMR-RHME²MRMXMEXMZIXSKIX
XLIHIEPQSZMRKEKEMR11
-XQE]FIE[LMPIFIJSVI6YWWMEERH
China can make serious inroads into the
Middle East arms market or local arms
companies can directly compete with
their western counterparts, but the
days when the west could sell outdated
QYWOIXWXSXLIWLIMOLWLEZIPSRKKSRI

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

8LI'%6%WWEYPX6M¾I(Copyright Caracal Brasil)

ERH,/EWWEYPXVM¾IWXSVITPEGIXLI
&YRHIW[ILV´W+EWWEYPXVM¾I
-R7ITXIQFIVXLI&YRHIW[ILV
YRI\TIGXIHP]GLSWIXLI,EIRIPVM¾I10
but less than a month later, the order

[EWGERGIPPIHEJXIVERETTIEPF],IGLPIV
/SGLPIEZMRKXLITVSGYVIQIRXMR
PMQFS-REHHMXMSR'EVEGEPLEHWMKRIH
EHIEP[MXLXLI-RHMER%VQ]MRXS
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&% ,SRW MR-RXIVREXMSREP6IPEXMSRWERH
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GSRKVIWWKIRIVEPH]REQMGWWE[FMPPMSRFYQTEJXIVGEREHEWEYHMEGGSVH
2I[HMGO8  ³,IVIMWXLI7YVTVMWI'LSMGIXS&IGSQI+IVQER]´W7XERHEVH%WWEYPX6M¾I´HEXIH7ITXIQFIVEXLXXTW[[[
XLIHVMZIGSQXLI[EV^SRILIVIMWXLIWYTVMWIGLSMGIXSFIGSQIKIVQER]WWXERHEVHEWWEYPXVM¾I
)HMXSVMEP³9%)EVQWQEOIVSJJIVWXSQEOIEWWEYPXVM¾IWMR-RHME´,MRHYWXER8MQIWHEXIH7ITXIQFVEXLXXTW[[[LMRHYWXERXMQIW
GSQMRHMERI[WYEIEVQWQEOIVSJJIVWXSQEOIEWWEYPXVM¾IWMRMRHMEWXSV]L.6K[89/EPPP:R&..LXQP
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Stepping
Out
Production at NIMR's Abu Dhabi factory slowed in 2020, as a
result of the Covid-19 pandemic. But the company continued
work on the next generation of its AJBAN and HAFEET wheeled
vehicles, and is looking to new export horizons.
By Anita Hawser
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I

t is the week before Christmas
2020 and Abri du Plessis sounds
WYVTVMWMRKP]GSR½HIRXEFSYXXLI
future for the CEO of a company whose
order book and supply chain was severely
disrupted by the coronavirus pandemic.
The South African took the helm of the
largest military vehicle manufacturer in
the UAE, NIMR, on January 12, 2020, just
before Covid-19 hit global supply chains,
forcing manufacturers to rethink any grand
TPERWXLI]QE]LEZILEHXSWMKRM½GERXP]
scale their business.
“Coming from South Africa where
defence is in decline, I was really excited
to be part of the industry in the UAE and
the EDGE Group where the focus is really
on being disruptive and using cutting-edge
technologies,” says du Plessis.
But 2020 — NIMR's 20 th anniversary
year — turned out more to be a year of
“consolidation”, says du Plessis, with its
factory in the Tawazun Industrial Park
in Ajban, just outside of Abu Dhabi,
slowing down production as the company
implemented measures to keep employees
safe. “We were fortunate in a way,” he
explains, “as our volumes were down [in
2020] so we didn't have to run at 100%
capacity in our factory all of the time. That
helped us put measures in place to prevent
the spread of the disease.”
“Not being able to revert to normal
VIGVYMXQIRX[ILEHXS½RHMRRSZEXMZI
ways to augment our capacity, which we
HMHF]GVIEXMRKWEXIPPMXISJ½GIWMR7SYXL
%JVMGEERH-RHME²8LIWISJ½GIWTVSZMHIH
the additional manpower required
for NIMR to move forward with its
engineering and product design work
on the second generation of its AJBAN
4x4 and HAFEET 6x6 vehicles, which it
will unveil at the IDEX exhibition and
conference from February 21–25 2021 in
Abu Dhabi.

INTERNATIONAL
COMPETITIVENESS

At IDEX in 2017, NIMR walked away
[MXLEWMKRM½GERXGSRXVEGXJSVXLIWYTTP]

vehicles to the UAE Armed Forces. Du
Plessis and his team will be hoping to build
SRXLEXWYGGIWWEX-()<XLI½VWX
major defence exhibition to take place
globally after most events were forced to
move online in 2020 due to the pandemic.
Khaled Al Zaabi, Chief Commercial
3J½GIVEX2-16WE]WXLI1OZIVWMSRW
of the AJBAN and HAFEET are a major
step up in capabilities since the vehicles
[IVI½VWXPEYRGLIH8LI1O--ZIVWMSR
will be initially offered to the UAE Armed
Forces and long-standing customers such
as Algeria. “We're in the midst of a few
RFPs for these vehicles,” says Al Zaabi,
±FYXXLI½VWXYWIVWXSVIGIMZIXLIQ[MPPFI
UAE forces.”
Du Plessis says 2021 will be a year
to build on plans he has had since
becoming CEO 12 months ago to grow
the company's customer footprint and
deliver its next generation of vehicles.
“We want to get the newer versions
of the AJBAN and HAFEET to a level
that they are proven and ready to move
into production. We also want to start
executing contracts that we've recently
signed and are about to sign to get the
factory going again. We're busy with
efforts to land these contracts.”
Having come from Denel Vehicle
Systems in South Africa, where the level of
new defence acquisitions was reduced due
to budgetary constraints, du Plessis knows
only too well the vagaries of defence
markets. In the UAE Armed Forces he has
a sophisticated and demanding customer,
he says. “We are a national company,
and being as close to the customer as we
are, they can knock on our door at any
time. This proximity is, however, mutually
FIRI½GMEPWMRGIMXKMZIWYWXLIHMVIGX
feedback needed to continuously improve
our products.”
Outside NIMR's front door is not just
the customer, but also the harsh sweltering
heat of the Arabian desert. “Having our
factory in the desert is a big advantage,”
says du Plessis. “We can drive out of the
gate and do testing in harsh environments,
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NIMR's factory in Ajban

[LMGLFIRI½XWYWERHXLIIRHYWIV²&YXMXMW
not just the UAE Armed Forces that NIMR
has its sights set on. With recent visits to its
factory by a delegation from Saudi Arabian
Military Industries (SAMI), Al Zaabi says
exports of its wheeled armoured military
vehicles are an important badge of honour
for NIMR. “They validate the success of
the company,” he explains. “Having the UAE
Armed Forces as our most important
customer has enabled us to develop
vehicles that are internationally competitive
and attractive in many regions round the
world. Now we need to build on that.”

LAND SYSTEMS

ADDRESSING OBSOLESCENCE

In its 20-year history, NIMR has
produced in excess of 2,500 vehicles,
largely for its main UAE customer,
but its vehicles are also deployed by
international users including Algeria,
Bahrain, Egypt and Turkmenistan. In 2017,
it inked partnerships with Thailand’s
FicoTechnology and Engineering and
Malaysia's DefTech to support the sale
of NIMR vehicles into southeast Asia. It
looked set to crack open the Central and
Eastern European (CEE) market after
signing a strategic partnership with the

Czech Republic's VOP CZ to build more
than 1,000 armoured vehicles for the
European market. But these partnerships
haven't necessarily resulted in actual
vehicle sales for NIMR, at least not yet.
Al Zaabi believes its chances of success
in CEE and other international markets
will be boosted with its second generation
SJZILMGPIW;IEVI[SVOMRKSR½RHMRKE
local partner in Europe," he says. “We're
in discussions with current partners in the
Czech Republic and Romania, that could
complement our efforts there.” Al Zaabi
says NIMR is bringing its vehicles up to
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a standard that will allow it to compete
in markets where it hasn't gone before,
like Latin America, for example. MkII
versions of the HAFEET 6x6 and AJBAN
4x4 vehicles build on lessons learned
from the UAE's experience of operating
XLI½VWXKIRIVEXMSRSJXLIWIZILMGPIWMR
theatres such as Yemen. “We've worked
closely with the UAE Armed Forces'
General Maintenance Corp to capture
feedback from a lifecycle management
perspective,” says Al Zaabi. "This has,
JSVMRWXERGIPIHXSWMKRM½GERXVIHYGXMSRW
in the time foreseen to replace a MkII 's

LAND SYSTEMS

Having our factory in the desert is
a big advantage. We can drive out
of the gate and do testing in harsh
HQYLURQPHQWVZKLFKEHQH¼WVXVDQG
the end user.

NIMR's Anechoic Chamber for electromagnetic compliance (Photo courtesy of NIMR)
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power pack — down from 10 hours to just
20 minutes." The MkII versions also feature
a completely new electronic architecture
to ensure a high level of commonality
between vehicles and to allow customers
to easily integrate new systems and
equipment. “Smaller disruptive players
are forcing all of us to think differently
about our platforms,” says Du Plessis. “We
have to look at the current requirements
of customers servicing and maintaining
XLIMV¾IIXSJZILMGPIWERHGSRWXERXP]WXVMZI
XS½RHMRRSZEXMZIWSPYXMSRWXLEXEHHVIWW
obsolescence challenges, whilst at the same
time develop next-generation vehicles that
are both innovative and affordable.”
Al Zaabi says NIMR is actively pursuing
aggressive business development across
all regions, not with the same portfolio
SJZILMGPIWFYX[MXLTVSHYGXWXLEX½X
the requirements of customers in these
markets. “We're in the midst of developing
mature concepts for brand new vehicles
beyond the AJBAN and HAFEET,” he says.
Prospective markets like the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia (KSA), which is looking
to indigenise its defence industrial base,
TVIWIRXWMKRM½GERXSTTSVXYRMXMIWJSV
NIMR. “We're engaged with all important
stakeholders in the kingdom (Saudi
Arabian Military Industries, the General
Authority for Military Industries, the
Ministry of Defence) and are working with
XLIQXSJYP½P[LEXIZIVVIUYMVIQIRXWXLI]
have to leverage our portfolio, whether it
MWI\MWXMRKZILMGPIWSVHIZIPSTMRKWTIGM½G
vehicles that meet their requirements,”
says Al Zaabi. “The 4x4 armoured station
wagon variants that NIMR jointly produces
with Algeria is a model that is also on the
table for KSA. We're also offering the
kingdom vehicles that are battle-proven.
We've already participated in trials.”
Saudi Arabia's ambition is to produce
more than 50% of its military equipment
indigenously by 2030. Du Plessis says
NIMR could develop some form of
localisation programme involving the
transfer of technology to the kingdom.
“We can either partner with someone
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Abri du Plessis CEO, NIMR

to localise most of the work or form a
joint venture,” he says, adding, “We have
experience with joint ventures in other
countries such as Algeria.”

HYBRID ELECTRIC DRIVE

NIMR has also spent the last 12 months
building an impressive array of in-house
testing capabilities for its vehicles, such as

its Anechoic Chamber for electromagnetic
compliance (EMC), blast and ballistic
facilities, and a comprehensive mobility
test track. “We pride ourselves on having
everything we need in-house for prototyping
the capabilities of our vehicles,” says du
Plessis. “We've developed our own mine
blast and drop test facilities. It's not just
about technical improvements. We're also
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improving the payload and maintainability
of our vehicles, and reducing weight.
We're doing all of this whilst maintaining an
attractive price point, which is extremely
important.”
Helping NIMR on that journey is its
parent company, the EDGE Group, which
comprises more than 25 companies from
within the Emirate, that offer everything
from electronic warfare and cyber
defence systems, to missiles, weapons,
systems integration and mission-support
services. Being part of the fast-moving
and progressive EDGE Group, which is
XLI½VWX1MHHPI)EWXGSQTER]XSJIEXYVI
in SIPRI's ranking of the Top 25 arms
producers, has allowed NIMR to think about
how it embraces digital transformation
and potentially leverages technologies like
%YKQIRXIH6IEPMX]ERH%VXM½GMEP-RXIPPMKIRGI
Working with some of the companies
within EDGE's portfolio, du Plessis says
NIMR is looking at integrating autonomous
driving capabilities. Another company in
EDGE's portfolio that works in munitions
and explosives helped NIMR develop a
facility for testing its vehicles against land
mines. Hybrid electric drive propulsion is
also an area NIMR is investing heavily in.
“This is not a capability we're developing
by ourselves,” says du Plessis, “but we are
[SVOMRK[MXLEWTIGM½GXIGLRSPSK]TEVXRIV
to be revealed moving forward, on jointly
developing a hybrid electric drive system to
run on our vehicles.”
Fully electric military vehicles will not
FITVEGXMGEPP]HITPS]IHMRWMKRM½GERX
numbers any time soon, says du Plessis.
But he believes hybrid electric drive
TVSZMHIWGSRGVIXIFIRI½XWXSJSVGIWXLIWI
vehicles can operate quiet, when needed,
and provide extra torque. “Our thinking
is to have the same vehicles that run on
normal combustion engines also operate
using hybrid drive,” he explains. “The
logistic complications of the required battery
systems might dissuade users, but if we can
deliver power on demand and stealth for
the same price point, that would be a
compelling proposition.” Q
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FIT TO
FIGHT
A major shake-up in armoured vehicle
mobility is on the cards as the UK
Ministry of Defence turns to the world
of motorsport and Hybrid Electric
Drive to deliver future wheeled vehicle
platforms that can move at speed, and
contribute to a greener planet.
By Anita Hawser

Soldiers from the 1st Battalion Royal Irish
aboard their Foxhound Patrol Vehicles
(MoD/Crown Copyright)
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A

PSRKWMHIEVQSYVERH½VITS[IV
mobility is one of the allMQTSVXERXWLEVTIRHWMR
the “iron triangle” armoured vehicle
QERYJEGXYVIVWPMOIXSLEVTSREFSYX-R
XLI[LIIPIHEVQSYVIHZILMGPIWTEGI
XLIEVXSJXLITSWWMFPIMWFIMRKI\TPSVIH
[MXLXLIZMI[XSMRGVIEWMRKSTIVEXMSREP
QSFMPMX]HITPS]EFMPMX]ERHXIVVEMR
EGGIWWMFMPMX]MRJYXYVIZILMGPITPEXJSVQW
-RXLI9/ W(IJIRGI7GMIRGIERH
8IGLRSPSK]0EFSVEXSV](WXPERRSYRGIH
EQMPPMSRMRZIWXQIRXMRXSXLI
latest vehicle technologies to boost the
TIVJSVQERGISJXLI9/ W*YXYVI+VSYRH
'SQFEX:ILMGPIW8LITVSNIGX[LMGLMWPIH
F]5MRIXM5MRTEVXRIVWLMT[MXLEGEHIQME
QMPMXEV]ZILMGPIWYWTIRWMSRWTIGMEPMWXWERH
*SVQYPEQSXSVWTSVXWIRKMRIIVW[MPP
focus on innovative solutions for ground
ZILMGPIQSFMPMX]ERHMWI\TIGXIHXSI\TPSMX
XLITSXIRXMEPTVSZMHIHF]L]FVMHIPIGXVMG
HVMZIW]WXIQW
%[MHIVERKISJXIGLRSPSKMIW[MPPFI
MRZIWXMKEXIHMRGPYHMRKEGXMZIWYWTIRWMSR
EHZERGIHX]VIXIGLRSPSKMIWERHXIVVEMR
WGERRMRKERHWIRWMRK,S[IZIV(WXP
XSPHXLMWQEKE^MRIXLIQEMRIQTLEWMW
MWSRI\TPSMXMRKIPIGXVMGHVMZIERH
EHZERGIHWYWTIRWMSRWSPYXMSRWERH
bringing technologies together at a total
W]WXIQPIZIP±7SQIZIV]I\GMXMRKEGXMZI
WYWTIRWMSRGSRGITXWXLEXTVSZMHIPSRK
XVEZIPERHSTXMQMWIHKISQIXVMIWLEZI
FIIRMHIRXM½IH²XLIWTSOIWTIVWSRWE]W
±FYXVIQEMREXPS[XIGLRSPSK]VIEHMRIWW
PIZIP%W[IPPEWXLIFEWMGQIGLERMGEP
IRKMRIIVMRKEWTIGXWWIRWSVWGSRXVSP
WSJX[EVIERHGIVXM½GEXMSRVIQEMREVIEWSJ
GLEPPIRKIXLEXEVIFIMRKEHHVIWWIH²
0EWX%YKYWXXLI9/1MRMWXV]SJ(IJIRGI
E[EVHIHEQMPPMSRGSRXVEGXXS24
%IVSWTEGIXSHIQSRWXVEXI,]FVMH)PIGXVMG
(VMZI ,)( W]WXIQWSR*S\LSYRH
ERH.EGOEPZILMGPIW(WXP[MPPTPE]EOI]
WYTTSVXVSPIMRXLIHIPMZIV]SJXLI%VQ] W
,)(HIQSRWXVEXSVTVSNIGXSRI\MWXMRK
TPEXJSVQWYWMRKIPIGXVMGE\PIHVMZILYF
QSXSVWERHMRFSEVHQSXSVWVIWTIGXMZIP]
8LITVSNIGXWIIOWXSHIQSRWXVEXIXLI
JIEWMFMPMX]ERHWLS[XLIFIRI½XWSJZILMGPI
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A Jackal vehicle on a desert track:
Wheeled vehicles have good
STIVEXMSREPQSFMPMX]SRVSEHWFYX
they lack the terrain accessibility of
tracked vehicles (MoD/Crown Copyright)
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,]FVMH)PIGXVMG(VMZIW]WXIQW[MPPFIHIQSRWXVEXIHSR*S\LSYRH(MoD/Crown Copyright)

IPIGXVM½GEXMSRERH,)(XIGLRSPSKMIW
ERHLIRGIMRJSVQJYXYVIGETEFMPMX]
VIUYMVIQIRXW
%PXLSYKL[LIIPIHZILMGPIWLEZIKSSH
STIVEXMSREPQSFMPMX]SRVSEHW(WXPWE]W
XLI]PEGOXLIXIVVEMREGGIWWMFMPMX]SJ
XVEGOIHZILMGPIWHYIXSLMKLIVKVSYRH
TVIWWYVIERHPS[IVXVEGXMSR1IGLERMGEP
HMVIGXHVMZIXVEMRWSPYXMSRWERHXVEHMXMSREP
WYWTIRWMSRW]WXIQWEPWSPMQMXXLIMVKET
ERHWXITGVSWWMRKGETEFMPMXMIW:ILMGPI
IPIGXVM½GEXMSREWEXIGLRSPSK]GSRGITX
STIRWYTRI[TSWWMFMPMXMIW[LIRMXGSQIW
XSZILMGPIJSVQJEGXSVHVMZIXVEMRGSRXVSP
ERHWYWTIRWMSRWSPYXMSRW
±-XMWI\TIGXIHXLEXWMKRM½GERX
MQTVSZIQIRXWMRQSFMPMX]ERHEYXSQSXMZI
TIVJSVQERGIGERFIEGLMIZIHF]
I\TPSMXMRKIPIGXVMGHVMZIXVEGXMSRGSRXVSP
ERHEHZERGIHWYWTIRWMSRWSPYXMSRW²E
WTSOIWTIVWSRJSV(WXPWE]W±,S[IZIV
XLIOI]MWWYIMWHIZIPSTMRKXIGLRSPSK]
STXMSRWXLEXEVIEJJSVHEFPIERHVSFYWX
8LIYPXMQEXIKSEPMWXSHIPMZIVERYQFIV
SJXIGLRSPSK]STXMSRWXLEXLEZIXLIEFMPMX]
XSMRGVIEWISZIVEPPQSFMPMX]TIVJSVQERGI
SJ[LIIPIHTPEXJSVQW7MKRM½GERX
MQTVSZIQIRXWEVII\TIGXIHMRSJJVSEH
XIVVEMREGGIWWMFMPMX]ZILMGPIWTIIHWXEFMPMX]

ERHKETWXITGVSWWMRKGETEFMPMX]²
-REHHMXMSRXSMQTVSZMRKQSFMPMX]KEMRW
EVIEPWSI\TIGXIHXSFIQEHIMRPSKMWXMG
WYTTSVXVIUYMVIQIRXWERHIRZMVSRQIRXEP
MQTEGXF]HIZIPSTMRKQSVIVIPMEFPIERH
JYIPIJ½GMIRXZILMGPIW0MKLXIV[LIIPIH
TPEXJSVQWXLEXGERWIPJHITPS]EXWTIIH
VIQSZIWXLIRIIHJSVWITEVEXILIEZ]
IUYMTQIRXXVERWTSVXIVWERHVIHYGIWXLI
PSKMWXMGWJSSXTVMRXSJXLIZILMGPI¾IIX[LMPWX
VIXEMRMRKKSSHGVSWWGSYRXV]GETEFMPMXMIW
;MXLEVQSYVIHZILMGPIGVI[WWTIRHMRK
PSRKIVTIVMSHWSJXMQIMRWMHIXLIZILMGPI
HYVMRKSTIVEXMSRWMRGVIEWIHIQTLEWMW
MWEPWSFIMRKTPEGIHSRGVI[JEXMKYIERH
GSQJSVX±8LIMWWYIWHSRSXVIZSPZI
EVSYRHGSQJSVXJSVMXWS[RWEOIFYX
IRWYVMRKXLIGVI[VIQEMR½XXS½KLXERH
GERSTIVEXIGSQTPI\ZILMGPIW]WXIQW
[LMPWXXVEZIPPMRKEXWTIIHEGVSWWEPP
XIVVEMRW²WE]W(WXP
,]FVMH)PIGXVMG(VMZIXIGLRSPSK]
[MPPEPWSVIHYGIXLI%VQ]´WVIPMERGISR
JSWWMPJYIPW[LMGLMWMRPMRI[MXLXLI9/
KSZIVRQIRX WEQFMXMSRWXSVIHYGIMXW
GEVFSRIQMWWMSRWXSRIX^IVSF]
0X+IR6MGLEVH2YKII[LSMWPIEHMRK
XLI1S(´WSRKSMRK'PMQEXI'LERKIERH
7YWXEMREFMPMX]6IZMI[WXEXIHPEWX]IEV
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XLEXXLI%VQ]XIWXMRKIPIGXVMGZILMGPIW
[SYPHFIRI½XRSXSRP]MXW[SVPHGPEWW
TIVWSRRIPFYXEPWSSYVTPERIX±8LMW
KSIWXSWLS[LS[WIVMSYWP][IEVI
MRGSVTSVEXMRKWYWXEMREFMPMX]MRXSSYV
STIVEXMSRW[LMPIWMQYPXERISYWP]TYWLMRK
XLIFSYRHEVMIWSJQMPMXEV]MRRSZEXMSR²
LIWXEXIH
%W[IPPEW[SVOMRK[MXLXVEHMXMSREP
HIJIRGIWYTTPMIVW(WXPLEWXYVRIHXS
XLI[SVPHSJQSXSVWTSVXJSVMRWTMVEXMSR
'SQTERMIWMXMW[SVOMRK[MXLMRGPYHI
4VSHVMZI[LMGLLEWXVERWJIVVIHWOMPPWMXW
PIEVRIHMRGLEQTMSRWLMT[MRRMRKVEGIERH
VEPP]GEVWXSHIJIRGIERH*SVQYPE3RI
QSXSVWTSVXWTIGMEPMWXW;MPPMEQW%HZERGIH
)RKMRIIVMRK(WXPLSTIWXSI\TPSMXXLIMV
YRHIVWXERHMRKSJEHZERGIHWYWTIRWMSR
W]WXIQWXVEGXMSRGSRXVSPWSPYXMSRW
QEXIVMEPWERHSXLIVXIGLRSPSKMIWXSMRJSVQ
XLIHIWMKRSJJYXYVIZILMGPIGSRGITXW
'YVVIRXP](WXP W[SVOMWJSGYWIHSR
HIWMKRWXYHMIWQSHIPPMRKERHXLIFYMPHMRK
SJEWYFWGEPIRSZIPWYWTIRWMSRW]WXIQW
HIQSRWXVEXSV6IUYMVIQIRXWJSVJYXYVI
TVSXSX]TIW[MPPFIWLETIHF]XLI%VQ]
WXVEXIK]JSV*YXYVI+VSYRH'SQFEX
7]WXIQW[LMGLMWI\TIGXIHXSWXEVXJYPP
HIZIPSTQIRXEVSYRHQ

LAND SYSTEMS

Clubbing Together
A

rmoured vehicle manufacturers
often talk about being
responsive to customer
demands and incorporating lessons
PIEVRIHJVSQXLIFEXXPI½IPHMRXLIMV
vehicle's design. But few probably enjoy
the ongoing dialogue that BAE Systems
Hägglunds in Sweden has with users of
its CV90 Infantry Fighting Vehicle (IFV).
Hägglunds' CV90 Club, which consists
of representatives from the seven user
nations: Sweden, Finland, Denmark,
the Netherlands, Estonia, Norway and
Switzerland; meets several times a year,
and at least once a year in Örnsköldsvik,

Sweden, where the CV90 is manufactured.
Other armoured vehicle OEMs operate
similar clubs, but Dan Lindell, director
of combat vehicles at BAE Systems
Hägglunds, says what sets the CV90
Club apart is that it is governed by users,
not industry. A different country chairs
the club every two years. Norway is
scheduled to take the chair from Sweden
this year. CV90 member nations also
frequently contact one another for
advice regarding the vehicle. Lindell says
it is not unusual for him to get a call
at any time of the day or night from a
user eager to share their experiences

User demands have shaped different iterations
of the CV90 IFV (Copyright: BAE Systems)
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or ideas for building on the vehicle's
existing capabilities. “CV90 users are at
different stages in the vehicle's lifespan,”
he explains. “Some are new owners,
while others have had CV90s that have
JSYKLXMRWIZIVEPGSR¾MGXW8LIVIMWELYKI
knowledge base for users to draw on, as
[IPPEWSXLIVFIRI½XWWYGLEWXLIFYRHPMRK
of spares and logistics for the vehicle.”
-XMWRSXNYWXXLIYWIVWXLEXFIRI½XJVSQ
these shared experiences; Hägglunds too
can use the feedback from club members
to improve the CV90 platform, which
FIRI½XWEPPYWIVGSYRXVMIW±-J[IGSQI
up with a good idea, they will start a

LAND SYSTEMS

Regular customer feedback via BAE Systems Hägglunds’ CV90 Club, has made the Infantry
*MKLXMRK:ILMGPIETPEXJSVQXLEXVIEPP]MWHIWMKRIHJSVXLI[EV½KLXIVF]XLI[EV½KLXIV
By Anita Hawser

discussion which users can contribute to,”
WE]W8EVOER PEWXREQI[MXLLIPH YWIV
representative/2nd-'UYEPM½GEXMSRERH
production manager for the Dutch CV90
1MH0MJI9TKVEHITVSNIGXXIEQ8EVOER
has worked with BAE Systems Hägglunds
on the CV90 since 2003, prior to the
vehicle entering service with the Royal
Netherlands Army in 2008.

SHAPED BY ITS USERS

Different user demands have clearly
shaped various iterations of the CV90.
8LI1OJIEXYVIHERI[X[SQER
mm turret designed to meet a Norwegian

VIUYMVIQIRX8LI1O--TEZIHXLI[E]JSV
a new fully digitised combat vehicle based
on a Swiss requirement for a Health &
Usage Monitoring System (HUMS), which
automatically detected faults on board
XLIZILMGPI±8LIRMRXLIIEVP]W
the Dutch came along wanting the most
lethal and survivable IFV,” adds Lindell.
8LEXKEZIVMWIXSXLI':1O---
which featured a new weapon system, the
QQ&YWLQEWXIV---GERRSR[MXLER
integrated ammunition programmer for
EMVFYVWXQYRMXMSRW±8SKIXLIV[MXLXLI
Dutch, we designed a semi-autonomous
system, which aids the gunner,” Lindell
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I\TPEMRW±8LIKYRRIVWIPIGXWXEVKIX
X]TIERH½VIWERHXLIGSQTYXIVHSIW
the rest in terms of selecting the type of
ammunition and how many rounds are
½VIHFYVWXTEXXIVRWIXG²
8EVOER[SVOIHGPSWIP][MXL&%)
Systems Hägglunds on designing the
human-machine interface (HMI) for the
CV90 — what functions the Dutch needed
and where they were located inside the
ZILMGPI±8LI]EPPS[IHYWXSEVVERKIXLI
inside and the use cases — the software
side of the HMI — of the vehicle the way
[I[ERXIHMX²LIWE]W±8LI]WE[MXEW
a huge learning curve; both parties got

LAND SYSTEMS

their ideas implemented, which resulted in
the most desirable set up for current and
future CV90 customers.”
3RISJXLIFMKKIWXFIRI½XWSJFIMRKE
QIQFIVSJXLI':'PYFWE]W8EVOER
is the shared user experiences. “Other
countries may have a particular way of
using the vehicle that does not match
ours, but we can still learn from them and
them from us.” With the Dutch having
decided on all the HMI, the 30 mm to
QQGERRSRERHEVQSYVJSVXLI1O---
version of the CV90, the Danes bought
XLIWEQIZILMGPIEFMXPEXIVSR±8LI
Danes call me or mail me telling they
are experiencing something and asking
LS[[IHIEPX[MXLMX²WE]W8EVOER±-X

could be a problem with a box inside the
vehicle. If we have the same problem, we
can go to Hägglunds and ask them to look
at it.”
1SVIXLER':WEGVSWW
variants are currently in service with the
seven user nations. Norway, Denmark
ERH7[IHIRLEZI½IPHIHXLIZILMGPIMR
combat operations in Afghanistan. “It
MWEW]WXIQJSVXLI[EV½KLXIVF]XLI
[EV½KLXIV²WE]W0MRHIPP

AHEAD OF ITS TIME

In addition to the seven user countries
that already operate the CV90, the IFV is
also a contender for a multibillion dollar
contract to supply the Czech Armed

“Our users appreciate the CV90's mobility, which is
designed for the soft soil and deep snow in the north
of Sweden,” says Dan Lindell of BAE Systems Hägglunds
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*SVGIW[MXLQSVIXLER-*:W8LI
CV90 is up against General Dynamics
European Land Systems' ASCOD and
Rheinmetall’s Lynx for the prestigious
contract, but is still awaiting a decision
from the Czech Ministry of Defence.
Lindell says the CV90's electronic
architecture and autonomy, which aids the
crew's decision-making, means the vehicle
is well placed to accommodate future
HIQERHWJSVSTXMSREPP]QERRIH½KLXMRK
vehicles and manned/unmanned teaming.
8LI': WHMKMXEPEVGLMXIGXYVILEWEWQER]
IP addresses and nodes as a medium-sized
enterprise," says Lindell. "It´s more advanced
XLERXLEXSJXLI+VMTIR½KLXIVNIX
At the moment, however, all eyes are

LAND SYSTEMS

SRXLI2IXLIVPERHW ºQMPPMSR1MH0MJI
9TKVEHISJMXW':20¾IIX[LMGL[MPP
WIIMXWZILMGPIW½XXIH[MXLVYFFIVXVEGOW
from Soucy and Elbit Systems' Iron Fist
%GXMZI4VSXIGXMSR7]WXIQ±8LI(YXGLEVI
integrating world-class systems and addSRWXLEX[MPPFIRI½XSXLIV':YWIVW²
says Lindell.
When the Dutch selected the CV90
Mk III back in December 2004, against
other vehicles such as the Ulan IFV
ERH6LIMRQIXEPP W4YQE8EVOERWE]WMX
demonstrated the most growth potential.
“It was way ahead of its time back then
with its fully electronic architecture,
VIUYMVIH½VITS[IVERHQSFMPMX];IYWIH
the Swiss MKII as an example to start

from, which at that time, already had a
good digitised electronic structure. It gives
you power when you need it and it drives
like a car.”
By moving from steel to Composite
6YFFIV8VEGOWXLI(YXGL%VQ]LSTIWXS
further improve the CV90's mobility, as
well as reduce crew fatigue and vibration
inside the vehicle. Having recently
returned from Skövde in Sweden where
XLI(YXGLGSRHYGXIH6YFFIV&ERH8VEGO
durability trials over a distance of 2,000
OQ8EVOERWE]WXLIQSZIJVSQWXIIPXS
rubber is not a just a straightforward
W[ET±8LIWTVSGOIXWVSEH[LIIPWERH
idler wheels on the vehicle need to be
changed, together with internal parts on
XLI½REPHVMZIWERHGLERKIWXSXLIXVEGO
tension system,” he explains. “It will need
to be driven and maintained differently
than vehicles with steel tracks.”
8LIEHHMXMSRSJXLI-VSR*MWX%GXMZI
Protection System (APS) to the Dutch
CV90 dates back to a 2003 requirement
to up armour the vehicle against RPGs.
At that point, the Army was considering
reactive armour, but it would have
required the vehicle to be widened, which
made it unsuitable for operations in urban
terrain, as well as losing the current high
level of kinetic energy protection.
Also, the explosives used in the
reactive armour need to be safely stored
WSQI[LIVI8EVOERWE]WXLI(IJIRWMZI%MH
Suite on board the CV90, coupled with
the Iron Fist APS, will provide protection
against anti-tank guided missiles and
VSGOIXW±8LI(YXGLXLVIEXWMXYEXMSR
changed and they needed something else,”
WE]W0MRHIPP±8LIFIEYX]MWXLEXMJ*MRPERH
for example, wants an APS system, they
don't have to start with a clean sheet
SJTETIV8LI]GERFIRI½XJVSQXLI
I\TIVMIRGIWSJXLI(YXGL8LIVI WEPSXSJ
development going on among the CV90
user nations that can be shared.”

MOBILITY IS OUR DNA
-R&%),mKKPYRHWEPWS½XXIH
an active damping suspension system
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to the CV90, which was derived from
Formula One racing cars. Lindell says this
system, together with the rubber tracks
XLI(YXGLEVI½XXMRKXSXLIZILMGPI[MPP
make a world-class system even better.
“Our users appreciate the CV90's mobility,
which is designed for the soft soil and deep
snow in the north of Sweden,” he says. “If
you can negotiate that, you can negotiate
any terrain in the world.”
Lindell says mobility is BAE Systems
Hägglunds' DNA. But he is critical of
what he calls the “new kids on the block”
°XLI9/ W%.%<XLI0]R\/*ERH
,ER[LE(IJIRWI W6IHFEGO-*:8LI/*-
XSXSRRIW ERHXLI6IHFEGO 
tonnes) were both shortlisted for the
Australian Army's Project Land 400 Phase
3 programme. Hanwha's and Rheinmetall's
vehicles defeated proposals from BAE
Systems Hägglunds, which put forward
its CV90, and General Dynamics Land
Systems' AJAX.
But the vehicles shortlisted for the
Australian programme are not any faster,
says Lindell, have any higher survivability,
or can carry any more troops than the
CV90, which weighs just 24 to 38 tonnes.
“We've always had the perception that
being big is really bad in terms of being
a war machine,” he says. “Bigger vehicles
are easier to target, have problems with
mobility, transportability and suffer from
higher costs, but it seems some companies
have forgotten what is important.”
Lindell is also critical of the unrealistic
timelines being communicated.
“Designing, qualifying and producing
a modern combat vehicle is a very
complex venture," he says. "A blank sheet
HIZIPSTQIRXXEOIWFIX[IIR]IEVW
(original CV90 Mk0) to 20 years (Puma).
8LI'^IGL%VQ]VIUYMVIWMXWZILMGPIWXS
be operational by 2027.”
8SKIXERI[KIRIVEXMSRSJXLI':
HIWMKRIHERHUYEPM½IHX]TMGEPP]XEOIW
JSYVXS½ZI]IEVWWE]W0MRHIPPERHXLEX´W
WXEVXMRK[MXLE WSPYXMSR8LI%.%<
HIZIPSTQIRXLEWWSJEVXEOIRTPYW
years and still counting." Q

LAND SYSTEMS

Burn
Up
Track
THE

As legacy platforms undergo major
mid-life upgrades, and concepts for
optionally manned and unmanned
vehicles emerge, are Composite
Rubber Tracks about to have their
moment in the sun?
By Anita Hawser

%;EVVMSV-*:½XXIH[MXL'SQTSWMXI
6YFFIV8VEGOWJVSQ7SYG](IJIRWI
(Photo by Soucy Defense Photography)
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XIIPZIVWYWVYFFIVXVEGOWMWE
HIFEXIXLEXLEWVEKIHMRXLI
EVQSYVIHZILMGPIGSQQYRMX]
JSVQER]]IEVW(IWTMXILEZMRKELMKLIV
QEMRXIRERGIVIUYMVIQIRXERHSXLIV
HMWEHZERXEKIWWYGLEWLMKLPIZIPWSJRSMWI
ERHZMFVEXMSRMRWMHIXLIZILMGPIQSWX
EVQSYVIHZILMGPIWXSHE]WXMPPVYRSRWXIIP
XVEGOW;LIRMXGSQIWXSW[ETTMRKWXIIP
JSVVYFFIVXVEGOWSRPIKEG]EVQSYVIH
ZILMGPITPEXJSVQWEJJSVHEFMPMX]MWERMWWYI
7S[LMPIYWIVWQE]FIWSPHSRXLI
FIRI½XWSJVYFFIV°PS[IVRSMWI
ERHZMFVEXMSRPIZIPWERHEVIHYGIH
QEMRXIRERGIFYVHIR°HIGPMRMRKHIJIRGI
FYHKIXWLEZITVIGPYHIHXLIQJVSQ
FIMRKEQYWXLEZISREVQMIW [MWLPMWXW
*YVXLIVQSVIMXMWRSXWMQTP]EGEWISJ
W[ETTMRKWXIIPJSVVYFFIV7TVSGOIXWVSEH
[LIIPWERHMHPIV[LIIPWSRXLIZILMGPI
RIIHXSFIGLERKIHXSKIXLIV[MXLMRXIVREP
TEVXWSRXLI½REPHVMZIWERHGLERKIWQEHI
XSXLIXVEGOXIRWMSRW]WXIQ
&YX/IZMR7PSERVIXMVIHJVSQXLI
&VMXMWL%VQ]ERHRS[HMVIGXSVSJ
FYWMRIWWHIZIPSTQIRXEX7SYG](IJIRWI
E'EREHMERGSQTER][LMGLLEWWYTTPMIH
'SQTSWMXI6YFFIV8VEGOW '68W JSV
ZILMGPIWPMOIXLI&VMXMWL%VQ] W;EVXLSK
ERH&%)7]WXIQW &:7ERH':WE]W
ERYQFIVSJJEGXSVWEVIGSRZIVKMRKXS
W[MRKXLITIRHYPYQMR'68 WJEZSYV
±1ER]EVQSYVIHZILMGPITPEXJSVQWEVI
VIEGLMRKQMHSVIRHSJPMJIYTKVEHIW²
LII\TPEMRW±&I]SRHEVQSYV½VITS[IV
ERHQSFMPMX]?[LEXXLIEVQSYVIHZILMGPI
GSQQYRMX]VIJIVXSEWXLI MVSRXVMERKPI A
XLIFMKKIWXHMWVYTXSVMRQSFMPMX]MW
VYFFIVXVEGOW²
7PSERWE]W7SYG]LEWSJJIVIHMXWVYFFIV
XVEGOWEGVSWWXLI&VMXMWL%VQ] W¾IIXSJ
EVQSYVIHZILMGPIW°JVSQXLI;EVVMSV
XSXLI%7WIPJTVSTIPPIHLS[MX^IV
ERHIZIV]XLMRKFIPS[1ER]SJXLIWI
TPEXJSVQWEVIYRHIVKSMRKQENSVYTKVEHIW
%X(7)-MR7SYG]WLS[GEWIHXLI
;EVVMSV-RJERXV]*MKLXMRK:ILMGPI -*: 
½XXIH[MXLMXW'SQTSWMXI6YFFIV8VEGOW
,EZMRKWTIRX]IEVWMRXLIQIHMYQ
EVQSYVWTEGI°ZILMGPIW[MXLEKVSWW

ZILMGPI[IMKLXSJXSQIXVMGXSR
°7PSERWE]WER]KEMRWSVMRGVIEWIW
MR½VITS[IVQSFMPMX]SVMRGVIEWIH
TVSXIGXMSRSRXLIZILMGPISJXIRQIERW
KEMRWMRXLIZILMGPI W[IMKLX
8LMW[EWGIVXEMRP]EGSRWMHIVEXMSRJSV
XLI(YXGL%VQ]EWXLI]ETTVSEGLIHXLI
1MH0MJI9TKVEHISJXLIMV':20
-*:8EVOER PEWXREQI[MXLLIPH YWIV
VITVIWIRXEXMZIRH-'UYEPM½GEXMSRERH
TVSHYGXMSRQEREKIVJSVXLI(YXGL':
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1MH0MJI9TKVEHITVSNIGXXIEQWE]WXLI
(YXGL[ERXIHXSEHHEHHMXMSREPWYF
W]WXIQWXSXLI':&YX[MXLWXIIP
XVEGOWXLEX[SYPHLEZIQIERXMRGVIEWIH
[IMKLX[LMGL[SYPHLEZIHIKVEHIHXLI
ZILMGPI WQSFMPMX]7SXLI(YXGLSTXIH
JSV7SYG] WVYFFIVXVEGOW±8LIFMKKIWX
KEMR[MXLVYFFIVXVEGOWMW[IMKLX²8EVOER
I\TPEMRW±[LMGLQIERW[IGEREHHQSVI
WYFW]WXIQWXSXLIZILMGPI8LIVI WEPWS
ELYKIHMJJIVIRGIMRZMFVEXMSRERHRSMWI

LAND SYSTEMS

[LMGLMWFEHJSVXLIIPIGXVSRMGWERH
TIVWSRRIP²2SMWIERHZMFVEXMSRMRWMHI
EVQSYVIHZILMGPIWSRWXIIPXVEGOWGER
GEYWIWMKRM½GERXHMWGSQJSVXJEXMKYIERH
REYWIEJSVXLIGVI[MRWMHI7SQIWSPHMIVW
LEZIGSQTEVIHMXXSXLIJIIPMRKSJFIMRK
MRWMHIE±[EWLMRKQEGLMRI²
,MWXSVMGEPP]EVQSYVIHZILMGPIWSRP]
RIIHIHXSVIHYGIXLILEVQJYPIJJIGXWSJ
ZILMGPIRSMWIERHZMFVEXMSRXSEPIZIP%W
0S[EW6IEWSREFP]4VEGXMGEFPI&YXXLEX

GLERKIHMRWE]W7PSER[LMGLLYKIP]
MQTEGXIHEVQSYVIHZILMGPIQERYJEGXYVIVW
ERHPIKEG]TPEXJSVQWXLEXJSYRHMXHMJ½GYPX
XSGSQTP][MXLWXIIPXVEGOW JVIUYIRGMIW
±7IZIRX]TIVGIRXSJXLIZMFVEXMSRJVSQ
WXIIPXVEGOWGSQIWJVSQXLIWTVSGOIX
LMXXMRKXLIXVEGO²7PSERI\TPEMRW±-J]SY
GERVIHYGIXLEXXLIRXLIW]WXIQERHXLI
LYQERFIRI½XIRSVQSYWP]²
7SYG]WE]WMXW'SQTSWMXI6YFFIV8VEGOW
GERVIHYGIEZILMGPI WXVEGOW]WXIQ[IMKLX

F]YTXS -XVITSVXW PIWWZMFVEXMSR
ERHYTXSH&MRRSMWIVIHYGXMSR,EZMRK
VIGIRXP]GSQTPIXIHVYFFIVXVEGOHYVEFMPMX]
XVMEPWSRXLI':MR7[IHIR8EVOERWE]W
MXEPQSWXJIPXPMOIHVMZMRKE[LIIPIHZILMGPI
±8LIVIMWEFMKHMJJIVIRGIIWTIGMEPP]SR
GSRGVIXIVSEHW²LIWE]W±8LIIPIGXVSRMGW
EVIRSXVEXXPMRKEVSYRHERH[MXLVYFFIV
XVEGOW]SYLEZIQSVIGSRXEGX[MXLXLI
VSEHWYVJEGI²6YFFIVXVEGOWEVIEPWSWEMH
XSMRGVIEWIQSFMPMX]SRWRS[ERHMGI±=SY

,ER[LE W%76IHFEGO-*:LEW'SQTSWMXI
6YFFIV8VEGOW½XXIHJSVMQTVSZIHQSFMPMX]
(Copyright: Hanwha Defense)
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GEREHHWRS[GPMTWMJ]SYPSWIXVEGXMSR
SVWSPZIMXF]EHHMRKSXLIVXLMRKWXS
XLIVYFFIVFERHXVEGO²WE]W8EVOER
±(VMZMRKXLVSYKLQYHXLIZILMGPIWPMHIW
EPSXQSVISRWPSTIWWS]SYLEZIXS
GLERKI]SYV[E]SJHVMZMRK;ILEZIXS
YRXIEGLGIVXEMRXLMRKW²

Composite Rubber
Tracks are more
IJ½GMIRXVIPMEFPI
and easier to
maintain, reducing
the effort needed to
sustain formations in
XLI½IPH.
2SV[E][EWXLI½VWX':YWIVXS½X
VYFFIVXVEGOWXSEXSRRI':MR
%JKLERMWXERMR-X[EWXLILIEZMIWX
ZILMGPIEXXLIXMQIXSLEZIYWIHXLIQSR
STIVEXMSRW8SHE]XLEROWXSEHZERGIW
MRGSQTSWMXIQEXIVMEPW7SYG] WXVEGOW
GERFI½XXIHXSEVQSYVIHZILMGPIW[MXL
EKVSWWZILMGPI[IMKLXSJYTXSQIXVMG
XSRRIW1ENSV4IV6YRI,ERWIRXLI
':¾IIXQEREKIVJSVXLI2SV[IKMER
(IJIRGI0SKMWXMGW3VKERMWEXMSREXXLI
XMQIVIQEVOIH±3YVZILMGPIGVI[W
[IVIEPMXXPIWGITXMGEPSJXLIVYFFIV
XVEGOWEX½VWXFYXSRGIXLI]YWIH
XLIQXLI]FIGEQIFMKJERWERHVIEPP]
ETTVIGMEXIXLIVIHYGIHZMFVEXMSRERH
UYMIXIVSTIVEXMSR²
6]ER&PEGO-RXIKVEXIH0SKMWXMGW
7YTTSVX1EREKIVEX7SYG](IJIRWIWE]W
XLIVYFFIVXVEGOWQIERX2SV[E]GSYPH
FIXXIVREZMKEXIHMJJIVIRXXIVVEMRERH
SYXQERSIYZVISTTSRIRXW;LIRXLI
2SV[IKMERWGEQIFEGOJVSQ%JKLERMWXER
XLI]GLERKIHXLIMVIRXMVI¾IIXSJ':W
XS'68±-RQSYRXEMRSYWXIVVEMRVYFFIV
ZIVWYWWXIIPXVEGOWMWPMOIGLEPOERH

(Soucy Defense Photography)
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A CV90 with rubber tracks (Soucy Defense Photography)

cheese,” says Black. “The tension on the
track is higher, the vehicle is much more
responsive and rubber tracks give you
better traction, braking and acceleration.”
In Afghanistan, he says British Army
vehicles like the Warthog (ST Engineering's
Bronco 2) travelled more than 300,000 km
on rubber tracks, which withstood multiple
IED blasts without any fatalities. “Rubber
tracks are able to withstand mine blasts up
to STANAG 3, whereas with steel tracks it
is only up to STANAG 1,” says Black.

DIFFERENT TYPE OF
MAINTENANCE

With steel tracks, maintenance is
ongoing. “The tracks need to be changed,
on average, every 600 km,” says Sloan.
±8EOMRKJSYVSV½ZIPMROWSYXSJXLIWMHISJ
a track is classed as normal. With CRTs,
you can travel up to 5,000 km before you
need to change the track and it can be
HSRIMRXLI½IPH²&YXYRPMOIWXIIPXVEGOW
which can be easily repaired by replacing

the links, if a rubber track breaks, the
entire system has to be replaced.
“Vehicles with rubber tracks need to
be maintained differently than vehicles
with steel tracks,” says Tarkan. ”With
steel tracks, nine times out of 10 a
QIQFIVSJXLIGVI[[MPP½\MX;MXLE
rubber track, you need help from a higher
maintenance level.” In the case of the
Dutch Army, any repairs to rubber tracks
would need to be carried out by the
Company Maintenance Group, or higher,
not the vehicle's crew.
With many armies now looking at Strike
SV)\TIHMXMSREV]GETEFMPMXMIW7PSERWE]W
5,000 km is the rule of thumb being set by
requirements, which advantages rubber
tracks over steel. “A vehicle must have
the ability to travel up to 2,000 km and
WXMPPLEZIQMPIEKIXSXEOIXSXLI½KLX²LI
says. “Composite Rubber Tracks provide
the agility and autonomy to self-deploy as
independently as possible, enabling a force
to project power at distance,” he says.
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In vehicle competitions such as
Australia's Land 400 Phase 3 programme,
one of the two shortlisted contenders,
Hanwha Defense's Redback IFV, features
Composite Rubber Tracks from Soucy.
The other vehicle shortlisted for the
GSQTIXMXMSR6LIMRQIXEPP W0]R\MWSR
steel tracks.
But the biggest market opportunity
for CRT right now is in the unmanned
or optionally manned domain. “With
optionally manned or completely
unmanned vehicles, you don't have the
manpower to do the maintenance,” says
Sloan. The low vibration of rubber tracks
also protects any sensitive electronics on
board. “CRT reduces the maintenance
burden to almost zero,” continues Sloan.
“Imagine trying to do track maintenance
on 12 unmanned platforms in a robot
swarm. That becomes untenable.” Sloan
says CRT is also likely to appeal to those
armies developing armoured vehicle
concepts like the Carmel programme in
Israel and the US's Optionally Manned
Fighting Vehicle (OMFV), which feature
options for a much reduced crew (two to
three people) inside the vehicle.
±8LI97%VQ] W2I\X+IRIVEXMSR
Combat Vehicle portfolio is keeping us
busy right now,” says Sloan, adding that a
number of initial contenders — from the
Remote Combat Vehicle Light to OMFV
— offer Composite Rubber Tracks from
Soucy. Moving forward, Sloan says: “Our
focus is on meeting the requirements
being asked by the customer and
anticipating those that haven’t been asked
yet. Composite Rubber Tracks are more
IJ½GMIRXVIPMEFPIERHIEWMIVXSQEMRXEMR
reducing the effort needed to sustain
JSVQEXMSRWMRXLI½IPH´´
Soucy Defense has a robust R&D
pipeline, which is set to broaden its offer
to capture platforms from RCV/UGV,
through to Light Tank concepts, says Sloan.
“Our technology is advancing all the time,
and we are working with our industry
partners and defence, to keep pace with
the evolution of vehicle designs.” Q

KONGSBERG SPONSORED STATEMENT

Firepower for today and the future:
The PROTECTOR Remote Turret systems
Kongsberg

D

uring the last 20 years, KONGSBERG has delivered
more than 20,000 Remote Weapon Systems to a total
of 23 customer nations. The systems all belong to the
PROTECTOR family of weapon systems — a family that has grown
to include systems ranging from small calibre units, to mediumcalibre turrets. This article takes a closer look at the Remote

Turrets system and how they will continue to provide unmatched
lethality, many years into the future.

THE WORLD-CLASS LEGACY

KONGBSERG started working with remotely operated
turrets in 2008, drawing on many years of successful operational

The KONGSBERG RT40 system mounted on the US Army Stryker vehicle
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unmanned turret,
where the operator
is strapped in a seat
with all hatches to
the turret safely
closed. This choice
has proven very
successful, and as of
today, KONGSBERG
LEWPMZI½VIHQSVI
than 20,000 rounds,
using the linkless
system, without any
feed issues at all.
Second, the
philosophy of
building a system
with a high degree
of modularity for
customers was also
prioritised from
the beginning. The
lessons learned from
0MZI½VIXIWXMRKSJXLI/32+7&)6+68W]WXIQTIVJSVQIHHYVMRKJEPP
the early years of
HIPMZIVMRK6;7TVSZIHXLEXXLIVIMWRS±SRIWSPYXMSR½XWEPP²
experience of the already in-service PROTECTOR Remote
and KONGSBERG believed this was very much the case for
Weapon Stations (RWS). Already at that time, the PROTECTOR
remotely operated turrets.
RWS was a world-leading solution, integrated on armoured
Modularity for the PROTECTOR remote turrets means that
vehicles in many nations. This included the US, where two major
you can easily adapt a number of elements on the system. Using
programmes, Common Remotely Operated Weapon Station
XLIWIRWSVWYMXIEWERI\EQTPIMJEWTIGM½GXLIVQEPMQEKMRK
(CROWS) and Stryker, were being executed.
capability is desired by the user, this can be integrated into the
During those early years, a multitude of experience and
system during its build. Other examples include customising the
know-how was accumulated on how remotely operated systems
armour level, introducing new cannons (for example the CT40
[SVOERHLS[SRIQE\MQMWIWXLIFIRI½XWJSVZILMGPISTIVEXSVW
and XM913 50mm automatic cannon) and missile systems, or
The ambition for the remote turret systems was to bring
adding Active Protection Systems.
KONGSBERG’s experience with the PROTECTORS RWS on to
Whilst the differences in PROTECTOR remote turret
XLIRI[W]WXIQWXLEX[SYPHEGGSQQSHEXIMRGVIEWIH½VITS[IV
EHETXEXMSRWMWZEWXXLI½VIGSRXVSPW]WXIQXLEXXMIWEPPXLIWI
and more advanced sensors.
subsystems together remains the same. This means that from a
training and operational perspective, the operators only need to
KEY TECHNOLOGY CHOICES
learn one PROTECTOR user interface, which is then repeated
Already from the beginning, a number of key technology
EGVSWWXLIGSR½KYVEXMSRW
choices were made for the remote turrets; choices that have
7TIEOMRKSJ½VIGSRXVSPEVGLMXIGXYVIXLI4638)'836JEQMP]
proven to be industry leading today. First, in order to ensure a
of systems is now introducing a new key technology, which
reliable feed system for the medium-calibre guns, the choice to
[MPPJYXYVITVSSJ½VITS[IVWSPYXMSRW°RIX[SVOFEWIH½VI
incorporate a linkless ammunition handling system was made
control architecture. This digital architecture is already being
early on. This system, already in use on Apache helicopters and
incorporated in a number of programmes, including the US
other air platforms, cycles each medium calibre round through
CROWS programme, and will enable multi-user and multi-station
the ammunition boxes without any links or chutes that can cause
capabilities. In practice, this means that one operator can control
a jam for the feed system.
multiple stations, or that one station can be operated by multiple
When you are in an aircraft, there is little chance to clear a
YWIVWXLVSYKLEYWIVHI½RIHLMIVEVGL]*YVXLIVQSVIXLIRI[
weapon feed jam and KONGSBERG thought the same for an
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OPTIMISED FIGHTABILITY

digital architecture enables full wireless control of a RWS or
remote turret mounted on an Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV).

• Hunter/Killer
• Slew to cue
• Lock on target
• Automatic Lead Angle Correction
• Point stabilization
• High performance day and night sensors
• First round select
• All 30x173 ammunition types (AP, HE, ABM etc.)
• Single and dual user versions
• KONGSBERG CORTEX Integrated Combat Solution
• Simulation and training systems

THREE REMOTE TURRET VARIANTS

Since 2008, KONGSBERG’s development of remote turret
systems has led to the establishment of three, technologically
advanced PROTECTOR remote turret variants, the Remote
Turret 20 (RT20), the RT40 and the RT60. The three variants share
common technology and opportunities for growth, but they can be
HI½RIHEWXLVIIFEWIPMRIZEVMERXWGSR½KYVIHJSVHMJJIVIRXRIIHW
The lightest and smallest of the variants is the RT20 turret
system, which has a weight starting at 1250 kg. This variant was
HIZIPSTIHEWEPMKLX[IMKLXWSPYXMSRXS½XSREVQSYVIHZILMGPIW
with requirements for very low turret weight. Examples of that
are the two USMC programmes Amphibious Combat Vehicle
(ACV) and Advanced Reconnaissance Vehicle (ARV), where
requirements for buoyancy when swimming has led to a strong
focus on low turret weight. KONGSBERG has contracts for the
RT20 system for both these programmes and will deliver RT 20
turrets that are fully marinised.
8LI68W]WXIQMWORS[RF]QER]EWXLI±7XV]OIVXYVVIX²-R
2016, the USG issued an urgent Operational Needs Statement
to equip the Second Cavalry Regiment (2CR) with 30 mm
½VITS[IV[MXLMREZIV]WLSVXXMQIJVEQI/32+7&)6+[SR
the competition and within just a year, the company delivered 83
systems for the 2CR, which operates out of Germany. As part of
this programme, thorough tests were conducted both in the US
and Germany, and since 2018 the systems have been operationally
deployed with 2CR. KONGSBERG is currently competing for
equipping the next three Stryker brigades with RT 40 systems —
the winner is expected to be announced in the spring of 2021.
*MREPP][ILEZIXLI68W]WXIQ[LMGL/32+7&)6+HI½RIW
as an Infantry Fighting Vehicle (IFV) variant. The RT60 is currently
under development, but a functional prototype has been built

PROVEN IN ACTIVE SERVICE
3TXMQMWIHJSV½VMRKMRWXEXMGERHQSZMRKWGIREVMSW
• Suitable for tracked and wheeled vehicles
• Highly reliable
0S[[IMKLXERHTVS½PI
• Operated from under armour
• Reload from under armour
• Supporting various protection (armour) levels
• Flexible and designed for customer tailoring and growth
5YEPM½IHJSVKPSFEPSTIVEXMSRW
ERHPMZI½VIXIWXIH8LIW]WXIQMRGPYHIWERIQFIHHIHHYEP
missile launcher and a Commanders Independent RWS. This
HYEPYWIVGSR½KYVEXMSRIREFPIWJYPPLYRXIVOMPPIVGETEFMPMX]ERH
the inclusion of the KONGSBERG CORTEX Integrated Combat
Solution (ICS), enables a number of combat services, including
shared situational awareness between vehicles, target handover
internally in the vehicle, and target handover between vehicles in
the same formation. Q

The Remote Turret variants in the KONGSBERG PROTECTOR family
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Smooth
Operator

The TAK-4i intelligent independent suspension
system on Oshkosh Defense's Joint Light Tactical
Vehicle has reviewers gushing over its smooth handling and ride quality. Vice President of Engineering,
Dave Marek, explains how it has delivered a level of
GSQJSVXXS[EV½KLXIVWRIZIVWIIRFIJSVI
By Anita Hawser

Marines with Marine Wing Support Squadron 271 conduct self-recovery with a JLTV at Camp Lejeune,
North Carolina (US Marine Corps photo by Lance Cpl. Elias E. Pimentel III)
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A

nyone who's ridden in Oshkosh
Defense's Joint Light Tactical
Vehicle (JLTV), which is the
replacement for AM General 's much-loved
and iconic Humvee, will know just how
well the vehicle handles off road, even on
the steepest of inclines or declines. The
ride is surprisingly smooth. As one BBC
TopGear reviewer put it: “... nothing’s
allowed to disturb the serenity of the cabin
GETWYPI[LMGL¾SEXWEPSRKERH-ORS[XLMW
is a ludicrous word here, so gracefully.”

'Graceful,' is not a word that is usually
uttered in the same context as armoured
vehicle. Yet, despite a requirement for the
JLTV to offer the crew inside a higher level
of protection than the Humvee, mobility
and speed have not been compromised
in any way. One of the reasons for that is
the JLTV's TAK-4i intelligent independent
suspension system.
Many of the details regarding the JLTV are
GPEWWM½IHFYX[IQEREKIHXSKIX3WLOSWL
Defense's Vice President of Engineering

Soldiers drive a JLTV at Fort McCoy (US Army photo by Scott Sturkol, PAO, Fort McCoy)
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Dave Marek to spill the beans on TAK-4i,
and what inspired the company to develop it.
Marek says it all started in the 1990s,
when Oshkosh Defense participated
in the US Marine Corps' Medium
Tactical Vehicle Replacement (MTVR)
programme. “We immediately saw an
opportunity to demonstrate next level
mobility,” he says. “Oshkosh began
designing a suspension system that
used a coil spring system, versus the
traditional solid-axle spring system. This

LAND SYSTEMS

QSHM½GEXMSRHIQSRWXVEXIHEWYFWXERXMEP
improvement in mobility and ultimately
helped Oshkosh win the contract.”
The TAK-4i system was purposely
designed for the Oshkosh Defense JLTV.
And while it may appear to be a simple
evolution of the original TAK-4, Marek
says it is in fact a substantial leap in
technology. “The TAK-4i met, and in some
instances exceeded, all mobility and ride
quality requirements set forth in the US
government’s JLTV Request for Proposal
(RFP),” he says.
When the JLTV RFP was issued in 2008,
Oshkosh had already begun testing a gas
spring suspension system. Marek says the
engineering team recognised alternatives
like “hydropneumatic suspension systems”
— gas springs, combined with the damping
TVSTIVXMIWSJL]HVEYPMG¾YMHW°[IVI
limited regarding ride quality and overall
vehicle performance.
Marek says some form of the TAK-4 was
added to vehicles like the Medium Tactical
Vehicle Replacement, Mine-Resistant
Ambush Protected Vehicle, Logistics
Vehicle System Replacement, Palletised
Load System A1, P-19R Aircraft Rescue
Fire Fighting vehicle, JLTV, and Family of
Medium Tactical Vehicles (FMTV) A2.
“Through the voice of the customer, and
our own work on the JLTV, we’ve come
to better understand the importance and
FIRI½XSJVMHIGSQJSVXERHUYEPMX]²LI
EHHW±;IFIPMIZIXLEXXLIQSWXWMKRM½GERX
FIRI½XSJXLI8%/MMWMXWEFMPMX]XS
overcome the world’s harshest terrains
while still maintaining the high speeds
RIIHIHXSKIXXSERHXLVSYKLXLI½KLXEW
UYMGOP]ERHIJ½GMIRXP]EWTSWWMFPI²
-RJEGX1EVIOWE]WXLI8%/MEPPS[W
the JLTV to travel 70% faster off-road than
SXLIVFIRGLQEVOZILMGPIW-XEPWSFSEWXW
20 inches (50.8 cm) of usable wheel travel.
±-QEKMRIXVEZIPMRKSZIVQSKYPWEXJEWX
speeds without spilling your coffee or tea
(for those in Europe) — it’s that smooth,”
he says. “Furthermore, with the TAK-4i
MRWXEPPIH[EV½KLXIVWI\TIVMIRGIEPIZIPSJ
comfort that’s never been realised before

in a light tactical vehicle. This allows
WSPHMIVWXSEVVMZISRXLIFEXXPI½IPHVIEH]
XS½KLXGSQTEVIHXSWSQIPMKLXXEGXMGEP
vehicles, which offer a rather punishing
ride, ultimately leading to early fatigue.”
-REHHMXMSRXSVMHIGSQJSVXXLI8%/M
intelligent independent suspension system
isolates and protects the vehicle from rocky
or rough terrain, which Marek says helps it
meet or exceed maintenance and reliability
KSEPW±-RJEGXXLI.08:QSVIXLERHSYFPIH
the government reliability requirement,”
he says. The intelligent independent
suspension system can also support larger
payloads. The ability to carry a wide range
of payloads while sustaining performance is
a big challenge for suspension systems, says
Marek, especially those based on coil or
leaf springs.

With the TAK-4i installed,
ZDU¼JKWHUVH[SHULHQFHD
OHYHORIFRPIRUWWKDW VQHYHU
been realised before in a
OLJKWWDFWLFDOYHKLFOH7KLV
allows soldiers to arrive on
WKHEDWWOH¼HOGUHDG\WR
¼JKWFRPSDUHGWRVRPH
OLJKWWDFWLFDOYHKLFOHVZKLFK
RIIHUDUDWKHUSXQLVKLQJ
ULGH
A fully loaded armoured vehicle has
to perform as well as a lightly loaded
unarmoured vehicle. “The Oshkosh
Defense JLTV is the only light tactical
vehicle that can manoeuvre with combat
JSVQEXMSRWSRXLIFEXXPI½IPHIZIR[MXL
large changes in payload, “ says Marek. The
General Purpose variant can haul payloads
up to 3,500 lbs. (1,587 kg) and the Utility
variant can carry payloads up to 5,100 lbs.
The TAK-4i also reduces the vehicle's height
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by up to 12 inches. “This feature allows the
JLTV to be easily loaded onto airplanes or
low clearance ship decks,” says Marek.
The Oshkosh Defense JLTV entered
0S[6EXI-RMXMEP4VSHYGXMSRMR7MRGI
then, Marek and his team have focused on
continuous development and improvement
for all aspects of the vehicle, including
the TAK-4i. “We’re always monitoring
the motorsport and commercial vehicle
sectors for the latest innovation and
technology,” he says, “not so much for the
parts they use since most off-the shelf,
commercial components aren’t suitable
for a military vehicle, but more to get a
sense of what gives them the ability to
XVEZIPXIVVEMREWJEWXERHIJ½GMIRXP]EWXLI]
do. For that same reason there isn’t a ton
of suspension system-related technology
in the commercial space that can be easily
repurposed for the military. That said, one
trend we’re evaluating for the future are
computer-controlled damping systems,
including both semi-active and fully active
technologies.”
Oshkosh has already produced more
than 8,000 JLTVs for the US Department
of Defense. The vehicle has also attracted
international interest with the Belgium
Ministry of Defence awarding Oshkosh
Defense a contract in October for
322 Command and Liaison Vehicles
(CLV), which will be based on the JLTV
platform and equipped with Belgian
communication systems.
Lithuania has also agreed to buy 200
JLTVs, with an option to purchase an
additional 300 vehicles. The vehicles are
expected to be delivered from this year.
7PSZIRME[MPPEGUYMVI.08:W-R
1SRXIRIKVSWEMHMX[SYPHFY].08:W
from Oshkosh Defense. The vehicle is
also entering a Demonstration Phase with
the UK Ministry of Defence, which will see
UK equipment integrated onto the vehicle.
The JLTV is the British Army's preferred
option for the initial phase of its MultiRole Vehicle-Protected programme, which
will replace a range of command, liaison
and light logistics vehicles. Q

YUGOIMPORT SPONSORED STATEMENT

Advanced Light Attack System – ALAS
Yugoimport

T

he ALAS is a middle-range multi-purpose wire guided
missile system. It was developed primarily for missions
EKEMRWXXEROWEVQSYVIHZILMGPIWJSVXM½GEXMSRWGSQQERH
TSWXWPS[¾]MRKLIPMGSTXIVWMRHYWXVMEPJEGMPMXMIWERHFVMHKIW
ALAS-C (Advanced Light Attack System-Coastal) is for coastal
HIJIRGIERHMXWQMWWMSRMWXSHIWXVS]MRGETEGMXEXIVMKMHMR¾EXEFPI
FSEXWPERHMRKWLMTWERHSXLIVWQEPPZIWWIPW[MXLMRXLIQE\MQYQ
range and under other conditions, in the assigned area of
VIWTSRWMFMPMX]-XEPWSGERFIYWIHXSEXXEGOPMKLXP]EVQIHQSZMRK
vehicles, missile launchers and radar systems.

8LIQMWWMPIGERFIHITPS]IHF]ER]WYMXEFPITPEXJSVQMRGPYHMRK
helicopters, armoured and non-armoured vehicles, ground posts,
ERHWQEPPERHFMKFSEXW8LIKYMHERGIW]WXIQMWFEWIHSRZMHIS
infrared technology, with the missile connected to the launcher
F]E½FVISTXMGGEFPI8LI%0%7¾MIWEXPS[EPXMXYHIERHLEW
WQEPPVEHEVERHMRJVEVIH LIEX WMKREXYVIWEWMXYWIWEXYVFSJER
QSXSVMRWXIEHSJEXYVFSNIX
8LI½FVISTXMGHEXEPMROTVSZMHIWXSXEPMQQYRMX]XSEGXMZI
NEQQMRKERHIPIGXVSQEKRIXMGMRXIVJIVIRGIERHELMKLXVERWQMWWMSR
VEXIJSVGSQQYRMGEXMSRSJGSQTPI\HEXEWYGLEWMQEKIW

Advanced Light Attack System – ALAS
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XYVFSNIXIRKMRI½FVI
STXMGGEFPIFSFFMR
and solid propellant
FSSWXIV
The operator is
EFPIXSTMGOYTXLI
commands at any
XMQIXSGSRXVSP½VI
select the point
of impact as the
missile approaches
the target, and to
SFXEMRERMQQIHMEXI
kill assessment.
The ALAS system
is organised in
FEXXEPMSRW3RI
FEXXEPMSRLEWXLVII
FEXXIVMIWIEGL[MXL
four launchers. Each
launcher carries
eight containers with
rockets.
The Battalion
'SQQERH4SWX
&'4 MWGSRRIGXIH
to the high command
ERHWIRWSVW VEHEVW F]'-W]WXIQWJVSQ[LMGLMXVIGIMZIWXEVKIX
position and other necessary data. The collected data is processed
ERHJSV[EVHIHXSXLI&'4ERHXLIRXSXLIPEYRGLIVQSYRXIH
1MWWMPIW +VSYRH'SRXVSP7XEXMSR[LMGLHMVIGXWXLIPEYRGLIV
TPEXJSVQGSQTYXIWXLIQMWWMPI¾MKLXTEXL [E]TSMRXW XSXLIWIPIGXIH
XEVKIXERHJIIHWMXXSXLIQMWWMPI´WSRFSEVHGSQTYXIVW
0SKMWXMGWWYTTSVXJSVXLIW]WXIQMWTVSZMHIHF]XLVII
XVERWPSEHIVWGEVV]MRKQMWWMPIWMREGSRXEMRIVIUYMTTIH[MXL
hydraulic cranes for the mechanised reloading of the launchers; a
QSFMPI[SVOWLST½XXIH[MXLRIGIWWEV]XSSPWWTEVIWXIWXMRKERH
SXLIVIUYMTQIRXERHXLI748%OMXJSVXLIW]WXIQQEMRXIRERGI

%0%7'ERH%0%7 KVSYRHZIVWMSR SRHMJJIVIRX\PEYRGLIVW

9TSRPEYRGLMRKXLI%0%7QMWWMPIGPMQFWXSXLIGVYMWI
EPXMXYHIERHKYMHIHF]XLISRFSEVH-27+47W]WXIQWYTTSVXIH
autopilot, follows preset waypoints until it reaches the target
EVIE8LIQMWWMPI¾MKLXHEXEERHTMGXYVIJVSQXLIQMWWMPIWIIOIV
EVIXVERWQMXXIHZMEXLI½FVISTXMGHEXEPMROFEGOXSXLI+VSYRH
'SRXVSP7XEXMSR +'7 WSXLISTIVEXSVGERGSRXVSPMXW¾MKLXERH
spot, identify and “lock on” the targets at sea or on land.
9TSRXEVKIX±PSGOSR²XLIQMWWMPIMWEYXSQEXMGEPP]KYMHIHF]MXW
seeker. The ALAS consists of a homing head (TV or IIR), control
WYFW]WXIQTE]PSEH XERHIQWLETIHGLEVKISVFPEWXJVEKQIRXEXMSR
[EVLIEH JYIPVIWIVZSMV[MRKWIGXMSRTVSTYPWMSRWYF]WXIQ

MISSILE TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

1E\MQYQIJJIGXMZIVERKI?OQA
1MRMQYQIJJIGXMZIVERKI?OQA
1MHGSYVWIKYMHERGI
-27+47
• Terminal guidance
TV CCD/IIR
4E]PSEHWYFW]WXIQ

8]TI&PEWXJVEKQIRXEXMSRJVIIVSH[EVLIEH[MXLHIPE]MQTEGXSV
TVS\MQMX]JY^I
8]TI8ERHIQ[EVLIEH[MXLTIRIXVEFMPMX]"QQ
6,%6SPPIH,SQSKIRSYW%VQSYV FILMRHI\TPSWMZIVIEGXMZI
armour

8SXEPFSH]PIRKXL?QA

&SH]HMEQIXIV GEPMFIV ?QA
;MRKWTER?QA 

0EYRGLMRK[IMKLX?OKA

;IMKLXMR¾MKLX?OKA

7YWXEMRIV4VSTYPWMSR X]TI 8116'8YVFSNIXIRKMRI
• Booster propulsion (type)
solid propellant engine
'VYMWMRKWTIIH?QWA

1E\MQYQ¾MKLXEPXMXYHI%70?QA
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1MWWMPIXVENIGXSV] QE\VERKIMWOQ

8LI&'4MWIUYMTTIH[MXLFEXXIV]WYVZIMPPERGIVEHEVERHE
TERSVEQMGWIRWSVFPSGO[LMGLGSRWMWXWSJHE]GLERRIP¯''(
GEQIVERMKLXGLERRIP¯XLIVQEPGEQIVEPEWIVVERKI½RHIVQSHYPI
+47LIEHMRKERHTSWMXMSRMRKVIGIMZIVERHTERERHXMPXTPEXJSVQ
%PPSJXLIWIWIRWSVWEVIGSQFMRIHMRXSEWMRKPIWSYVGISJ
MRJSVQEXMSRTVSGIWWIHERHHMWTPE]IHSRXLI&'4GSQQERHIV´W
console. The launch platform carries eight missile containers (two
rows with four containers each). The launcher has a sensor set,
[LMGLMRGPYHIWTSWMXMSRERHREZMKEXMSR +47TSWMXMSRMRKRSVXL
½RHMRKW]WXIQERH-27 EQIXISVSPSKMGEPTVSFI[MXLEYXSQEXMG
HEXEXVERWJIVXSXLI+'7WPSTIMRHMGEXMRKWIRWSVWJSVXLIZILMGPI
ERHXLIE^MQYXLERHIPIZEXMSRWIRWSVW IRGSHIVW JSVXLIPEYRGL

TPEXJSVQERIPIGXVSRMG+VSYRH'SRXVSPWXEXMSR[MXLQERYEP
XVMKKIVJSVQMWWMPIPEYRGLMRKJVSQXLIZILMGPIGEFMRSVVIQSXIP]
YTXSQJVSQXLIPEYRGLIVF]GEFPI
8LI+'7MWPSGEXIHMRXLIPEYRGLIVZILMGPIGEFMRMRJVSRXSJXLI
co-driver’s seat. It carries out activities related to commands;
XEVKIXERHSXLIVHEXEVIGIMZIHJVSQXLI&'4½VMRKQMWWMSR
ZIVMJ]MRKERHMXWHMWXVMFYXMSRXSXLIQMWWMPIWSRFSEVHGSQTYXIVW
implementation of missile prelaunch procedures; launcher platform
TSWMXMSRMRKERHQMWWMPIGSRXEMRIVWGSRXVSPPMRK½VMRKERHQMWWMPI
KYMHMRK8LISTIVEXSVSJXLI+'7MWEPWSXLIPEYRGLIVGSQQERHIV
8LI+'7MWIUYMTTIH[MXLX[SGSRWSPIW8LI½VWXMWXLI
GPMIRXSJXLI&EXXPI1EREKIQIRX7]WXIQ &17 ERHMWGSRRIGXIH
ZMEZILMGPIVEHMSWIXXSXLI&'48LI
second is the ALAS mission computerconsole for controlling all ALAS
WYFW]WXIQWXLIQMWWMPIPEYRGLIVERH
container mechanisms.
ALAS is a modern rocket system,
which assures complete supremacy
[MXLMREOQVERKIFIGEYWISJXLI
QMWWMPI´WPS[TVS½PI¾MKLX ¾MKLXSRPS[
LIMKLXFIX[IIRLMPPW ERHXSXEPMQQYRMX]
XSNEQQMRK8LIQMWWMPIMWEGGYVEXIYT
XSQERHXLI[EVLIEHLEWQQ
TIRIXVEXMSRFILMRHI\TPSWMZIVIEGXMZI
armour, which is enough to destroy any
QSHIVRXERO3RIFEXXEPMSRGERGSZIVE
[MHIJVSRX[MXLTVIGMWILMXWMREWLSVX
space of time. Q

+VSYRH'SRXVSP7XEXMSR
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Inside ISIS’s Lasting Legacy
ISIS may be largely defeated in territories it once occupied in Iraq and Syria, but one
of its legacies lives on in the form of the Armoured Suicide Vehicle-Based IED, a highly
effective weapon, which still poses a threat today.
By Ed Nash

W

hen the Islamic State of
Iraq and Syria (ISIS) — also
ORS[REWXLI-WPEQMG7XEXI
of Iraq and the Levant, or the Arabic term
Daesh — erupted onto the world stage
in 2014, they did so by unleashing a wave
of terror.
Committing genocide and brutal
QYVHIVWXLIKVSYTQEHIWLSGOMRK
territorial gains in Iraq and Syria.
At one point, the group controlled

approximately WUYEVIOMPSQIXIVW
of territory across both countries. Its
actions brought an array of military
force to bear, principally advanced air
power, which destroyed ISIS’s ability to
conduct conventional military operations.
As a result of the destruction wrought
F]'SEPMXMSREMVWXVMOIWXLIXIVVSVMWX
organisation was forced to resort to
the heavy use of a weapon, which they
have since become synonymous with;

ISIS was cunning in its deployment of ASVBIEDs. This vehicle, disguised as a civilian car, would have been
HMJ½GYPXXSVIGSKRMWIEWEREXXEGOIVYRXMPMXHVI[GPSWI(Photo taken from ISIS propaganda)
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the Armoured Suicide Vehicle-Based
Improvised Explosive Device (ASVBIED).
;MXLXLIXEOMRKSJ-7-7´PEWXXIVVMXSVMEP
holdings in 2019, many had written off the
ASVBIED as an aberration; a weapon used
by fanatical jihadists as a desperate last
measure when no other viable system or
counter to conventional military tactics
was available. However, this assumption is
incorrect. Not only did the use of these
weapons predate ISIS, their simplicity of

LAND SYSTEMS

8LIVEXLIVVEQWLEGOPIGSRWXVYGXMSRSJQER]%7:&-)(WGERFIEWSYVGISJHIVMWMSRFYXFIPMIWXLIJEGXXLEXXLI]EVIPIXLEP[IETSRW[LMGLEVIWMQTPIXS
QEOIERHLEVHXSWXST(Photo taken from ISIS video)

GSRWXVYGXMSRIJJIGXMZIRIWWHMJ½GYPX]MR
countering and spectacular propaganda
value means that they have already begun
to proliferate around the globe.

HERE TO STAY

The reason why armoured suicide bombs
don’t get a lot of attention in defence
circles is because no major military power
has had to face them in general practice.
That unfortunate experience is limited to
a handful of special forces or local security.
But that scenario is almost certain to
change. “An advancing or a defending
force cannot provide counters all the time
or cover every direction from which an
7:&-)(EXXEGOQMKLXGSQI²WE]W%PEVMG
Searle, Professor of Modern European
History at the University of Salford and
author of Armoured Warfare: A Military,
Political and Global History. “At the moment,
one SVBIED will always get through…
armed forces need to be prepared for the
reality that the threat of suicide vehicles

MWRSXKSMRKXSHMQMRMWLWMKRM½GERXP]MRXLI
JSVIWIIEFPIJYXYVI7SQIGVIEXMZIXLMROMRK
[MPPFIVIUYMVIH²
;MXLXLIFIRI½XSJLMRHWMKLXXLI
evolution of the Vehicle-Based IED
(VBIED) — the simple car bomb —
through to the SVBIED and the ASVBIED,
seems obvious. The use of suicide bombs
has escalated rapidly since the 1980s.
According to the University of Chicago’s
Chicago Project on Security and Terrorism
(CPOST), the rate of these types of
EXXEGOWKPSFEPP][IRXJVSQEREZIVEKISJ
three a year in the 1980s to one a month
by the 1990s. Between 2001 and 2003,
XLEX½KYVIMRGVIEWIHXSEFSYXSRIE[IIO
From 2003 to 2015, a suicide bombing
occurred somewhere in the world on
average once a day.
Going hand in hand with the increased
use of suicide bombs, the use of vehicleFEWIHEXXEGOWEPWSMRGVIEWIH%GGSVHMRK
XSXLI3J½GISJXLI(MVIGXSVSJ2EXMSREP
Intelligence, between 2009 and 2015,
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there were 10 attempts to use VBIEDs
within the United States. ASVBIEDs
are now seeing a similar escalation as
non-state groups begin to appreciate
the capability such weapons possess.
Initially, the proliferation was with groups
EJ½PMEXIHXS-7-7[MXL%7:&-)(EXXEGOW
FIMRKYRHIVXEOIRF]&SOS,EVEQMR
Nigeria against government forces in 2018.
However, by 2020, the Taliban was using
captured Humvees as ASVBIEDs against
the Afghan Army.
Also in 2020, footage aired on social
media, which caused some amazement
ERHEQYWIQIRX%7]VMER8XERO[EW
GSRJVSRXIHF]E8YVOMWLQEHI%':
armoured personnel carrier driven by
a member of Hayat Tahrir al-Sham, an
Islamist group with ties to Al Qaeda. On
TETIVRS½KLXEXEPPFYXVIEPMX]TVSZIH
HMJJIVIRXEWXLIXEROVIXVIEXIHJVSQXLI
charging and lightly armed carrier, which
TVSGIIHIHXSVEQXLI¾IIMRKXEROFIJSVI
turning and exiting the scene.

LAND SYSTEMS

Armed forces need to be
prepared for the reality
that the threat of suicide
vehicles is not going to
GLPLQLVKVLJQL¼FDQWO\LQ
the foreseeable future.
Some creative thinking
will be required.

The aftermath of an ASVBIED explosion photographed by the author
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The incident led to caustic comments
EFSYXXLIEFMPMX]SJ7]VMERXEROIVWFYXJSV
those of us who have faced ASVBIEDs,
XLITPMKLXSJXLIXEROGVI[MRWTMVIW
sympathy. They almost certainly thought
XLI][IVIJEGMRKER%7:&-)(EXXEGO
LIRGIXLIMVTERMGOIHVIEGXMSR'IVXEMRP]
XLIZILMGPI´W¾EXSYXGLEVKIXSMXWXEVKIXMW
EGPEWWMGMRHMGEXSVSJWYGLEREXXEGO

STANDARD WEAPONS NOT
UP TO THE TASK

There is also a belief that existing
weapons and tactics can be used to
counter the threat from ASVBIEDs.
However, this is only partially true. The
standard weapons found on a patrol or
GLIGOTSMRX°WQEPPEVQWERHWLSVXVERKI
ERXMXERO[IETSRW°EVIRSXIRSYKLXS
stop an ASVBIED. The sheer speed with
[LMGLXLIWIX]TISJEXXEGOWSGGYVQIERW
that an RPG-gunner would need both great
WOMPPERHRIVZIWSJWXIIPXSLMXWYGLEXEVKIX
Considering the explosive mass most

ASVBIEDs carry, such an action would
MXWIPJPMOIP]FIWYMGMHEP7XERHSJJQMWWMPIW
are extremely effective against them when
able to engage, but most ASVBIEDs have
a horrible way of surprising you as they
can be easily hidden in buildings and then
EXXEGOWYHHIRP]8LI]EVI[SVV]MRKP]
effective even in areas under complete
air cover as reaction times may only be a
matter of seconds.
As standard practice, the Syrian
Democratic Forces would build large
IEVXL[SVOWXSTVSXIGXXLIQWIPZIWJVSQ
ASVBIEDs. These were amazingly intricate
WSEWXSGSRJYWIEREXXEGOIVEWXSLS[GPSWI
they needed to get in order to be effective.
But the main lesson learned was the
need to identify the threat at maximum
distance. For this observation, tactical
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) were
invaluable. They would allow defenders to
bring the correct weapon to bear or, at
the very least, get clear of the threat. Even
before they lost most of their territory,

An ASVBIED captured in Syria by Kurdish forces. Even in the
JEGISJSZIV[LIPQMRK½VITS[IVXLIWIZILMGPIWGSYPHFILMKLP]
IJJIGXMZIEXHIPE]MRKEXXEGOMRKJSVGIWERHMR¾MGXMRKGEWYEPXMIW
(Photo taken by author)
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ISIS ASVBIED tactics had evolved. By 2016,
ISIS was using two-man ASVBIEDs, with
a machine gunner on the roof to provide
HIJIRGIWYTTVIWWMSRJSVXLIEXXEGO
They had also began to experiment with
ASVBIEDs disguised as normal vehicles.
Although the ASVBIED's most infamous
YWIVQE]FIVIHYGIHMRWMKRM½GERGI
(though certainly not destroyed), the sheer
simplicity and effectiveness of this weapon
means that it cannot be written off. For any
QMPMXEV]IRKEKIHMRWIGYVMX]SVTIEGIOIITMRK
operations, the possibility of future
%7:&-)(EXXEGOWWLSYPHFIXEOIRWIVMSYWP]
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Agile Economic Development And Industrial
Participation Programmes Following Covid
By Tareq Abdul Raheem Al Hosani, CEO of Tawazun Economic Council
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I

f there’s one thing that the chaos of the coronavirus
Today, following a solid decade of accelerated, sophisticated
(Covid-19) pandemic has shown us, it’s that economies
and progressive defence and security programmes,
and national strategies must be agile or risk becoming
established and developing areas have become intertwined
obsolete in an obstinately regressive attitude.
and whole sections of the UAE’s economy have already been
One aspect of our diversifying economy that requires
transformed. And now, as Tawazun’s modus operandi shifts
reassessment are the industrial participation programmes
to prioritise procurement and acquisitions, the nature and
that were set-up through defence and military procurement
need for a future-proof programme, in the context of the
and expenditure. We should look at these programmes as an
geopolitical and socioeconomic shifts created by the Covid-19
opportunity to directly contribute to economic prosperity
crisis, will be vital in safeguarding the nation’s national security
ERHHMZIVWM½GEXMSR[LMPIGSRXMRYMRKXSSJJIVXLIMRXIVREXMSREP
and military capabilities.
defence community growth opportunities and incentives.
Since the UAE’s Tawazun Economic programme was born
BENEFITS FELT ACROSS THE COUNTRY
in the late 1990s as a result of the nation’s armed forces
Around the world, industrial participation programmes
modernisation drive, industrial participation has played a
have drawn criticism because of inconsistencies in
WMKRM½GERXVSPIMRKIRIVEXMRK[IEPXLSTTSVXYRMXMIWEW[IPPEW
generating economic value. Indeed, transferring knowledge
fostering critical new knowledge and manufacturing capabilities
and technology to boost manufacturing, information
for the country.
communications technology (ICT), or other industries in
Such was the level of competition and demand for cuttingrecipient countries, can be tricky. Exporters and suppliers
edge defence technologies and assets
need to be needed, or they’re out of jobs.
from major Western players, the dilemma
Indeed, up-skilling foreign workforces
for the UAE at the time was whether,
seems counter intuitive. Contractors need to
whilst establishing strategic alliances with
maintain control over intellectual property.
multinational corporations, it would have to
And all the while, the recipient developing
prioritise defence expenditure over domestic
country wants to break through the barriers
wealth generation and redistribution,
XSIRXV]ERHEGGIWWEWIPJWYJ½GMIRXFYMPHSJ
something that would directly impact its pace
critical economic infrastructure, which includes
of development and progression.
a skilled workforce, smart infrastructure and
Today, with major defence suppliers at the
¾YMHWYTTP]GLEMRW
coalface of shrinking defence budgets in the
However, a well-run programme can help
West, that is no longer a conundrum the UAE
VIGSRGMPIGSR¾MGXMRKMRXIVIWXWSJWXEOILSPHIVW
faces: Industrial participation programmes
By developing incentives and addressing
XSHE]EVIQYXYEPP]FIRI½GMEPJSVFSXLXLI
misgivings about policies, both national
defence supplier and receiver. With major
strategies and private sector buy-in can come
defence suppliers now looking outside of
to fruition. Pragmatism and incentivisation will
their traditional markets, the GCC and the
be crucial in continuing to bring major players
Tareq Abdul Raheem Al Hosani
9%)SJJIVWMKRM½GERXKVS[XLSTTSVXYRMXMIWMR
to the table, who are prepared to play hands
return for training, up-skilling, infrastructure
XLEXFIRI½XIZIV]SRI[MXLEWIEX
and manufacturing improvements. It is estimated that the
For those still spending on military equipment, tech and
GCC will spend in excess of $1 trillion on defence by 2025,
assets, we must realise the desire of the asset recipient to see
according to some reports1. This offers a vast economicsuch expenditure advance not just national security objectives,
but also address in some way their ambitions to become a
development opportunity at home, and also heralds unique
knowledge-driven economy. International defence community
growth opportunities for the region’s manufacturing and
players supplying our armed forces and our defensive
knowledge sectors.
capabilities must see their contribution to our economy,
Furthermore, the UAE will be a major force in this shifting
through Tawazun's Economic Programme, to be as important
geopolitical heat map of defence spend, with 14% of the total
as the equipment and assets they supply.
GCC spend predicted to stem from the Emirates. Considering
If we look at what 30 years of partnerships and joint
the UAE’s determined move towards a knowledge-based
ventures under the Tawazun Economic Programme have
IGSRSQ]EWMXHMZIVWM½IWE[E]JVSQEVIPMERGISRSMPXLI
yielded, we see some of the region’s leading aerospace,
Tawazun Economic Programme offers a fertile and long-term
defence and holding companies. What is clear is that the
½IPHSJTSWWMFMPMX]XSXVERWJSVQXLIIGSRSQ]
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Abu Dhabi-based GAL's ambition is to become the Middle East's
leading provider of aviation maintenance, repair, overhaul and
specialised support services (Copyright: EDGE Group)

direction of Tawazun's Economic Programme does favour the
defence and security sector, but it is also interested in other
strategic priorities for the UAE. Targeted sectors include
aerospace, infrastructure & transportation, communication
technology, education technology, sustainability, environment &
GPMQEXIGLERKIERH½REPP]JSSH [EXIVWIGYVMX]8LMWETTVSEGL
LEWVIOMRHPIHXLIMRXIVIWXSJQYPXMREXMSREP½VQWMRXLI9%)ERH
shown the plethora of viable business opportunities that exist in
the local economy.
And now is the time to diversify even further. We have entered
the fourth industrial revolution, and we will not be emerging from
MXER]XMQIWSSR3YVXLMROMRKERHETTVSEGLWLSYPHVI¾IGXFSXL
this seismic technological and socioeconomic shift, while also
adapting to the changes wrought to the global economy by the
Covid-19 pandemic.
Our defence procurement and expenditure will continue as
XLI9%)JSVXM½IWMXWTSWMXMSREWEVIKMSREPERHKPSFEPTS[IVLSYWI
amid growing regional tension and volatility — of that there is
no doubt. And as we do so, now is the time to ensure that the

FIRI½XWJVSQXLIHIEP¾S[[LMGL[ILEZISTIRIHYTMWJIPX
across the country, across every sector, through an agile and
HMZIVWM½IHETTVSEGL[LMGLGERTS[IVSYVIGSRSQMGEWGIRXQ
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1. BGCC defense offset programs: the trillion-dollar opportunity: https://www.
es.kearney.com/aerospace-defense/article/?/a/gcc-defense-offset-programs-thetrillion-dollar-opportunity
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As the US pivots away
from the so-called
War on Terror, to close
combat against nearpeer threats, the US
Army and Marine Corps'
small arms are getting a
much-needed overhaul.
By Peter Antill

8LI1-%6HYVMRKE½IPHI\IVGMWIEX1EVMRI
'SVTW&EWI'EQT(USMC photo by Sgt. Alicia Leaders)
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SWXQMPMXEV]LEVH[EVI
XEOIW]IEVWXSFVMRKMRXS
WIVZMGIERHMWI\TIGXIHXS
VIQEMRMRWIVZMGIJSVEXPIEWX]IEVW
-RXLI;IWXXLMWWMXYEXMSRLEWFIIR
I\EGIVFEXIHF]WPS[P]HIGPMRMRKHIJIRGI
FYHKIXWEWETIVGIRXEKISJ+(4
%VQIHJSVGIW´TVSGYVIQIRXLEW
XIRHIHXSJSGYWSRPEVKIVQSVI
I\TIRWMZIGETMXEPMXIQWWYGLEWXEROW
½KLXIVEMVGVEJXERHEMVGVEJXGEVVMIVW
*SVEPSRKXMQIWQEPPEVQWXLIEVQIH
JSVGIW´QSWXFEWMG[IETSRWLEZIFIIR
PS[SRXLIPMWXSJWTIRHMRKTVMSVMXMIW
XLII\GITXMSRFIMRKRI[IUYMTQIRX
VIUYMVIHMRXMQISJ[EVJSVI\EQTPIXLI
9/´WTVSGYVIQIRXSJXLI0%WIQM
EYXSQEXMGVM¾IERH*2,IVWXEP1MRMQM
01+JSVXVSSTW½KLXMRKMR%JKLERMWXER
1ER]JSVGIWLEZILEHXLIWEQIWQEPP
EVQWJSVHIGEHIW-RXLI9/XLI7%
0 ERH0MKLX7YTTSVX;IETSR 07;
0 LEZIFIIRMRWIVZMGIWMRGI
[MXLXLI7%FIMRKSRMXWXLMVHZIVWMSR
0% 8LI7%VITPEGIHXLI0%
7IPJ0SEHMRK6M¾I 706 [LMGLIRXIVIH
WIVZMGIMRXEOMRKSZIVJVSQXLI
&VMXMWL%VQ]´WPSRKWIVZMRK0II)R½IPH
JEQMP]SJVM¾IW[LMGL½VWXIRXIVIHWIVZMGI
MR-R+IVQER]XLI&YRHIW[ILV´W
+EWWEYPXVM¾I½VWXMWWYIHMRMWWXMPP
OITXMRVIWIVZIMRPEVKIRYQFIVW[LMPI
XLI+IRXIVIHWIVZMGIMR
8LIWEQIMWXVYIJSVXLI971EVMRI
'SVTW 971' -XWPIKEG]WQEPPEVQW
MRGPYHIXLI1EWWEYPXVM¾I[LMGL
IRXIVIHWIVZMGIMRXEOMRKSZIV
JVSQXLI1FEXXPIVM¾I9RYWYEPP]XLI
1[EWXLI971'´WWXERHEVHVM¾IJSV
SRP]WIZIR]IEVWFIJSVIMX[EWVITPEGIH
MRF]XLI1+EVERH4VMSVXSXLI
1+EVERH[LMGLIRXIVIHWIVZMGIMR
XLI17TVMRK½IPHVM¾I[EW
EGGITXIHMRXSWIVZMGI]IEVWIEVPMIV-R
EHHMXMSRXLIVIMWXLI1GEVFMRI[LMGL
[EWMRXVSHYGIHMRXLI1TMWXSP E
VIREQIH1&EVIXXE [LMGLFIGEQI
XLIWXERHEVH97WIVZMGITMWXSPMR
XEOMRKSZIVJVSQXLI1%[LMGLLEH
FIIRXLIWXERHEVHWMHIEVQJSV]IEVW

DIFFICULT CHOICES
,S[IZIVEJI[]IEVWEKSXLI971'
FIKERXSYTHEXIQER]SJMXWWQEPP
EVQWWSQISJXLIWITVSKVEQQIWFIMRK
YRHIVXEOIRMRGSRNYRGXMSR[MXLXLI97
%VQ]8LIWITVSKVEQQIWEVITEVXP]
MRJSVQIHF]WGMIRXM½GWXYH]F]I\TIVMIRGI
MR-VEUERH%JKLERMWXERERHTEVXP]F]
XLIVIGSKRMXMSRXLEXGPSWIGSQFEXLEW
XSGLERKI%HHIHXSXLMWXLI97LEW
WYFWXERXMEPP][MXLHVE[RXVSSTWJVSQFSXL
-VEUERH%JKLERMWXER[MXLXLITVMQEV]
JSGYWSJ97WXVEXIK]WLMJXMRKXSXLI-RHS
4EGM½GVIKMSRERHKVS[MRKVMZEPV][MXL
'LMREEWYRHIVPMRIHMRXLI2EXMSREP
(IJIRWI7XVEXIK]
-RGLERKMRKMXWJSGYWJVSQ½KLXMRKZMSPIRX
I\XVIQMWXWMRERMRPERHGSYRXIVMRWYVKIRG]
[EVXSGSRXIRHMRK[MXLERIEVTIIV
EHZIVWEV]MRPMXXSVEPGSEWXEPEVIEWXLI
971'MWLEZMRKXSVIWXVYGXYVIVIXVEMR
ERHVIIUYMTJEGMRKHMJ½GYPXGLSMGIWEPSRK
XLI[E]9/%VQIH*SVGIWJEGIEWMQMPEV
TPMKLX1ER]SJXLIWIGLERKIWERHXLI
[SVOXLEXSGGYVVIHMRXLIFEGOKVSYRHXS
MRJSVQXLIQIQIVKIHJVSQEWIVMIWSJ
I\TIVMQIRXWORS[REW7IE(VEKSR
[LMGLWXEVXIHMRERH[IVIGSRHYGXIH
SZIVWIZIVEP]IEVW
8LII\TIVMQIRXWPSSOIHEXEQSRK
SXLIVXLMRKWMRJERXV]WUYEHPIXLEPMX] 2
8LIWQEPPEVQWXLEXEVIGYVVIRXP]FIMRK
HIZIPSTIHSVGSQMRKMRXSWIVZMGIMRGPYHI
M18 Modular Handgun System3
¯8LI971'WXEVXIHTVSGYVMRKXLI
1MR7ITXIQFIV%QQWIQM
EYXSQEXMGWMHIEVQMXMWFEWIHSRXLI7MK
7EYIV4ERH[MPPVITPEGIEPPXLIPIKEG]
WMHIEVQWWXMPPMR971'WIVZMGIMRGPYHMRK
XLI11%1%ERH18LI
971'MWGSPPEFSVEXMRK[MXLXLI%VQ]
[LSFIKER½IPHMRKXLI[IETSRMR
MRX[SJSVQWXLI1 [LMGLMWEJYPP
WM^IHTMWXSP ERHXLI1 [LMGLMWQSVI
GSQTEGXJSVIEWISJGSRGIEPQIRX 8LI
971'MWSRP]TVSGYVMRKXLI1ZIVWMSR
-XWQEMREHZERXEKIW[LIRGSQTEVIHXS
XLIPIKEG]WMHIEVQWMWMXWPMKLX[IMKLX
IEWISJGSRGIEPQIRXQSHYPEVMX] HMJJIVIRX
GSQTSRIRXWGERFIGLERKIHXS½XHMJJIVIRX
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LERHWM^IW ERHEREGGIWWSV]VEMPJSVPMKLXW
SVEPEWIVWMKLX
1-RJERXV]%YXSQEXMG6M¾I4
¯-RXIVIWXMRKP]XLITVSGYVIQIRXSJXLI
1WXEVXIHMR[LIRXLI971'
[IVIPSSOMRKJSVEVITPEGIQIRXJSVXLI
17UYEH%YXSQEXMG;IETSR 7%; 
%JXIVXLIVIUYMVIQIRX[EWGMVGYPEXIHXS
MRHYWXV]MRXLI971'IZIRXYEPP]

ORDNANCE

WIPIGXIHXLI,IGOPIV /SGL , / 
MRERHXSSOXLIVM¾I[MXLXLIQXS
%JKLERMWXERMR-X[EWPMKLXIVEGGYVEXI
ERHQSVIVIPMEFPIXLERXLI7%;LEHE
JEWXIVVEXISJ EMQIH ½VIXLERXLI1
ERHEPSRKIVFEVVIPPMJI;LMPISVMKMREPP]
WPEXIHXSVITPEGIXLI17%;MRWXIEH
XLI971'WXEVXIHXSTVSGYVIXLI1MR
XSVITPEGIEPP1EWWEYPXVM¾IW%R

EGGYVM^IHZIVWMSRSJXLI1[MXLEFIXXIV
STXMGFIGEQIXLI17UYEH(IWMKREXIH
1EVOWQER6M¾I
The 6.8 mm round5¯8LI97%VQ]
MWGYVVIRXP]YRHIVXEOMRKXLI4PEXSSR%VQW
ERH%QQYRMXMSR'SR½KYVEXMSR 4%%' 
7XYH]PSSOMRKEXXLIVITPEGIQIRXSJMXW
TPEXSSRPIZIPQEGLMRIKYRXLI18LMW
GPSWIP]JSPPS[WSRJVSQXLI[SVOSJXLI

& MUNITIONS

7QEPP%VQW%QQYRMXMSR'SR½KYVEXMSR
7%%' 7XYH]8LI7%%'7XYH]PIHXLI
%VQ]XSEFERHSRXLIQQVSYRHMX
LEWYWIHJSVQSVIXLER]IEVWERHEHSTX
ERMRXIVQIHMEXIGEPMFVIVSYRHXLIQQ
JSVMXW2I\X+IRIVEXMSR7UYEH;IETSR
[LMGL[MPPLEZIZEVMERXWXSVITPEGI
FSXLXLI1'EVFMRIERH17%;
3RGIEKEMRXLI971'LEWFIIRGPSWIP]

7MK7EYIV W1TMWXSP(US Air Force photo
by Airman Ist Class Michael Murphy)
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%R1LERHKYRHYVMRKEUYEPM½GEXMSRGSYVWI
EX6%*1SPIW[SVXL)RKPERH.YP]
97%MV*SVGITLSXSF]7IRMSV%MVQER)YKIRI3PMZIV

involved with the project, but is looking
at the work done by Special Operations
Command (SOCOM) into procuring an
M240 replacement chambered for the .338
Norma Magnum cartridge.
Next Generation Squad
Weapon – One of the US Army’s
LMKLIWXTVS½PITVSKVEQQIWXLI971'
is again participating in the platform’s
development, but has yet to decide which
variant to procure, looking to bring it into
service around 2025. In 2019, the Army
awarded General Dynamics Ordnance and
Tactical Systems, Textron Systems/AAI
and Sig Sauer what are known as Other
Transaction Authority Agreements, to
develop a replacement system for the M4

and M249, cutting through the bureaucracy
traditionally associated with the defence
procurement process.
Mk. 13 Mod. 7 – A bolt-action
WRMTIVVM¾IGLEQFIVIHJSVXLI
Winchester Magnum round. It is replacing
XLI1EFSPXEGXMSRWRMTIVVM¾I
chambered for 7.62mm NATO, which has
FIIRMRWIVZMGIWMRGI8LIRI[VM¾I
will have an effective range of over 1,000
metres (compared to 800 m for the M40)
with new optics and accessories. Even
so, the Mk. 13 Mod. 7 could prove to be
merely an interim replacement as the
USMC is keeping a close eye on SOCOM
and its development of the Advanced
7RMTIV6M¾I
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M320 Grenade Launcher (GL)
– A US Army procurement in 2009 and
a USMC procurement in 2017, the M320
GL replaces the M203 GL, which entered
service in 1969, replacing the M79 “Bloop
Gun” GL. The M320 is a stand-alone
system, has a side-loading mechanism that
accepts a longer round and so has a much
wider array of munitions developed for it.
'EVP+YWXEJ6IGSMPPIWW6M¾I –
Designed to replace the Mk. 153 ShoulderLaunched Muti-Purpose Assault Weapon
71%; XLIRI[W]WXIQ½VIWERQQ
round that can destroy bunkers, lightly
armoured vehicles and some tanks. There
will be a choice of 11 different rounds,
some of which almost double the range
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GSYRXIVMRWYVKIRG]GSR¾MGXWXS[EVHW
TSXIRXMEPGSR¾MGX[MXLTIIVSVRIEVTIIV
EHZIVWEVMIWLEWQIERXEQENSVWLMJXMR
971'TVMSVMXMIW
%W[IPPEWWXVYGXYVEPERHHSGXVMREP
GLERKIWXLITVSGYVIQIRXSJRI[W]WXIQW
LEWKEXLIVIHTEGIIWTIGMEPP]MRXIVQWSJ
WQEPPEVQWERHXLIVIWYPXERXMQTEGXSR
MRJERXV]½VITS[IVERHPIXLEPMX]Q

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

1EVMRIW½VIXLI'EVP+YWXEJ6IGSMPPIWW6M¾I
(US Air Force photo/Alejandro Pena)

SJXLI'EVP+YWXEZ[LIRGSQTEVIHXS
XLI71%;8LI971'MWEPWSWLMJXMRKXLI
GETEFMPMX]HS[R[EVHWJVSQXLIGSQTER]
[LMGLLEHWM\71%;WXSHMWXVMFYXIEW
RIIHIH XSXLIWUYEHPIZIP
New Suppressors10¯8LI971'
MWPSSOMRKXSTVSGYVIRI[QQ
WYTTVIWWSVWJSVXLI1-%61'EVFMRI
ERH1%'PSWI5YEVXIV&EXXPI;IETSR
'5&; ERHMWXYVRMRKXSEXVYWXIH
WYTTPMIV°XLI/RMKLX´W%VQEQIRX
'SQTER] /%' SJ8MXYWZMPPI*PSVMHE°XS
HIWMKRHIZIPSTFYMPHERHWYTTP]YTXS
RI\XKIRIVEXMSRWYTTVIWWSVW-XMW
IWWIRXMEPXLEXXLIRI[WYTTVIWWSVWEPPS[
XLI971'XSGSRXMRYIXSYWIXLII\MWXMRK
FE]SRIXWEW[IPPEWXLII\MWXMRK7QEPP%VQW
'SPPMQEXSVW0EWIV&SVIWMKLXWERH&PERO
*MVMRK%HETXSVW-XMWMRXIVIWXMRKXSRSXI
XLEXXLIGYVVIRXWYTTVIWWSV[EWHIWMKRIH
XSFIYWIHTVMQEVMP][MXLXLI1-%6ERH
QEVOIXIH[MXL7TIGMEP3TIVEXMSRW*SVGIW
ERH4VMZEXI1MPMXEV]'SQTERMIWMRQMRH
VEXLIVXLERGSRZIRXMSREPMRJERXV]JSVGIW
Squad Common Optic11¯8S
FIXXIVPIZIVEKIXLIGETEFMPMXMIWSJXLI1
ERH1XLI971'MWPSSOMRKXSVITPEGI
XLIGYVVIRX6M¾I'SQFEX3TXMG FEWMGEPP]
EVERKI½RHIVJSVXLI[LSPIWUYEH [MXL
SRIXLEXLEWEVERKISJFIX[IIR
ERHQIXVIW-R*IFVYEV]XLI
971'E[EVHIHERMRHI½RMXIHIPMZIV]
MRHI½RMXIUYERXMX]GSRXVEGXXS8VMNMGSR
SJ;M\SQ1MGLMKER[MXLXLIGSRXVEGX

LEZMRKEGIMPMRKSJQMPPMSRJSV
STXMGW(ITPS]QIRXMWWGLIHYPIHXSFIKMR
MRIEVP]
8LIVIJSGYWMRKSJ97KISTSPMXMGEP
MRXIVIWXWSRXLI-RHS4EGM½GVIKMSRERH
XLIQSZIQIRXSJ97WXVEXIK]E[E]JVSQ
XLI;EVSR8IVVSVERHMXWEWWSGMEXIH

Peter Antill KVEHYEXIHJVSQ
7XEJJSVHWLMVI9RMZIVWMX]MR[MXL
E&% ,SRW MR-RXIVREXMSREP6IPEXMSRW
ERHKEMRIHER17G7XVEXIKMG7XYHMIW
JVSQ%FIV]WX[]XLMRERHE4SWX
'SQTYPWSV])HYGEXMSRJVSQ3\JSVH
&VSSOIWMR,I[SVOIHEX'VER½IPH
9RMZIVWMX]EX7LVMZIRLEQJVSQ.YRI
XSGVIEXMRKEHIJIRGIEGUYMWMXMSRFSH]
SJORS[PIHKI,MWMRXIVIWXPMIWMRI\EQMRMRK
HIJIRGITVSGYVIQIRXERHPSKMWXMGW[MXLMR
XLIVIEPQSJQMPMXEV]LMWXSV]

FOOTNOTES
&IX[IIRERH)YVSTIERHIJIRGIFYHKIXWJIPPEWETIVGIRXEKISJ+(4JVSQ 
XS -RXIVREXMSREP-RWXMXYXISJ7XVEXIKMG7XYHMIW --77   ³'LETXIV*SYV)YVSTI´MR8LI
1MPMXEV]&EPERGIERH--77  ³'LETXIV*SYV)YVSTI´MR8LI1MPMXEV]&EPERGI
7SYXL8  ³1EVMRI+VYRX,S[XLI6ETMH8VERWJSVQEXMSRSJ7QEPP%VQWMW%QTMRK9T
XLI6M¾IQER´HEXIH3GXSFIVEXLXXTW[[[QEVMRIGSVTWXMQIWGSQRI[W]SYVQEVMRI
GSVTWQEVMRIKVYRXLS[XLIVETMHXVERWJSVQEXMSRSJWQEPPEVQWMWEQTMRKYT
XLIVM¾IQER
+SR^EPIW1  ³1EVMRI'SVTW*MIPHW*MVWX2I[7IVZMGI4MWXSPMR=IEVW´HEXIH
7ITXIQFIVEXLXXTW[[[QEVMRIWQMP2I[W2I[W(MWTPE]%VXMGPIQEVMRIGSVTW
½IPHW½VWXRI[WIVZMGITMWXSPMR]IEVW
3T'MX7SYXL
7SYXL8  ³8LI%VQ]MW0SSOMRKJSVE2I[1EGLMRIKYRERHXLI1EVMRIW1MKLX+IXE2I[
'EPMFVI8SS´HEXIH2SZIQFIVEXLXXTW[[[EVQ]XMQIWGSQRI[W]SYVEVQ]
XLIEVQ]MWPSSOMRKJSVERI[QEGLMRIKYRERHXLIQEVMRIWQMKLXKIXERI[GEPMFIVXSS3T'MX
7SYXL
3T'MX7SYXL3T'MX7SYXL
0II'  ³1EVMRIW+SMRK%JXIV7PI[SJ2I[-RJERXV];IETSRW´HEXIH%YKYWXEX
LXXTW[[[REXMSREPHIJIRWIQEKE^MRISVKEVXMGPIWQEVMRIWKSMRKEJXIVWPI[SJRI[
MRJERXV][IETSRW
3T'MX7SYXL
-FMH
1EP]EWSZ(  ³971EVMRIW'SVTWXYVRWXS/RMKLX´W%VQEQIRXJSVWQEPPEVQWWYTTVIWWSVW´
HEXIH.YP]EXLXXTWHIJIRGIFPSKGSQRI[WYWQEVMRIGSVTWXYVRWXSORMKLXWEVQEQIRX
JSVWQEPPEVQWWYTTVIWWSVWLXQP
3T'MX0II
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Lincad Updates Its Lithium-ion Power
System Range With The LIPS 16
LINCAD

L

incad is an expert designer and manufacturer of
bespoke batteries and chargers for a wide range of
sectors, including military and defence. Every Lincad
power management system contains the most suitable
electrochemistry for its precise user requirements, and the
most recent evolution of the company’s industry-leading LIPS
battery range is no exception.
Thanks to more than three decades of experience, coupled
with a research and development team that is always testing new
and emerging cell technologies and chemistries, Lincad can ensure
that it stays ahead of the game.
The LIPS range of batteries from Lincad have become
W]RSR]QSYWMRXLI½IPH[MXLJYRGXMSREPMX]VIPMEFMPMX]ERHUYEPMX]
The company’s current manifestation of LIPS (‘Lithium-Ion Power

7]WXIQ´ FEXXIVMIWREQIP]0-47MWXLIVIWYPXSJERMHIRXM½IH
need to upgrade a previous model, the integration of new cell
technology and an enhanced mechanical and electronic design, all
designed and brought about by Lincad’s team of expert engineers.
According to Mike Hendey, Senior Systems Engineer at Lincad,
the evolution of the LIPS 16 is the next step in modernising
its popular LIPS range. “The LIPS 16 is lighter and has more
functionality than the previous model,” Hendey explains. “We
have updated the electronics and the internal construction to
keep it current and cost-effective. We constantly research cell
technology to ensure the cells we use are the best in the world.”
The LIPS 16 is primarily a military battery system, as it has been
WTIGM½GEPP]HIWMKRIHXS[MXLWXERHEQSVIVYKKIHIRZMVSRQIRX
ERHXSGSTI[MXLETPIXLSVESJHIQERHMRKQMPMXEV]ERH½IPHFEWIH

LIPS 16
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lithium-ion batteries without the need
for external equipment.
Another advantage of the LIPS 16
battery is an enhanced two-year storage
life when it is in a completely discharged
state. This greatly reduces the risk of
over-discharge, even when the battery
is left attached to the operational
equipment.When the battery needs to
be brought into service once more, it
can be easily recharged to return many
hundreds of discharge cycles. The LIPS
16 has have been optimised to charge
from Lincad’s own in-service range of
charging systems, but can be adapted to
accept charge from alternative sources
if required.
The LIPS 16 also features the ability
to update operational software and
interrogate the battery memory
via a mobile device, tablet or PC.
Its sophisticated internal battery
management system (BMS) can also
store valuable periodic operational data
for use in maintenance activities during
the entire useful life of the battery system.
So, what makes the LIPS 16 peculiarly suitable for military
use? According to Hendey, its robust nature and long battery
life are tailor-made to suit the demanding and sometimes hostile
environments of the military and defence sectors. “Our new LIPS
16 battery is solidly built and has an impressive life of more than
80 ampere hours. It can be used for a large number of missioncritical applications, including powering essential military radio
IUYMTQIRXERH½IPHLSWTMXEPZIRXMPEXMSRW]WXIQW-XGERIZIRFI
used as a generic power supply for multiple applications at the
same time, making it one of the most important pieces of kit for a
QMPMXEV]XIEQXSLEZIMRXLI½IPH²
Lincad’s batteries and chargers are used for a large variety
of military and defence applications, from human-portable
equipment to robotic vehicles and artillery pointing systems.
The Surrey-based company has been supplying battery products
around the world for more than 30 years, relying on its team of
expert engineers and research and development specialists to
create cutting-edge products that keep pace with developments
in technology and provide the sectors in which it works with
versatile, high-quality and resilient power management solutions. Q

LIPS 8

applications across the world. It also offers users a cutting-edge
upgrade to the more traditional lead acid batteries that have
predominantly been used on applications such as the Hostile
Artillery Locating (HALO) system. However, the LIPS 16 battery
also lends itself well to a range of applications in different sectors
that require that kind of performance. These include applications
in the petrochemical industry and the medical profession.
Hendey continues, “We are especially excited here at Lincad
right now, because after a lot of research and development
work, the LIPS 16 is now available for purchase. We already
have strong interest from existing customers, and we expect
to see increases in global demand. Due to its in-built heating
system, the LIPS 16 works well across a wide temperature
range, making it suitable for use in a broad range of hot and cold
environmental conditions.”
8LI0-47EPWSSJJIVWWIZIVEPSTIVEXMSREPFIRI½XWSZIVMXW
lead acid battery counterpart. Its fully metallic enclosure has been
sealed to IP55 in order to offer superior physical protection and
electromagnetic screening for the delicate internal components.
The LIPS 16 is versatile, with an internal discharge feature that
allows stand-alone discharge of the internal cell stack – a vital
aspect for transporting lithium-ion battery equipment. This
important feature allows the user to discharge the cell stack to
levels optimised for long-term storage or for transport by air,
thus complying with current IATA regulations for transporting

For further information about the company’s latest
military batteries, chargers and power management
solutions visit www.lincad.co.uk
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StandDeliver
Sea mines have been used to
devastating effect by nation
states and non-state actors,
but hunting them is time
consuming and painstaking.
Now a new stand-off MCM
concept, involving a system of robots, promises to
change minehunting forever.
Commander Claude Bultot,
programme director “replacement MCM capacity”
for the Belgian and Royal
Dutch Navies, tells us what
its new Stand-Off MCM
Toolbox means for future
mine countermeasures.
By Anita Hawser

F

or centuries, sea mines have given
nation states and other actors, a
cheap and highly effective means of
defending coastal areas and ports against
attack, and stopping merchant or naval
shipping vessels in their tracks. They can
lay hidden for long periods above or below
the surface of the water, waiting for a
vessel’s magnetic or acoustic signature to
trigger an explosion.
Sea mines were used to great effect by
both sides during the First and Second
World Wars to sink merchant ships and
naval vessels and to protect coastlines
against German U-boats. In the First
World War, the North Sea Mine Barrage,
which stretched all the way from the

A graphic depicting the Stand-Off MCM Toolbox's system of robots (ECA Group)
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&IPKMERERH(YXGL8VMTEVXMXIGPEWWQMRILYRXIVW1Crocus and M862 Zierikzee: The main driver for the stand-off MCM concept was the replacement
of legacy MCM minehunters developed in the early 1980s and modernised around 2005 (MKFI, Public domain, via Wikimedia Commons)

Orkney Islands to Norway, was devised by
the US Navy to prevent U-boats attacking
trans-Atlantic shipping.
To this day, navies are still clearing the
hundreds of thousands of sea mines that
were laid during the First and Second
World Wars. UK Royal Navy minehunters
permanently stationed in the Persian Gulf
continue to search for mines, which are a
legacy of the Iran/Iraq War.
According to the Robert Strauss Center
for International Security and Law at the
University of Texas in Austin, naval mines
LEZIMR¾MGXIH SJ97WLMTGEWYEPXMIW
since 1950. They can also be used to

great psychological effect as the mere
XLVIEXSJXLIQGERFVMRKQEVMXMQIXVEJ½G
XSEWXERHWXMPP(YVMRK3TIVEXMSR9RM½IH
Protector in Libya, for example, NATO
forces discovered mines had been laid in
XLI4SVXSJ1MWVEXEXSTVIZIRXXLI¾S[
of humanitarian aid into the country. Sea
mines planted by Houthi rebel forces
in the southern Red Sea and the Bab
Al-Mandab Strait continue to threaten
QEVMXMQIXVEJ½GMRXLIVIKMSR
For the navies that hunt mines
scattered across the world’s oceans, it is a
painstaking task, involving sonars to detect
the sea mines and remotely operated
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vehicles (ROVs) or divers to identify and
dispose of the mines. One of the biggest
challenges for navies is operating at speed
and scale. Legacy minehunters can only
handle one mine at a time, which means
in areas where there are large numbers of
mines, it could take months, if not years,
to clear.
Advances in sonar technologies and
unmanned systems have made it easier
to hunt mines at speed and cover
larger threat areas. Mine detection and
GPEWWM½GEXMSRLEWEPWSFIIRIRLERGIH
by improvements in video compression
and communication links, which means

MARITIME

for transporting different robots into and
SYXSJXLIQMRI½IPHEW[IPPEWTVSZMHMRK
relay communication; as well as towed
sonars, mid-sized AUVs, inspection and
neutralisation vehicles. “Many drones can
be in the water at the same time and will
work together at different phases of the
mission,” Anthony Penn, commercial and
business development director at ECA
Group stated during a virtual presentation
at Euronaval in October.
ECA Group is developing the system
of robots that will be used by the Belgian
and Royal Dutch Navies in their Stand-Off
MCM Toolbox. France’s Naval Group will
equip both navies with 12 next-generation
MCM ships (six each). A deployable C2
container, as well as an advanced MCM
training simulator is also included in
the contract. From 2022, the French
and UK Navies will also take delivery of
what Thales describes as the “world’s
½VWXJYPP]MRXIKVEXIHYRQERRIHQMRI
countermeasures system of systems,”
which includes USVs, AUVs, the latest
sonars, and a Portable Operational Centre
(POC), which can control up to three
unmanned systems in the water at any
given time.
In future, most mine countermeasure
(MCM) operations — except for those
near critical underwater structures,

data collected by underwater sensors or
sonars can be more easily transmitted
back to those that need to analyse it. But
the thing that is likely to revolutionise the
centuries-old tradition of mine hunting
the most, is the concept of stand-off mine
countermeasures using a system of robots.
This concept relies on a system of
robots, including autonomous underwater
vehicles or AUVs, unmanned surface
vessels (USVs) and unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs) to detect, identify, classify
and neutralise sea mines. UAVs will be
YWIHJSVHIXIGXMRK¾SEXMRKQMRIWJSVVIPE]
communication or reconnaissance; USVs

which will still require navy divers — will
be conducted autonomously. But getting
to this point has been a journey. For the
Belgian and Royal Dutch Navies it took
many war games and sea trials in the
North Sea, pitting legacy minehunting
systems against autonomous underwater
and surface systems from a host of
commercial off-the-shelf providers,
including Thales, Elbit Systems, Teledyne
Marine and Atlas Elektronik, before they
settled on the stand-off MCM concept.
“These actions were needed to derisk the concept and to validate our
assumptions,” says Commander Claude
Bultot, programme director “replacement
MCM capacity” for the Belgian and Royal
Dutch Navies. “Furthermore, we relied
on our binational experience in this
domain. Finally, we elaborated a binational
BEL-NLD [Belgium-Netherlands] vision
about the future MCM operations. The
conclusion was to base the future of MCM
operations on a stand-off concept, which
was strongly supported by the Admiralty
of both navies.”
The war games and trials proved what
both navies had long suspected, that the
performance of current autonomous
systems in MCM far exceeded that of
legacy minehunting vessels. In addition
to keeping the crew out of the non-

2I[1'1ZIWWIPW[MPPXVERWTSVXVSFSXWMRXSXLIXLIQMRI½IPH(Image: Naval Group)
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The masterpiece of the new MCM ships for the Royal Dutch and Belgian Navies is the mission
bay where unmanned vehicles are stored (Image by Naval Group)

surveyed mine threat area and relatively
WEJISRISJXLIFMKKIWXFIRI½XWSJYWMRK
multiple unmanned systems is the ability
to conduct MCM operations in parallel,
resulting in faster coverage and clearing of
the mine threat area.
“With the stand-off concept,
we are able to deploy several tools
simultaneously,” explains Cdr. Bultot. “For
example: one USV with a towed sonar
to detect the mines and one USV with a
QMRIMHIRXM½GEXMSRERHHMWTSWEPW]WXIQ
to identify and dispose of the mines that
were localised earlier. Furthermore, we
are able to deploy an UAV with a LiDAR
sensor to detect drifting or moored
mines on or just below the surface. This
GSRGITXIREFPIWIRLERGIHIJ½GMIRG]SJ
mine-clearing operations.”
Divers will still be used for operations
close to critical underwater structures.
“There will be a dedicated diver’s payload
for the USV in order to enable diving
operations,” says Cdr. Bultot. “For
shallow-water operations, we will still use
the current very-shallow-water capability.
So, current [minehunting] skills will still be
needed in the stand-off concept.”
While the concept of stand-off MCM
operations has been proven, all of the
unmanned systems in the Stand-Off
MCM Toolbox that the Belgian and Dutch
Navies will operate in future have not

been tested simultaneously. “There is
currently no platform (mothership) that
integrates all the unmanned systems,”
explains Cdr. Bultot. “However, each
system separately, has demonstrated
XSFIVIPMEFPIERHIJ½GMIRXXLVSYKLXLI
conducted sea trials. Furthermore,
XLI½VWXTPEXJSVQ[MPPFIHIPMZIVIHMR
September 2024. Until then, many tests
will be performed by the contractor to
ZEPMHEXIXLIMVW]WXIQWERH½REPP]WIZIVEP
harbour and sea acceptance tests are
planned to guarantee that the delivered
W]WXIQW[MPPJYP½PEPPVIUYMVIQIRXWSJXLI
contract.”
The new MCM ships being built by
Naval Group, will replace the Belgian
and Dutch Navies’ legacy minehunters,
which were developed in the 1980s and
modernised around 2005. The new ships
will have a low electromagnetic, radar
and acoustic signature and high shock
resistance to protect the crew. Advanced
automation on board the ship will allow
for multiple drones to be operated
simultaneously in an optimised way.
“The masterpiece of the ship is the
mission bay where all the unmanned
vehicles are stored,” Aymeric Moullart
de Torcy, operational marketing for
Drones at Naval Group stated during
Euronaval 2020. “It is very compact and
optimised, and devices can be easily
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‘re-roled’, according to what is needed
for the mission.” The ship’s mission bay
is connected to the combat management
system. All data collected from real-time
operations can be shared outside the ship.
A data centre on board the ship can also
be operated independently from the shore
if required.
Cdr. Bultot says the new technologies
in the Stand-Off MCM Toolbox, will
also help in attracting navy personnel
and supporting recruitment for the new
MCM platforms. Training on the new
equipment will take place in phases.
8LI½VWXTLEWI[MPPIRXEMPKIRIVEP
discovery of the ship, its characteristics,
architecture, maintenance and mode of
operation, through theoretical courses.
In the second phase for technicians and
operators, crew members will get to
grips with the systems and equipment
they will operate: functions, interfaces,
safety conditions, start-up, stop,
STIVEXMRKQSHIWQEMRXIRERGI½VWXPIZIP
fault location procedures. A third training
phase will take place at sea in a real-world
situation with crew members.
1MWWMSRWTIGM½GXVEMRMRK[MPPFI
provided in advance using a simulator
at EGUERMIN, the NATO Centre
of Excellence for Mine Warfare in
Ostend, Belgium. Modular teams will
be trained on the systems, but also in
the simulator. The simulator consists of
three cubicles composed of a Combat
Information Centre and a virtual reality
IRZMVSRQIRX8LI½VWXMWXSXVEMRXLI
combat management systems as well as
the mine warfare software. The latter will
be used for familiarisation of the crews
through a “ship explore” 3D environment
and to train the operators and deck
handlers in the virtual hangar of the ship.
“They will be able to virtually prepare
the tools and deploy them,” says Cdr.
Bultot. After initial training, the crew of
the MCM platform and the modular teams
will continue training at the ABNL Mine
Countermeasure Vessels Operational Sea
Training (MOST) Centre in Zeebrugge. Q

JUNGHANS DEFENCE

FREMEN – A New Generation Of Naval Fuze
JUNGHANS Defence

B

speed) without giving precise information regarding distance.
Conventional fuzes based on CW-Doppler sensors have
notoriously limited detection capabilities for low altitude targets.
8LI]½RHMXHMJ½GYPXXSHMWXMRKYMWLXEVKIXWMKREPWJVSQWIEGPYXXIV
which leads to poor performance in target detection probability,
as well as a high rate of ‘early bursts’.

uilding upon more than 60 years of experience in the
design and manufacture of proximity fuzes, JUNGHANS
Defence, a joint venture between Diehl and THALES,
can now offer armed forces and munition companies a brand new
family of multi-function naval fuzes, called FREMEN. These fuzes
have been designed for various weapon systems, including calibres
ranging from 76 mm to 100 mm and 127 mm.
In recent years, the technologies for electronic artillery fuzes,
and in particular proximity fuzes, have advanced considerably.
One of the most important developments concerns improved
target detection, which is achieved by the use of miniaturised
radar sensor technologies.
Today, new techniques of microwave electronics and signal
processing allow for the realisation of proximity sensors, which
SJJIVWMKRM½GERXP]LMKLIVHIXIGXMSRTIVJSVQERGIERHTVIGMWMSR
than those provided by the previous generation of devices. In
addition, these technologies are entirely compatible with the
constraints of volume, energy and costs for artillery fuzes.
Proximity sensors now integrated into the electronic fuzes
of the new FREMEN generation of products employ Frequency
Modulation Continuous Wave (FMCW) with digital signal
processing, realised by the use of a special processor. So far these
modern solutions have been applied to proximity and multiJYRGXMSRJY^IWJSV½IPHEVXMPPIV] GEPMFVIWQQERH
QQ ERHJSVQSVXEV
-QTPIQIRXEXMSRMRREZEPJY^IWMWWMKRM½GERXP]QSVIGLEPPIRKMRK
as the sensor needs to detect small targets in various attack
GSR½KYVEXMSRW-RXLIETTPMGEXMSRSJEMVHIJIRGIXLIXEVKIXXS
FIHIXIGXIHGERFIJSVI\EQTPIEREMVGVEJXSVQMWWMPI¾]MRKEX
LMKLEPXMXYHISVEQMWWMPI¾]MRKGPSWIXSXLIWYVJEGISJXLI[EXIV
In comparison to the ‘ground’ target, the air targets present
completely different characteristics in terms of radar crosssection, sea clutter and relative speed of interception.
One of the main characteristics of the radar FMCW is the
ability to measure the exact fuze target distance, in contrast
to the current generation of CW (Continuous Wave) fuzes,
which will only process the Doppler signal (in relation to the

FREMEN 100

FREMEN 76
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8LIYWISJ*1';XIGLRSPSK]VITVIWIRXWEWMKRM½GERX
breakthrough in the domain of proximity fuzes used with naval
artillery and air-defence. Fitted with this type of radar proximity
sensor, the FREMEN fuze measures the actual distance to the
target, as well as velocity. With this information the fuze is
capable of discerning the target’s echo signal from the signal
VI¾IGXIHSJJXLIWYVJEGIIWTIGMEPP]JVSQXLI[EZIW WIEGPYXXIV 
This can be achieved even in stormy conditions with a high level
of sea clutter, without any risk of ‘early burst’ or target detection
limitation, even against small targets.
Being able to accurately detect target distance and velocity,
the FREMEN fuze detonates the munition at the correct position
to the target, thus optimising the terminal effect in accordance
with warhead fragment spread. Consequently, the FREMEN fuze
TVSZMHIWREZEPEVXMPPIV][MXLQENSVFIRI½XWGSQTEVIHXSXLI
previous generation of fuzes. It is able to improve detection and
destruction of any aerial target, missile, aircraft, helicopter and
9%:IZIRMRXLIQSWXHMJ½GYPXEXXEGOGSRHMXMSRWVIKEVHPIWWSJXLI
XEVKIX WWM^IZIPSGMX]ERH¾MKLXEPXMXYHI
In addition to the capabilities of the fuze against aerial targets,
*6)1)2WMKRM½GERXP]MRGVIEWIWXLIXIVQMREPIJJIGXWEKEMRWX
WYVJEGIXEVKIXWSRWIESVPERHERHJSV½VIWYTTSVXEW[IPPEWJSV
littoral warfare. The FREMEN fuze features an accurate Height of

&YVWX ,S& QSHIIJJIGXMZIIMXLIVMRMRHMVIGX½VIGSR½KYVEXMSR
JSVWLSVIFSQFEVHQIRXSVMRHMVIGX½VIGSR½KYVEXMSREKEMRWXWIE
surface targets, for example, patrol boats.
The fuze’s smart sensor also provides excellent immunity to
interference, thus preventing ‘early burst’ caused by RF, enemy
jamming or vessel radar interferences.
-RXIVQWSJSTIVEXMSREP¾I\MFMPMX]XLI*6)1)2JY^ITVSZMHIW
YRMUYIFIRI½XW8LII\XIRHIHSTIVEXMSREPQSHIWEKEMRWXEMVPERH
or sea targets does not require any fuze programming prior to
½VMRK8LMWQIERWXLEXXLIJY^IEP[E]WSTIVEXIW[MXLXLISTXMQYQ
mode in a fully independent way, without the need to programme
target parameters and operation mode. The fuze automatically
WIPIGXWIMXLIVEMVHIJIRGISVWYVJEGI½VIQSHIHITIRHMRKSR
[LIXLIVXLIWIRWSVMHIRXM½IWEREMVSVWYVJEGIXEVKIX
The JUNGHANS’ FREMEN naval fuze offers navies a much
wider range of applications than were previously available. This
new generation of multi-function fuzes provides naval artillery
[MXLYRQEXGLIHGETEFMPMXMIWXSJYP½PQSHIVRSTIVEXMSREP
requirements and achieve a broad range of missions.
Serial production of the FREMEN fuze has now commenced to
satisfy a French Navy requirement. Other naval forces have also
expressed strong interest in the fuze, and an additional European
REZ]LEWEPWSTPEGIHE½VQSVHIV[MXL.92+,%27(IJIRGIQ
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MoD Portland Bill
(Matthew Power Photography)
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Portland’s
Magnetism
For 70 years, the Isle of
Portland has provided
important measuring and
testing facilities to ensure
equipment used by the
Royal Navy in Mine
Countermeasures (MCM)
and Explosive Ordnance
Disposal is "magnetically
clean."
By Anita Hawser

P

erched on the southernmost
tip of Dorset, the tiny Isle of
Portland, which forms part of the
UK’s World Heritage Jurassic Coast, is a
major drawcard for tourists who flock to
the island in summer to visit attractions
such as Chesil Beach, Portland Lighthouse
and the Castle.
But for the UK’s Royal Navy, there is
another reason to visit Portland. The
navy have had a presence on the island for
more than 150 years. However, since 1950
one reason for being there is less about
its picturesque surroundings and more
about the island’s “magnetic cleanliness”
due to its remote location and nonmagnetic Portland limestone, which has
been used in architectural landmarks such
as St Paul’s Cathedral.
The lack of magnetic interference on
the island makes it the perfect location for
measuring and testing sensitive equipment
such as magnetic compasses and
equipment used in Mine Countermeasures
(MCM) and Explosive Ordnance Disposal
(EOD). It is also an ideal location for
testing the performance of electronic
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The challenge for us is
to evolve what we offer.
We need to continue to
provide a capability that
remains relevant.

A Royal Navy Hunt class MCM vessel:
Everything on board the vessel needs
to be tested at MoD Portland Bill
to ensure it is "magnetically clean."
(MoD/Crown Copyright)
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warfare (EW) systems fitted onto ships,
submarines and helicopters.
Most of this activity takes place in a
nondescript bunch of buildings known as
MoD Portland Bill. To tourists visiting
Portland Lighthouse next door, there is
little indication of what goes on inside
the buildings behind the wire fence
surrounding the site, which is managed
by QinetiQ under its Long Term
Partnering Agreement with the UK’s
Ministry of Defence.
Thousands of items a year pass
through MoD Portland Bill for testing
and measurement. Most of it pertains to
equipment used by the Royal Navy for
MCM and Explosive Ordnance Disposal
(EOD), although the site also does
magnetic compass calibration for the Royal
Air Force and other Ministry of Defence
aerodromes. When it comes to MCM, all
equipment used on board the Royal Navy’s
Hunt and Sandown-class vessels needs to
be tested to ensure it is magnetically clean,
says David Rollett, technical manager for
MCMV and EOD at MoD Portland Bill.
When Rollett says everything, he literally
means everything — from cookers in the
ship’s galley to propulsion motors and
Remote Controlled Mine Disposal Systems
— all of these items must be tested using
Portland Bill’s Land Magnetic Range (LMR).
The range simulates the magnetic field
found at any location around the world
using coil systems embedded in the walls
of the building, which counteracts the
effect of the earth’s local magnetic field.
“In terms of the measurements we do, we
want to measure the permanent magnetic
signature of an item, and to see how it
is affected by external magnetic fields
anywhere on the planet,” explains Rollett.
Rollett and his team also survey sites
where MCM equipment is stored, to
ensure that it is done in such a way that
the equipment’s magnetic signature is
not impacted. The same is true for ships
deployed overseas or at military ranges
around the UK. At these locations, Rollett
says sensors on the seabed are used to

4SVXPERH&MPP W0ERH1EKRIXMG6ERKIWMQYPEXIWXLIQEKRIXMG½IPH
at any location around the world. (Matthew Power Photography)

test a vessel’s magnetic signature.
“Other aspects that are really important
is the safety of EOD divers whose
equipment has to be put through the
LMR at Portland,” says Samantha Hill,
Operations Group Lead for Maritime
Ranges at QinetiQ. “For a mine disposal
diver, all their equipment and clothing has
to be tested so they can inspect a mine
without causing it to detonate.” Tests like
these are conducted every three years.
The reason for doing this, says Hill, is
that sea mines respond to either magnetic,
acoustic or pressure influences. “More
sophisticated mines use a number of
different influences to make sure they
are not being fooled by a minesweeping
system, so you need to be as magnetically
clean as possible.”
The range at Portland Bill will soon
enter a new phase of testing as MCM
systems like the Royal Navy’s unmanned
minesweeping system are brought on line.
The system, which features an Unmanned
Surface Vessel and a system of robots,
will enter the minefield instead of the
traditional minehunting vessels. “These
unmanned systems will be tested in
the same way as manned assets on the
magnetic range at Portland,” says Hill.
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MoD Portland Bill also provides
Electronic Warfare (EW) calibration
facilities for EW countermeasures on
board naval vessels manoeuvring five
to 10 miles out to sea from Portland.
“We provide Royal Navy platforms
with standard test signals to check
the surveillance equipment on board,”
explains David Mitchell, head of site at
MoD Portland Bill. “They are interested
in knowing what is out there in the radio
frequency environment to ensure their
systems are working correctly. They are
also looking for areas on board the ship
where they can detect signal sensitivity.”
This health check for a ship’s
surveillance systems is a must before they
deploy on overseas operations. MoD
Portland Bill is also looking to develop a
mobile system so similar checks can be
performed on ships overseas. “As ships
are being deployed for longer and longer
on operations, we want to make use of
other locations worldwide to conduct
these sort of tests,” says Hill. “The
challenge for us is to evolve what we
offer. We need to continue to provide a
capability that remains relevant and that
offers the right level of fidelity for new
systems that are entering service.” Q

MARITIME

India’s
Submarine FLEET
Grows Fitfully
Last summer, a formal tender for the six long-awaited
P-75 India stealth submarines was due to be announced
by the Indian Ministry of Defence. Nothing was forthcoming, but then long delays are not unusual when it
comes to India’s indigenous submarine programme.
By Sarosh Bana
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Vela, the fourth of the indigenously made under licence
Project-75 submarines, at its launch in May 2019
(Copyright: Indian Ministry of Defence)
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I

n India, the world of naval
shipbuilding moves at its own unique
pace. A good example of this is the
country’s plans to build six new generation
stealth diesel-electric attack submarines
(SSKs) in collaboration with foreign
partners. In 2012, the then Chief of the
Naval Staff, Admiral D.K. Joshi, announced
that the RFP for the $7.5 billion Project-75
India (Project-75 (I)) would be issued
“soon.” Eight years on and no formal RFP
was forthcoming.
This summer speculation was rife that
the formal tender for the six stealth
WYFQEVMRIW[SYPH½REPP]FIERRSYRGIH
In November, media outlets reported
that the Indian Ministry of Defence was
“all set to issue” the tender. When it
½REPP]EVVMZIWMX[MPPFISRISJXLIQSWX
anticipated in naval history.
The lucrative contract has elicited wide
interest among shipyards both at home
and abroad, with the Ministry of Defence
shortlisting two domestic contenders —
state-owned Mazagon Dock Shipbuilders

(MDL) and the private sector Larsen
and Toubro (L&T), either of whom will
YPXMQEXIP]TEVXRIV[MXLSRISJ½ZIJSVIMKR
Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs)
bidding for the tender.
Russia’s Rosoboronexport is offering
India its non-nuclear Amur 1650
submarine, and France’s Naval Group
has put forward its next-generation SMX
3.0 concept, which features the latest
digital technologies and a vertical launch
system for French and Indian-designed
weapon systems.
Spain’s Navantia is offering India
the S-80 Plus submarine, Germany’s
ThyssenKrupp Marine Systems has put
forward the HDW Class 214 submarine,
which it describes as “a cost-effective
solution for future oriented navies,”
and Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine
Engineering is going with its diesel-electric
KSS-III submarine.
4VSNIGX - [MPPFIXLI½VWXWS
called Strategic Partnership (SP) model
ascribed to an Indian military procurement

Defence Minister Rajnath Singh and Navy chief Admiral Karambir Singh with the naval
hierarchy at the commissioning of INS Khander (Copyright: Indian Ministry of Defence)
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programme. The model was promulgated
in 2017 as Chapter VII of the Defence
Procurement Policy (DPP) 2016. Citing
the SP model as innovative and unique,
Jayant Patil, L&T’s whole-time director
and senior executive vice president for
Defence & Smart Technologies, says while
Indian naval construction was previously
assigned to state-owned shipyards, policy
innovation now recommends that privatesector companies be simultaneously
entrusted with complex programmes to
comply with the “Make in India” initiative.

INDIGENOUS CONTENT

“The SP model as applied in Project75(I) is unique in that it requires both
the foreign collaborator and their Indian
Strategic Partner to jointly customise
the submarine design as per the Indian
2EZ]´WVIUYMVIQIRXWXSWYMXMXWWTIGM½G
operational needs,” says Patil. “India
is consequently expected to become
self-reliant in submarine building, with an
entire industrial ecosystem, comprising
equipment manufacturers,
related ancillaries and R&D
facilities, envisaged to be
created through enhanced
indigenous content.”
According to Patil, the
customised submarine
design is expected to be
GPEVM½IHMRXLI6*4[MXLXLI
½REPGSR½KYVEXMSREHETXMRK
the base design of the
foreign OEM’s submarine,
while undertaking
XLIQSHM½GEXMSRWERH
enhancements required
by the Indian Navy. “It
is evident that these
requirements are not
readily available in any of
the reference submarines,
but can be suitably
incorporated, post awarding
of the contract,” he
says. “Also, the quantum
of indigenisation will

MARITIME

Awaiting orders: L&T Shipbuilding's sprawling yard in Kattupalli, in north Chennai (Copyright: L&T Shipbuilding Ltd.)

RIGIWWMXEXIHIWMKRQSHM½GEXMSRWWYMXMRK
yard practices followed by the Indian
strategic partner.”
Asked if both MDL and L&T were to
be eventually contracted for the P-75(I),
as two production lines could cut down
on any delays, Patil says that the contract
will be placed with the L1 bidder (the
one quoting the lowest price). However,
as the project is the maiden Strategic
Partnership programme, the RFP process
is still evolving and Patil says it would be
premature to comment on “operating
models.” He points out that submarinebuilding nations like the US, Russia and
South Korea, have built far larger numbers
of next-generation submarines and
awarded them to two yards separately or
collaboratively, to reduce construction
timeframes as well as costs.

The Indian Navy has an urgent need
to surmount a slump in its undersea
capabilities as it confronts a menacing
'LMRIWITVIWIRGIMRXLI-RHS4EGM½G
with Beijing concertedly bolstering its
¾IIXPIZIPWERHQEVWLEPPMRKXLIWYTTSVX
of India’s neighbours through transfers
SJWMKRM½GERXREZEPEWWIXW1MRHJYPSJXLI
Navy’s operational gaps, the Cabinet
Committee on Security (CCS) approved
a 30-year plan back in 1999 for the
induction of 24 new diesel-electric
submarines by 2030, a dozen of them to
be constructed with foreign collaboration
by 2012, with the remaining 12 to be
“built to indigenous design.”
In the Indian context, defence
procurements, and their timing, are
largely a political consideration rather
than one premised on military and security
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concerns. Thus, in the 21 years since the
plan was introduced, only six submarines
are being built by MDL under licence
from Naval Group. Designated P-75, the
programme is the precursor to P-75(I)
and is itself running six years late, with its
original contract cost of $2.63 billion in
2010 spiralling to $3.8 billion.
4VSNIGX[EW½REPMWIHMRERHXLI
GSRWXVYGXMSRSJ/EPZEVMXLI½VWXMRXLIWIVMIW
of 1,565-tonne Scorpene 2000 SSKs began
MR-X[EW½REPP]GSQQMWWMSRIHMR
2017. INS Khanderi, the second in the
series, was inducted in September 2019,
while Karanj, the third, was launched in
2018 and was scheduled for delivery in
December 2020. The fourth, Vela,was
launched last year, and is due to enter
WIVZMGIMRMRXIVZEPW[MXLXLI½REPX[S
Scorpenes by 2022.

MARITIME

Asked if the Scorpenes were being
denied the vital Air Independent
Propulsion (AIP) system on account of
the Defence Research and Development
Organisation’s (DRDO’s) protracted
delay in producing one, Admiral Karambir
Singh, India’s Chief of Naval Staff (CNS),
says the 2005 contract had not included
an AIP system within the project design.
“However, given the importance of AIP,
the Indian Navy initiated a project for
developing such a system with DRDO,
ERHMX[MPPFITVSKVIWWMZIP]½XXIHSR
the Scorpene submarines,” he adds,
implying that this would be undertaken at
XLIXMQISJXLIWYFQEVMRIW´QIHMYQVI½XW
“The AIP system that meets the Navy’s
requirements will be selected,” says
Admiral Singh. He maintains, however, that
the overall aim is to achieve progressive
indigenisation in a phased manner in each
submarine project. L&T’s Patil points out
that the P-75(I) contract envisages the six
indigenously constructed submarines to be
furnished with an AIP system that features
lithium-ion rechargeable batteries instead
of lead acid batteries.

DEPLETED FLEET

Today, the Indian Navy has a depleted
¾IIXSJWYFQEVMRIW[MXLSVPIWWFIMRK
operational at any given time. Apart
from the two Scorpenes in service,
XLIVIEVIIMKLXXSRRI7MRHLYKLSWL
class (Russian-origin kilo class 877EKM)
submarines, and four Shalki class (HDW
Type 209) submarines with a displacement
SJXSRRIW
While a submarine’s prescribed
operational life is around 25 years,
seven of the eight kilos are already 29-to
34-years old and the HDWs are between
26-and-34 years old. The Navy also has a
RYGPIEVTS[IVIHXSRRI%OYPE
--'PEWWFSEXXLEXMXXSSOE]IEVPIEWI
SRJVSQ6YWWMEMR
The Indian Navy also operates the
INS Arihant, a strategic strike nuclear
submarine developed and built at home
at a cost of $2.9 billion. The Arihant is the

Admiral Karambir Singh (Copyright Indian MoD)

½VWXMREWIVMIWSJXLVIIWYGLXSRRI
nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarines
GSRGIMZIH[E]FEGOMR8LIFSEX
was, however, only launched in 2009 and
GSQQMWWMSRIHMR-XWWYGGIWWSVArighat,
[EWPEYRGLIHMRERH[MPPIRXIVWIVZMGI
by the end of 2020.
The P-75 Scorpenes are being
christened after the eight Soviet
XSRRI8]TI*S\XVSXGPEWW
conventional submarines, with which
India’s submarine arm was established
MR%PPIMKLX[IVIHIGSQQMWWMSRIH
FIX[IIRERH
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However, even after the Strategic
Partners for India's Project-75 (I) are
½REPMWIHJSPPS[IHF]TVMGIRIKSXMEXMSRERH
GSRXVEGX½REPMWEXMSRXLIPIEHWYFQEVMRI
MWYRPMOIP]XSEVVMZIJSVEXPIEWXERSXLIV
years, discrediting the 30-year plan.
It looks like India will have to wait a
little longer to fully realise its submarinebuilding ambitions. Q
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On A

Different
Trajectory

As anti-missile defences grow in sophistication,
next generation anti-ship missiles are gaining in
stealth, range and their ability to address multiple
threats with high volume salvos.
By Atul Chandra

I

ncreasingly complex operating
environments and a rapidly
evolving threat landscape present
several challenges for modern antiship missiles. Navies globally are
responding to these threats with
WXIEPXLMIVGSQFEXZIWWIPWIUYMTTIH
with advanced air defence systems and
IPIGXVSRMG[EVJEVI ); GETEFMPMXMIW
WYGLEWEGXMZII\TERHEFPIHIGS]W

1ER]ERXMWLMTQMWWMPIWMRYWIXSHE]
began their development in the 1970s and
WFYXLEZIFIIRGSRWXERXP]YTKVEHIH
to detect and deter advanced threats.
The US Navy has near-term capability
YTKVEHIWTPERRIHJSVMXWGYVVIRXPSRK
VERKIWXVMOI[IETSRWWYGLEWXLI1EVMXMQI
Strike Tomahawk, new Tomahawk
[EVLIEH .SMRX1YPXMTPI)JJIGXW;EVLIEH
System) and SM-6/Block 1B.

As part of its Offensive Missile Strategy,
the US Senate Armed Services Committee
[EWMRJSVQIHMR%TVMPXLEXJYXYVI
REZ]SJJIRWMZIWXVMOIW]WXIQW[SYPH
GSRWMWXSJEFVSEHIVJEQMP]SJGYVVIRXERH
JYXYVI[IETSRW[MXLEWXVSRKJSGYWSR
HIPMZIVMRK±QYPXMHSQEMR²GETEFMPMXMIWE
NSMRX[EV½KLXMRKGSRGITX[LMGLMRZSPZIW
MR¾MGXMRKQYPXMTPIXLVIEXWEKEMRWXERIEV
peer adversary.

8LI/SRKWFIVK271 WPS[VEHEVGVSWWWIGXMSRERHLMKL+GETEFMPMX]QEOIMXEHMJ½GYPXXEVKIXJSVWLMTFSVRIHIJIRGIW
(US Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class Zachary D. Bell)
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7TIIHVERKIPIXLEPMX]WYVZMZEFMPMX]
and commonality remain key parameters
SR[LMGLERXMWLMTQMWWMPIWEVINYHKIH
±7YVZMZEFMPMX]MWOI]²WE]WEWTSOIWTIVWSR
for MBDA, which predicts that a mix of
ZEVMSYWGETEFMPMXMIW°WTIIHHMWGVIXMSR
optimised trajectories and terminal
QERSIYZVIW°[MPPFIRIIHIHXS
penetrate enemy air defences. “In addition,
STIVEXMSREPXEGXMGWWLSYPHFIYWIHFEWIH
on the scenario and intelligence available,
ERHMRWSQIGEWIWQYPXMTPIWMQYPXERISYW
IRKEKIQIRXGSYPHFIRIGIWWEV]XSEGLMIZI
XLISFNIGXMZI²

SURVIVING SHIPBORNE
DEFENCES

One of the most modern anti-ship
QMWWMPIWMRWIVZMGIMWXLI½JXLKIRIVEXMSR
Naval Strike Missile (NSM) from
Norwegian company, Kongsberg Defence
& Aerospace. “Compared to competitive
W]WXIQWEPPFIMRKVEHEVKYMHIHJSYVXL
generation missiles developed in the
WXLI271LEWEQYGLLMKLIV
probability of penetrating the defences of
a modern warship and its precise targeting
GETEFMPMXMIWIRWYVIELMKLIVWYGGIWW
VEXI²WE]W/]VVI0SLRIZMGITVIWMHIRX
SJ7XVEXIKMG&YWMRIWW(IZIPSTQIRXEX
Kongsberg. The NSM does not emit any
IPIGXVSRMGWMKREPWEWMXYWIWEGSQTPIXIP]
passive infrared imaging sensor. Its stealthy
missile mainframe design provides an
extremely low-radar cross section and the
NSM’s high-G capability allows it to make
YRTVIHMGXEFPIQERSIYZVIW
“The key challenge for any missile is to
WYVZMZIXLIHIJIRGIWSJEQSHIVR[EVWLMT
to penetrate the defence and deliver the
warhead precisely at the intended hit
TSMRX²WE]W0SLRI±8LIWIGSRHTVMSVMX]
MWJSVXLIQMWWMPIXSHMWXMRKYMWLERHGPEWWMJ]
HMJJIVIRXXEVKIXWXSIRWYVIXLI]IRKEKIXLI
GSVVIGXSRI²
A vital operational capability in modern
battle scenarios with complicated
WMXYEXMSREPE[EVIRIWWMWXLI271´WEFMPMX]
XSYRHIVXEOITSWMXMZIMHIRXM½GEXMSRSJ
a target prior to impact, which is made

/SRKWFIVK W271LEWYRMUYIGETEFMPMXMIWGSQTEVIHXSPIKEG]ERXMWLMTGVYMWIQMWWMPIW
(Image courtesy of Kongsberg Defence & Aerospace)

TSWWMFPIF]XLI%YXSRSQSYW8EVKIX
Recognition (ATR) of its passive sensor.
8LI271½VWXFIGEQISTIVEXMSREPSR
Norwegian frigates and coastal corvettes
in 2012. It has since been selected by the
US Navy, US Marines Corps and received
SVHIVWJVSQGSYRXVMIWMRGPYHMRK+IVQER]
Poland, Malaysia, and more recently, India.
MBDA is developing a new generation of
GSEWXEPFEXXIVMIWYRHIVXLI1'(7 1MWWMPI
Coastal Defence System) programme for
I\TSVXGYWXSQIVW3JJIVIHEWE¾I\MFPI
W]WXIQ1'(7EPPS[WGYWXSQIVWXS
optimise their defences, according to the
geography of their maritime approaches.
The coastal defence system can operate
1EVXI1/2 OQGPEWW 1EVXI)6
OQGPEWW ERHSV)\SGIX11&PSGO
3 (200 km class) missiles.
There is also interest in both the
maritime and land variants of MBDA’s
WYVJEGIPEYRGLIH&VMQWXSRIGSRGITX
±8LIMRXVSHYGXMSRSJ&VMQWXSRIMR
XLIRIEVJYXYVI[MPPJYVXLIVIRLERGIXLI
QMWWMPI´WGETEFMPMX][LIXLIVFIMRKPEYRGLIH
JVSQXLIEMVSVJVSQXLIWYVJEGI²WE]W
an MBDA spokesperson. MBDA is
ERXMGMTEXMRKMRGVIEWIHEGXMZMX]EVSYRHXLI
&VMQWXSRI´WTVIZMSYWP]HIQSRWXVEXIH
QEVMXMQIWYVJEGIPEYRGLGETEFMPMX]SZIVXLI
RI\X¯QSRXLW
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8LI&VMQWXSRIYPXVELMKLTVIGMWMSR
missile system offers a “one missile,
QYPXMTPITPEXJSVQ²GETEFMPMX]JSVWYVJEGI
PEYRGLJEWXNIX6IQSXIP]4MPSXIH%MV
Systems (RPAS), attack helicopter, land
ERHQEVMXMQITPEXJSVQW8LIRI[FYMPH
&VMQWXSRIQMWWMPIW[MPPFIRI½XJVSQ
WIZIVEPWTMVEPYTKVEHIWSZIVVIGIRX
]IEVWMRGPYHMRKMRXIKVEXMSRSJELMKLP]
GETEFPI(YEP1SHI7IQM%GXMZI0EWIV
7%0 QMPPMQIXVMG;EZI QQ; WIIOIV
IRLERGIHEYXSTMPSXERI[MRWIRWMXMZI
QYRMXMSRGSQTPMERXVSGOIXQSXSV
ERH[EVLIEH8LI½VWX½VMRKXVMEPJSV
&VMQWXSRISGGYVVIHMR1EVGLERH
its development stems from the Brimstone
'ETEFMPMX]7YWXEMRQIRX4VSKVEQQI '74 
ERRSYRGIHMR1EVGL

SWARM ATTACKS

The threat to warships and smaller
combat vessels comes not only from
ERXMWLMTQMWWMPIWFYXEPWSXSVTIHSIW
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) and
9RQERRIH7YVJEGI:IWWIPW 97: -RXLIWI
scenarios, naval area swarm attack and
torpedo defences are vital, if combat assets
EXWIEEVIXSVIQEMRYRLEVQIH8LIGLMIJ
challenges for ship-borne defence systems
EVIJEWXXLVIEXMHIRXM½GEXMSRERHWLSVX
VIEGXMSRXMQIWXSWIGYVIXLIZIWWIPGVI[

MARITIME

or critical assets from a variety of threats.
1&(%MWTVSTSWMRKXLI:01-'%2+
(Next Generation) for naval air defence
needs, and is now two years into the
HIZIPSTQIRXSJXLIYTKVEHIH1-'%
NG air-to-air missile. “It is time now
for MBDA to offer this new missile in
GSQFMREXMSR[MXLXLIZIV]WYGGIWWJYP:0
1-'%EMVHIJIRGIW]WXIQTVSGYVIHF]
PERHERHREZEPJSVGIWEVSYRHXLIKPSFI²
the spokesperson says. The MICA NG
will be available from 2026 onwards and
retains the mechanical characteristics of
MXWTVIHIGIWWSV-XMWEPWSJYPP]GSQTEXMFPI
[MXLI\MWXMRK1-'%PEYRGLIVW
The biggest changes to the MICA
NG are its new Imaging Infrared seeker
(based on a focal plan array) and a new
%GXMZI)PIGXVSRMGEPP]7GERRIH%RXIRRE
RF seeker, both of which are based on
IRXMVIP]RI[XIGLRSPSKMIW;LMPIXLIRI[
WIIOIVWHIPMZIVEWYFWXERXMEPMRGVIEWIMR
performance, with a comfortable margin
EKEMRWXIPIGXVSRMGGSYRXIVQIEWYVIWXLI
1-'%2+´WRI[HYEPTYPWIQSXSVEPPS[W
MXXSGSRHYGXIRKEKIQIRXWSYXXSEVERKI
SJOQSVQSVI
IWVEIPM½VQ6EJEIPMWSJJIVMRKZEVMSYW
GSQFMREXMSRWSJMXWPE]IVIHHIJIRGIWYMXI
HITIRHIRXYTSRGYVVIRXERHJYXYVIXLVIEX
HI½RMXMSRGSWXIJJIGXMZIRIWWERHEZEMPEFPI
VIEGXMSRXMQI%OI]SJJIVMRKMWMXW'(31)
naval area defence system, already
operational with the Israeli Navy. C-Dome
is based on the combat-proven Iron Dome
air defence system, which has registered
QSVIXLERGSQFEXMRXIVGITXMSRW
“C-Dome is a highly advanced combat
system, which enables hemispheric
protection ship point and area defence
for task force and strategic assets at sea
ERHWLSVIXSQIIXXLIIZSPZMRKXLVIEXW²
says Ran Tavor, vice president and head
of Rafael’s naval systems directorate. “It
IRNS]WXLIWEQIFIRI½XWERHGETEFMPMXMIW
of the Iron Dome, which has proven to
be highly effective against a wide variety
SJWMQYPXERISYWXLVIEXWMRGPYHMRKLMKL
ZSPYQIWEPZSW²
To defend against swarm attacks by

%VIRHIVMRKSJ1&(% W1'(7[MXL)\SGIX11&PSGO OQGPEWW QMWWMPIW(Copyright: MBDA)

UAVs, Rafale also offers an Asymmetric
(IJIRGI7SPYXMSR %(7 [MXLPE]IVIH
defence provided by a soft and hard
HIJIRGIPE]IV8LIPSRKVERKIKYMHIH7TMOI
06QMWWMPIWGERTVSZMHIFEXXPIHEQEKI
EWWIWWQIRXERHYRHIVXEOII\XIRHIH
WYVZIMPPERGIQMWWMSRWYRHIVEHZIVWI
environmental conditions. UAV detection,
RIYXVEPMWEXMSRERHMRXIVGITXMSRMWLERHPIH
by the Spike FireFly Vertical Take-Off and
0ERHMRK :830 EXXEGOQYRMXMSRWERHSV
Drone Dome laser-based systems.
&]EPPEGGSYRXWRI[KIRIVEXMSRERXM
ship missiles are at their most capable.
However, shipborne defences, have
IZSPZIHEXEQYGLJEWXIVVEXIXLERQMWWMPI
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technology and appear more than capable
of defending against evolving missile
threats1SVIXLERNYWXXLIERXMWLMT
missile alone, for a maritime missile strike
XSFIWYGGIWWJYPVIUYMVIWLMKLUYEPMX]
MRXIPPMKIRGIEGPIEVYRHIVWXERHMRKSJ
adversary shipborne defences, impeccable
QMWWMSRTPERRMRKERHEGEVIJYPP]TPERRIH
strike package. Q
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WINNING
In the competitive world of multi-role combat
aircraft, Sweden punches well above its weight.
Some of its early aerospace achievements may be
little known outside the country, but Saab’s newest
combat aircraft system, the JAS 39 E (Gripen E),
continues a history of avionics and other features
that set it apart from the competition.

THE

AIR SYSTEMS

FIGHT

By Anita Hawser

A Gripen E gets up close: An AESA radar provides a
100-degree angular look behind capability for the pilot
(Photo credit: Saab / J Hunter Aviacom)
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W

LIR-½VWXGSRXEGXIH7EEF
to do an interview about
the new JAS 39 E (Gripen E)
combat aircraft, I didn’t count on getting
a history lesson in Swedish aerospace
engineering. But as I soon discovered,
there was a point to this. You can’t really
understand how a country the size of
Sweden came to produce an advanced
combat aircraft like the Gripen E, without
knowing what came before it.
The country’s aerospace industry was
borne out of necessity during the Second
World War. “For years, Sweden tried to
FY]½KLXIVWJVSQGSYRXVMIWPMOIXLI9/
Germany and Italy, but couldn’t get the
quantities it needed,” says Richard Smith,
Deputy Head of Marketing & Sales for
Gripen at Saab in Sweden. The Wallenberg
family, who still own Saab today, alongside
other Swedish industry giants such
as AstraZeneca, ABB, Electrolux and
Ericsson, established Svenska Aero AB in
1937. Within six years of the company’s
JSVQEXMSRXLI]´HFYMPXXLI[SVPH´W½VWX
serial-produced aircraft with an ejection
seat; the J21.
But most of Sweden’s early aerospace
achievements are little known outside
the country. “The Swedes tend to be
humble and conservative,” says Smith. “I
don’t think many people would know Saab
LEHXLI½VWXTVSHYGXMSREMVGVEJX[MXLER
after-burner, which broke the world speed
record.” Despite its unusually chubby
appearance, the Saab J29 “Tunnan” or
“Flying Barrel,” set an international speed
record in 1954, averaging 977 km/h over a
closed circuit of 500 km. Other countries
marvelled at how a country the size of
Sweden could build such an aircraft, which
is said to have rivalled Russia’s MiG 15 and
XLI97´W*%7EFVIGSQFEX½KLXIV[LIR
it came to speed.
Following on from the J29, the Saab 35
Draken, was a double-delta wing designed
aircraft with integrated data links, a new
concept at the time. In the 1970s, the
7EEF:MKKIR[EWXLI½VWXTVSHYGXMSR
EMVGVEJX[MXLE,IEHW9T(MWTPE]ERH

central computer. “We should have sold
more of these aircraft,” says Smith, but it
was the height of the Cold War, and many
GSYRXVMIW[IVIFEROVSPPMRKRI[½KLXIVNIXW
(Tornado, Hawker, Mirage and Harrier).
&]XLIIEVP]W7EEF[EWEPVIEH]
thinking about a replacement for the
Draken and Viggen. They opted for a
domestic solution, the JAS 39, which is
the military designation for the aircraft
used by the Swedish Air Force. The
term Gripen, a Swedish word for a
mythological creature that is half eagle
and half lion, came about as a result of a
public competition. The JAS 39 built on
Saab’s experience with the Viggen, which
[EWSRISJXLI½VWXEMVGVEJXXSJIEXYVIE
HIPXE[MRKERHGEREVHGSR½KYVEXMSRJSV
enhanced aerodynamics. The Gripen is
lighter and more versatile than the Viggen,
ERHJIEXYVIHEWMRKPIIRKMRIERH¾]F][MVI
Flight Control System.
8LI½VWX+VMTIRVSPPIHSJJXLI7EEF
JEGXSV]¾SSVMR&YXFYMPHMRKE
JSYVXLKIRIVEXMSRQYPXMVSPI½KLXIV
was never going to be easy. The Social
Democrats, who were the dominant
political party at the time within Sweden,
were against building advanced military
aircraft domestically, due to spiralling
costs. But the then Conservative
government pushed forward with the
½KLXIVIZIRMRXLIJEGISJWXMJJSTTSWMXMSR
In an interview with The New York Times
in 1992, Sweden’s then Defence Minister,
Anders Bjorck, stated: “No other small
nation makes the same kinds of aircraft,
submarines, missiles and radar we do. It
is a technology and an expertise that we
QYWXOIITEPMZIMJRIGIWWEV]F]½RHMRK
new partners in Europe.”
A crash in 1993, however, could have
XL[EVXIHXLITVSNIGX(YVMRKE¾MKLX
display in Stockholm, the JAS 39 stalled,
eventually crashing into an island in
XLIQMHHPISJXLIGMX]ERHGEXGLMRK½VI
Miraculously, no one was killed or injured.
The fact that the incident occurred in
the “heart of Stockholm,” and followed
an earlier crash, which was attributed to
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8LI+VMTIR)¾]MRKSZIV6MSMR&VE^MP8LI
&VE^MPMER%MV*SVGILEZISVHIVIH+VMTIR
E/F (Photo credit: Saab / Linus Svensson)

WMQMPEVTVSFPIQW[MXLXLIEMVGVEJX´W¾MKLX
control software, was perceived as a
threat to the JAS 39 project, according to
a report into the incident. But the project
survived and was sold as being positive for
the country and Swedish industry.
At the Paris Air Show in 1995, Saab
ERRSYRGIHETEVXRIVWLMT[MXLXLI9/´W
BAE Systems. Smith says BAE helped
“NATO-ise” the JAS 39, which became the
Export Baseline Version of the Gripen,
the JAS 39 C or Gripen C, which entered
into service with the Swedish Air Force
(SAF). Today, the JAS 39 C/D is the

AIR SYSTEMS

FEGOFSRISJXLI7%* W½KLXIVWUYEHVSRW
The new combat aircraft system JAS 39 E
will be commissioned during the period
2021–2025, and will, along with the
existing JAS 39 C/D, be organised in six
½KLXIVWUYEHVSRW
Despite not being a member of NATO,
Smith says the Gripen C, which featured
WXERHEVHT]PSRW0MROVEHMSWERH
air-to-air-refuelling, was more NATO
interoperable than most NATO operating
½KLXIVW7EEF[IRXSRXSI\TSVXXLI.%7
39 to South Africa, the Czech Republic,
Hungary and Thailand. Some of these

exports were dogged by allegations of
bribery, but Swedish authorities closed
down a criminal investigation into the
suspected bribes in 2009.
The Brazilian Air Force have ordered
+VMTIR)*[LMGLLEZI]IXXSIRXIV
WIVZMGI7[IHIRLEWSVHIVIH+VMTIR)
and is the largest operator of the Gripen
C, which is also operated by South Africa,
Thailand, Hungary and the Czech Republic.
Saab has put the Gripen E forward
for Canada’s Future Fighter project to
replace the Royal Canadian Air Force’s
6'%* EKIMRK¾IIXSJ'*,SVRIXW
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The Gripen is up against the F-35, which
Lockheed Martin argues is the “best value
½KLXIVXSVITPEGIXLI6S]EP'EREHMER%MV
*SVGI'*¾IIX²ERH&SIMRK´W*)*
Super Hornet Block III, which is the next
KIRIVEXMSRSJXLI6'%*´WGYVVIRX½KLXIV
The Gripen E may be the ‘wild card’
in the Canadian competition, but Saab
hopes its “Gripen for Canada” coalition,
which includes a number of Canadian
manufacturers, could sway the decision in
its favour. “Our total package is unrivalled
in providing Canada with a defence
and industrial capability that is highly

AIR SYSTEMS

The Saab 37 Viggen [EWXLI½VWXTVSHYGXMSR
aircraft with a Heads-Up Display and central
computer (Photo courtesy of Saab)

compelling and very low risk,” said Patrick
Palmer, head of sales & marketing for Saab
in Canada. The Gripen E/F is also taking
TEVXMR*MRPERH´W,<½KLXIVGSQTIXMXMSR
to replace the Finnish Air Force’s F/A-18
C/D Hornet .
“Both Canada and Finland are big
campaigns for us,” says Smith. “Both need
E½KLXIVXLEXGERLERHPIXLIXSYKL%VGXMG
conditions and that is easy to operate.
The Gripen is also able to take on current
and future Russian threats (SU-30 family,
S-400, SU-57).” With respect to the latter,
Saab has taken an entirely different design
approach to its competitors. Instead of
relying on factors such as stealth, which
is built into the airframe, Smith says an
advanced Electronic Warfare (EW) suite

on the Gripen E “enables us to jam,
defend, attack, launch and evade.”
The Gripen E features an active
electronically scanned array (AESA) radar
system on the nose of the aircraft. The
radar moves on a swashplate, giving the
TMPSXEHIKVIIERKYPEV½IPHSJZMI[
so they can still see threats behind them,
which Smith says is advantageous in a
&I]SRH:MWYEP6ERKI½KLXEPSRK[MXL
the Meteor long-range missile. “But the
coolest thing about the Gripen E, you
can’t see,” he says. “You can have stealth,
but within a year your enemies’ radar and
electronic sensors will be able to pick
up your signal. We’ve taken an entirely
different route with the avionics system,
which allows the sensors and system
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to be upgraded rapidly to cope with
emerging threats, and as new technologies
become available.”
Smith says its avionics are quite unique
EQSRKEPP½KLXIVW±-XEPPS[WYWXSPIEVR
and gather information from day one of
a war, and if needed, install a software
application overnight, so that in day two of
combat, we have the edge of the threats
and remain relevant.” A lot of companies
talk about the human-machine interface,
continues Smith. “But in the Gripen E, we
have human-machine collaboration, which
is made possible because of our avionics
and sensor fusion. The pilot no longer just
interfaces with the aircraft; the two work
in harmony with one another.”
But one thing the Gripen lacks,

AIR SYSTEMS

8LI+VMTIR) W[MRKXMT[MXLER);ERXIRRE(Photo credit: Saab / J Hunter Aviacom)
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compared to its competitors, is real-world
combat experience. That’s not to say it
LEWR´XFIIRMRGSR¾MGXWMXYEXMSRW8LI+VMTIR
[EWYWIHF]XLI7[IHMWL%MV*SVGIXS
GSRHYGXVIGSRREMWWERGIQMWWMSRWSZIV0MF]E
HYVMRK´W3TIVEXMSR9RM½IH4VSXIGXSV
8LI,YRKEVMERERH'^IGL6ITYFPMG
%MV*SVGIWLEZIEPWSYWIHXLI+VMTIRSR
HIJIRWMZISTIVEXMSRWEWTEVXSJ2%83´W
&EPXMG%MV4SPMGMRKQMWWMSR8LIEMVGVEJX´W
WLSVXXEOISJJERHPERHMRKGETEFMPMXMIWPIRH
XLIQWIPZIWXSXLIWIX]TIWSJSTIVEXMSRW
WE]W7QMXLEWMXMWHIWMKRIHXSFISTIVEXIH
JVSQHMWTIVWIHEMV½IPHWMR7[IHIR´W
JSVIWXW8LI+VMTIRSRP]VIUYMVIWEWQEPP
XIEQXSXYVRXLIEMVGVEJXEVSYRHUYMGOP]
±=SYGERXEOISJJERHTIVJSVQEQMWWMSR
[MXLMRQMRYXIW²LII\TPEMRW±-XGERFI
STIVEXIHJVSQER]EMV½IPH²
*VSQHE]SRI7QMXLWE]WXLI+VMTIR
[EWHIWMKRIHXSFIPS[QEMRXIRERGI
and to spend more time in the air than
MRELERKEV4MPSXWVIQEVOSRLS[IEW]
MXMWXS¾][MXLZIV]PMXXPIXVEMRMRK±=SY
HSR´XLEZIXSXVMQXLIEMVGVEJXMXHSIWMX
EYXSQEXMGEPP]²WE]W7QMXL±%[MHIEVIE
display system tells the pilot what to do.
3YVHIWMKRTLMPSWSTL]MWXSQEOIXLI
mission as easy as possible so it has a
FIXXIVGLERGISJWYGGIWW²
'SQFEXEMVGVEJXQERYJEGXYVIVWEVI
YWYEPP]VIPYGXERXXSPIXS[RIVWX[IEO
XLIEZMSRMGWXSSQYGL8LI-WVEIPMW
LEHXSEWO0SGOLIIH1EVXMRJSVWTIGMEP
TIVQMWWMSRXSEGGIWWXLI*´WWSJX[EVI
GSHIWWSXLI]GSYPHMRXIKVEXIEHZERGIH
[IETSRW]WXIQWSRFSEVHXLI½KLXIV
&YX7QMXLSTMRIWEFSYXXLI+VMTIR´W
STIREVGLMXIGXYVIERH¾I\MFPIYTKVEHIW
±;IGERYTHEXIXLIWIRWSVWERH
systems with new tech, and add more
GSQTYXMRKTS[IV[LIREZEMPEFPI3YV
EZMSRMGWWSJX[EVIIREFPIWXLMWW[MJXP]ERH
[MXLSYXXLIRIIHJSVVIGIVXM½GEXMSRSJ
XLI¾MKLXGVMXMGEPWSJX[EVI8IGLRSPSK]
GLERKIWWSUYMGOP]]SYGER´XOIITTEGI
[MXLMX-J[I´VIHIZIPSTMRKXLI+VMTIR
)SYVIRIQMIWEVIEPWSHIZIPSTMRKRI[
XIGLRSPSK]ERHXLISRI[LSHIZIPSTW
XLIJEWXIWX[MRWXLI½KLX²Q

GENERAL ATOMICS AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS SPONSORED STATEMENT

Constantly Innovating To stay Ahead Of
The Competition
General Atomics Aeronautical Systems

F

or nearly 30 years, General Atomics Aeronautical
Systems, Inc. (GA-ASI) has developed, manufactured and
delivered the most successful Unmanned Aircraft Systems
(UAS) in the world.

+%%7-9%7TPEXJSVQWFSEWXQMPPMSR¾MKLXLSYVWERHMXMW
the supplier of the most utilised aircraft in the United States Air
Force’s current force structure, with a more than 90% missioncapable rate. In almost three decades, GA-ASI has developed 26

%R15&7IE+YEVHMERGSR½KYVIHJSVWYVZIMPPERGI
STIVEXMSRWSZIVSTIR[EXIVHYVMRKEWIXSJQEVMXMQIXIWX
¾MKLXWMRWIEPERIWSJJXLIGSEWXSJ7SYXLIVR'EPMJSVRME
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ZEVMERXWSJXLILMKLP]WYGGIWWJYP4VIHEXSVWIVMIW
EMVGVEJXVERKMRKMRWM^IJVSQOKXSQSVI
XLEROKXSWYTTSVXXLIH]REQMGWIGYVMX]
needs of the United States and its allies.
Today, GA-ASI development and production
MWJSGYWIHSRXLI15%&PSGO15
&7O]+YEVHMERERH7IE+YEVHMER15'
+VE])EKPI)6ERH%ZIRKIVWIVMIWEMVGVEJX
MQ-9B is our newest version of the MQ-9WIVMIWTPEXJSVQJIEXYVMRKXVYP]KEQIGLERKMRK
capabilities for unmanned aircraft, which
MRGPYHIEREMVXVEJ½GGSPPMWMSREZSMHERGIW]WXIQ
EX]TIGIVXM½GEXIHIWMKRXLEX[MPPIREFPIXLI
15&XSMRXIKVEXIMRXSREXMSREPEMVWTEGI
%VIGIRXWYGGIWWJYPHIQSRWXVEXMSR³%´WM^IWSRSFYS]GEVVMEKIVIPIEWITVSGIWWERH
systems instead of
GSRXVSPJVSQEGSQTER]S[RIH15%&PSGOSRE972EZ]4EGM½GXIWXVERKI[LMGL
FIMRKWIKVIKEXIHMRXS
MWXLI[SVPH´W½VWXWIPJGSRXEMRIH%RXM7YFQEVMRI;EVJEVI %7; GETEFMPMX]JSVE9%7
VIWXVMGXMZIEMVWTEGI
and all-weather
capabilities, so the aircraft can operate
QIIXWXVMGXEMV[SVXLMRIWWX]TIGIVXM½GEXMSRWXERHEVHWERH
MRMRGPIQIRX[IEXLIVYWMRKHIMGIERXM
EMVWTEGIMRXIKVEXMSRVIKYPEXMSRW%HHMXMSREPP]XLI15&´W
MGIERHPMKLXRMRKTVSXIGXMSRW]WXIQW%
STIREVGLMXIGXYVIEPPS[WJSVVETMHMRXIKVEXMSRSJRI[QMWWMSR
JYPP7%8'31I\TIHMXMSREV]STIVEXMSRW
GETEFMPMXMIWERHEHETXEXMSRXSGLERKMRKQMWWMSRVIUYMVIQIRXW
capability is also available, which enables
XLVSYKL³FSPXSRFSPXSJJ´QMWWMSROMXW8LIWIOMXWIREFPIXLI15
customers to operate from shorter
9B to easily transition from over-land to over-sea surveillance,
EMV½IPHW[MXLPIWWQERRMRKERHVIHYGIH
YWMRKXLIQEVMXMQISVERXMWYFQEVMRI[EVJEVIQMWWMSROMXWMR
support equipment footprints, anywhere
GSQFMREXMSR[MXLMXWLMKLHI½RMXMSRIPIGXVSSTXMGEPMRJVEVIHERH
in the world.
multi-mode radar, to enable true cross-domain capability.
GA-ASI provides unmanned systems
The SeaGuardian is customised for maritime surveillance
that are complete end-to-end solutions
and anti-submarine warfare (ASW) operations. The maritime
SJQYPXMTPIWIRWSVWEPSRK[MXL[IETSRW
WYVZIMPPERGIQMWWMSROMXMRGPYHIWE[MHIFERHQEVMXMQIWYVZIMPPERGI
MRXIKVEXMSRWIRWSVI\TPSMXEXMSRERH-76
VEHEVWYGLEWXLI6E]XLISR7IE:YISV0ISREVHS7IEWTVE]MRWXEPPIH
XEWOQEREKIQIRXGSQQERHWSJX[EVI
in a centre line-mounted radar pod. In addition, an ASW mission
;IEVIEPWSMRZIWXMRKMREJEQMP]SJWQEPP
OMXGERFIMRWXEPPIH[MXLSV[MXLSYXXLIQEVMXMQIWYVZIMPPERGIOMXXS
UAS (SUAS) that can be launched and
I\TERHQMWWMSRWXSMRGPYHIWYFWYVJEGIWIEVGLGETEFMPMXMIW
VIGSZIVIHJVSQXLI15SV15'
8LI%7;QMWWMSROMXMRGPYHIWEREMVFSVRIWSRSFYS]VIGIMZIV
+VE])EKPIEW[IPPEWPEVKIVEMVGVEJX
EGSYWXMGTVSGIWWSVERHWSRSFYS]HMWTIRWMRKTSHW 7(4W XLEXGER
9%7JSVYPXVEPSRKIRHYVERGIQIEWYVIH GEVV]%WM^ISV+WM^IWSRSFYS]WTIVTSH%XSXEPSJJSYV
MRHE]WEVIGYVVIRXP]FIMRKHIZIPSTIH
7(4WGERFIMRWXEPPIHTVSZMHMRKJSVWMKRM½GERX%7;GETEFMPMX]XLEX
IREFPMRKXLIW]WXIQXSEGXEWEREIVMEP
VMZEPWQERRIH%7;TPEXJSVQW*MREPP]ERMRXIKVEXIH)717-+-28
PE]IVHIJIRGIRIX[SVOJSVEMVERH
QMWWMSROMXGEREPWSFIMRWXEPPIH[MXLXLIQEVMXMQIWYVZIMPPERGIERH
KVSYRHEWWIXW
%7;QMWWMSROMXWXSI\TERHXLIGSPPIGXMSRGETEFMPMX]XSXLIVEHMS
frequency spectrum and provide a complete maritime and ASW
mission capability.
MQ-9B SKYGUARDIAN/

SEAGUARDIAN

8LI15&7O]+YEVHMERERH
SeaGuardian, the maritime variants,
EVIHIWMKRIHJSVYPXMQEXIZIVWEXMPMX]ERH
reliability. While MQ-9B is a successor to
XLILMKLP]YXMPMWIH15%MXMWVIHIWMKRIH
to increase mission capabilities and

CIVIL APPLICATIONS
8LIKVS[MRKHIQERHJSVWYTTSVXXSGMZMPMERWIGYVMX]QMWWMSRW
has seen several collaborative MQ-9 demonstrations in the past
X[S]IEVW-REVERKISJGMZMPMERWYTTSVXQMWWMSRW[IVI
¾S[RJVSQ-OM-WPERHMR.ETERSZIVEX[S[IIOTIVMSH-R
WMQMPEVWYTTSVXQMWWMSRW[IVI¾S[RJVSQ+VIIGI8LIWIEGXMZMXMIW
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reinforced the multi-domain capability of the
MQ-9 RPAS, particularly on a diverse array of
civil support missions. The most recent civil
security demonstration was sponsored by the
Japanese Coast Guard (JCG) and conducted
in Japan in October–November 2020.
-RXLI.'+HIQSRWXVEXMSR+%%7-¾I[
EWIVMIWSJZEPMHEXMSR¾MKLXWJIEXYVMRKXLI
15&7IE+YEVHMER8LIWI¾MKLXWZEPMHEXIH
SeaGuardian’s cost-effective, real-time, widearea maritime surveillance capabilities by
conducting search and rescue, disaster response,
and maritime law enforcement missions.
Mission durations ranged from six to more
than 24 hours, often focusing on multiple
tasks during a single sortie. The SeaGuardian
operated in complex airspace, without the
need for a chase plane, with separation coordinated through the Japan Civil Aviation
A Sparrowhawk sUAS carried on an MQ-9A and controlled exclusively using GA-ASI’s Metis
Bureau, as well as operating in trans-oceanic
7SJX[EVI(I½RIH'SRXVSP7XEXMSRLSWXIHSREPETXSTGSQTYXIV[LMGLHVEWXMGEPP]VIHYGIHXLI
airspace over 1,500 nautical miles from
W]WXIQ´WPSKMWXMGEPJSSXTVMRX8LMWGSR½KYVEXMSRWYTTSVXWXLIZMWMSRJSVMRXIVJEGIWXSXLIEMVGVEJX
home base.
JVSQEGVSWWXLIFEXXPI½IPH[MXLSYXXLIRIIHJSVE+VSYRH'SRXVSP7XEXMSRWLIPXIVSVZILMGPI
The SeaGuardian’s leading Detect and
Avoid Systems played an important role for airspace access. While
Additionally, GA-ASI has an extensive suite of mission
detailed analysis of this recent JCG validation trial continues,
command, sensor exploitation and task management software.
it was apparent that the SeaGuardian provided unprecedented
These toolsets include:
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance to the JCG in a very
• STARE (System for Tasking and Real-time Exploitation)
cost-effective manner, using a small footprint and workforce. The
provides a toolset for exploitation, archival and retrieval and
recent JCG validation trial in Japan using the MQ-9B SeaGuardian
dissemination of intelligence products that can be directly
offers the most contemporary example for deployment of the
integrated and are complementary with Metis. The use of open
system in a multi-domain, civil security context.
standards allows this tool to seamlessly integrate into a country’s
QMWWMSRGSQQERHSVMRXIPPMKIRGIGIRXVIW%VXM½GMEPMRXIPPMKIRGIMW
ETTPMIHXSMQTVSZIQERTS[IVIJ½GMIRGMIWERHSTXMQMWEXMSR[LIVI
LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
the tool does most of the work and alerts analysts to anomalies
GA-ASI is investing in new platforms, sensors, command,
• Metis provides collaborative ISR task management to
control and exploitation systems, as well as space-based assets.
IJ½GMIRXP]XEWO-76EWWIXWTVSZMHIYTHEXIWXS-76XEWOWERH
From a UAS platform perspective, the unique capabilities
archive intelligence products associated with each task
and expanded missions the MQ-9B offers have distinct
• Multi-Mission Controller (MMC) enables a single user to
applicability. Additionally, GA-ASI is developing an ultra-long
safely control multiple aircraft and their missions simultaneously
endurance UAS capability that can provide customers with an
by leveraging a combination of automation and user experienceaerial defence network for airborne and ground assets with a
based design. From MMC, users transit their aircraft and execute
¾MKLXIRHYVERGISJQYPXMTPIHE]W
routine ISR missions.
The family of airborne recoverable or “attritable” SUAS
• 7SJX[EVI(I½RIH1MWWMSR'SQQERH 7(1'
can provide highly specialised surveillance or attack missions
provides UAS-agnostic command and control for multiple aircraft
to enhance capabilities. We are also investing in space-based
¾S[RWMQYPXERISYWP]F]EWMRKPISTIVEXSV7MKRM½GERXEYXSQEXMSR
laser communications from ground, sea and airborne assets
aids a single operator to operate up to six aircraft using the multito enable high-bandwidth secure communications. Our High
mission controller tool within the SDMC.
Accuracy Location of Emitters (HALOE) program is a spaceGA-ASI is constantly innovating for the future and
based Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite constellation designed
developing step-change technologies to keep our customers
to improve the long-range precision geolocation capability of
ahead of the competition. Q
airborne ISR platforms.
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Schiebel’s CAMCOPTER® S-100 UAV: Latest
Missions And Current Capabilities
Schiebel

S

chiebel’s CAMCOPTER® S-100 Vertical Takeoff and
Landing (VTOL) Unmanned Air System (UAS) is currently
MRYWISR½ZIGSRXMRIRXW[MXLGYWXSQIVW1SVIXLER
9RQERRIH%MV:ILMGPIW 9%: LEZI¾S[REXSXEPSJ
LSYVWWSJEV8LI7´WWQEPPJSSXTVMRXQEOIWMXXLIMHIEP
WSPYXMSRJSVWQEPPWLMTW8SHEXIMXLEWSTIVEXIHJVSQQSVIXLER
HMJJIVIRXWLMTW[MXLQEVMXMQI¾MKLXLSYVWERH
HIGOPERHMRKW

8LISZIVEPPQE\MQYQTE]PSEHGETEGMX]MWOKERHXLI
QYPXMVSPIQYPXMHSQEMREWWIXLEWXLIEFMPMX]XSGEVV]QYPXMTPI
WIRWSVWSVSXLIVTE]PSEHWWYGLEWGEVKS3RISJMXWGETEFMPMXMIW
MRGPYHIW1ERRIH9RQERRIH8IEQMRK[LMGL[EWHIQSRWXVEXIH
MRGSSTIVEXMSR[MXL%MVFYWERHMXW,LIPMGSTXIV8LI7
EGLMIZIHE0IZIPSJ-RXIVSTIVEFMPMX] 03- [LMGLQIERWMXGERFI
JYPP]GSRXVSPPIHJVSQXLISTIVEXSVMRXLILIPMGSTXIVJVSQXEOISJJ
XSPERHMRKVIGIMZMRKEPPMRJSVQEXMSRSRFSEVHXLIQERRIHEMVGVEJX

CAMCOPTER® S-100 MUM-T LOI 5 Demonstration
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CAMCOPTER® 76S]EP%YWXVEPMER2EZ]

1SWXVIGIRXP]XLI*VIRGL2EZ]EGUYMVIHJSYVEHHMXMSREP7
9%:W[LMGL[MPPFIMRXIKVEXIHSRXLIMV1MWXVEPGPEWWEQTLMFMSYW
LIPMGSTXIVGEVVMIVW8SRRIVIERH1MWXVEP8LIMRMXMEPX[S7W
[IVIEPVIEH]JYPP]MRXIKVEXIHSRXLIMVLIPMGSTXIVGEVVMIV
(M\QYHI8LMW[EWXLI½VWXXMQIMR)YVSTIEVSXEV][MRK9%7
[EWJYPP]STIVEXMSREPERHGSRRIGXIHXSXLIHIJIRGIW]WXIQSJER
EQTLMFMSYWLIPMGSTXIVGEVVMIV

-R%YKYWX7GLMIFIPXSKIXLIV[MXL2SVHMG9RQERRIH
GEVVMIHSYXXLI[SVPH´W½VWXJYPPWGEPISJJWLSVI9%:HIPMZIV]JVSQ
WLSVIXSEREGXMZISMPERHKEWMRWXEPPEXMSRJSVIRIVK]GSQTER]
)UYMRSV8LIHIQSRWXVEXMSRWMQYPEXIHXLIWGIREVMSSJERYVKIRX
VIUYMVIQIRXJSVWTEVITEVXWEXXLIKEWTVSHYGXMSRTPEXJSVQ8VSPP%
MR2SV[E]8LI'%1'348)6® S-100 successfully carried out the
PSRKVERKIHIPMZIV]ERHXLIHIQSRWXVEXMSREPWSMRGPYHIHEREIVMEP
TPEXJSVQMRWTIGXMSREW[IPPEWEWMQYPEXIHWIEVGLERHVIWGYIQMWWMSR
1IER[LMPIMR%YWXVEPMEXLI6S]EP%YWXVEPMER2EZ] 6%2 LEW
FIIRSTIVEXMRKXLI'%1'348)6®7WMRGI'YVVIRXP]
XLI6%29%:WEVI½XXIH[MXL7GLMIFIP´WTVSTVMIXEV]LIEZ]JYIP
IRKMRIXLI7+MZIRXLIWMRKPIJYIPTSPMG]EHSTXIHF]XLI[SVPH´W
REZMIWXLILIEZ]JYIPIRKMRIMW7GLMIFIP´WEPXIVREXMZISTXMSRXSMXW
GYVVIRXTVSTYPWMSRYRMX
%RSXLIVGPMIRXSJRSXIMWXLI)YVSTIER1EVMXMQI7EJIX]%KIRG]
)17% 7GLMIFIP[EWE[EVHIHEGSRXVEGXJVSQ)17%FEGOMR
ERHLEW¾S[RRYQIVSYWQMWWMSRWJSVXLIQ8LISTIVEXMSRW
MRGPYHIQEVMXMQIWYVZIMPPERGIGSEWXKYEVHJYRGXMSRWWIEVGLERH
VIWGYIEW[IPPEWIQMWWMSRQSRMXSVMRK-RXLI7[EW
STIVEXIHJSV)17%MR*VERGI(IRQEVO'VSEXMEERH*MRPERH
8LITVSZIRW]WXIQMWMHIEPP]WYMXIHJSVPERHERHQEVMXMQI
STIVEXMSRWERHMXW¾I\MFPIERHZIVWEXMPIGETEFMPMXMIWEPPS[
7GLMIFIP´WGYWXSQIVWXSYXMPMWIXLI9%:JSVZEVMSYWSTIVEXMSRWFI
MXEXPERHSVWIEQ

CAMCOPTER®7'EVKS(IPMZIV]7IEVGLERH6IWGYI
4PEXJSVQ-RWTIGXMSR2SV[E]
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The New Frontline
For

israeli

defence forces
I

srael is buying more fighter aircraft,
developing long-range ballistic
missiles, smart bombs and other
highly sophisticated weaponry, but it is
also advancing its new long arm – cyber.
Cyber operations are mostly performed
under a heavy veil of secrecy, but some
events in recent months portray a clearer
picture of the Israeli Defence Force’s (IDF)
GETEFMPMXMIWMRXLMWRI[[EV½KLXMRKHSQEMR
Last July, a mysterious attack on one of
Iran’s main military nuclear enrichment

Cyber warfare is a daily reality for
Israel’s defence forces as “tit-for-tat”
cyber attacks between Israel and Iran
continue to escalate. These attacks are
also taking different forms, including
GPS-denial.
By Arie Egozi

JEGMPMXMIWMR2EXER^GEYWIHWMKRM½GERX
damage to centrifuges. Experts say the
site was damaged by a “kinetic cyber”
attack performed by an unknown
force. Media speculation was rife as to
whether it could have been an Israeli
cyber attack or air strikes by Israel
or the US. In June 2020, an explosion
destroyed major parts of the Parchin
military facility, just outside the capital
Tehran, which is associated with Iran’s
nuclear programme. Western analysts
VJTF 2019 EloKa
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claimed the explosion was the result of
an Israeli cyber attack, but Israel denied
any connection to the massive explosion
inside the secret facility.
Israeli attacks on Iran’s nuclear
programme date back to 2010, when
a malicious computer worm called the
Stuxnet virus, believed to have been jointly
HIZIPSTIHF]XLI97ERH-WVEIPWTIGM½GEPP]
targeted equipment used only in Iranian
uranium enrichment facilities. Stuxnet is
considered the largest and most expensive

INTELLIGENCE, SURVEILLANCE AND RECONNAISSANCE

charge of protecting defence assets and
performing counter attacks.

UNIQUE COMBAT METHODS

IDF Cyber Cadets (Copyright: IDF)

malware development effort in history, a
project considered too big for anyone but
a nation-state to produce.
The cyber war between Israel and its
enemies (namely Iran) is a daily threat and
counter operation. In Israel, two main
bodies are in charge of conducting cyber
warfare. The civilian Cyber Authority is in
charge of detecting and preventing cyber
attacks on Israeli civilian infrastructure.
The IDF’s elite Unit 8200, which is
comparable to the UK’s GCHQ, is in

Iran and Israel are exchanging cyberattacks at a growing pace. In April 2020,
Iran is said to used a cyber attack to try and
MRGVIEWIGLPSVMRIPIZIPWMR[EXIV¾S[MRK
into Israeli residential areas. In retaliation,
Israel launched a “tit-for-tat” attack on May
9, 2020 against computer systems at the
Shahid Raja’i shipping port in Bandar Abbas
in southern Iran, which caused major travel
disruption for a number of days.
The attack on the Iranian port was
apparently intended to act as a deterrent,
WIRMSV-WVEIPMHIJIRGISJ½GMEPWLEZI
suggested. Former Israeli Defence Minister
Naftali Bennett announced on May 18,
2020 at a ceremony marking the end
of his term that “the Iranian octopus is
sending its tentacles to grab onto us from
all directions…We must increase political,
economic, military, and technological
pressure, and act in other dimensions as
well. It can be done.” IDF Chief of General
Staff, Lt. Gen. Aviv Kochavi stated that
the IDF “will continue using a variety of
military tools and unique combat methods
to harm the enemy.”
Modern navigation, communications,
intelligence collection and electronic
warfare systems rely on the uninterrupted
availability of satellite-based navigation
for their operation. But experts say that
even low-power jammers can disrupt or
deny the operation of Global Navigation
Satellite Systems, thus degrading a
TPEXJSVQ´WEFMPMX]XSJYP½PPMXWQMWWMSR
In July 2019, for three weeks Israel’s
civilian airspace experienced interference
with its GPS navigation system. Experts
pointed to a possible “spill over” caused by
GPS jammers used by countries like Russia
in the ongoing war in Syria. GPS jammers
have become an essential asset in different
combat scenarios.
In 2017, Israel Aerospace Industries
won an Israeli Ministry of Defense tender
to integrate an anti-jamming system onto
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one of the Israeli Air Force’s (IAF) key
platforms. According to IAI, the system
allows the aircraft's avionic systems,
which rely on satellite navigation, to
persist in their mission, despite jamming
or disruption attempts with GPS jammers
or other systems designed to block
satellite navigation.
But GPS denial is merely one threat in
EG]FIV[EV-WVEIPMW½KLXMRKSREREPQSWX
daily basis. In recent years the Israeli Air
Force has increased efforts to protect
its Unmanned Air Systems (UAS) from
G]FIVEXXEGOW8LIJSVGI´W¾MKLXXIWXGIRXVI
is working with other departments and
special units of the IDF to create a full set
of regulations that protect operational
UAS from cyber attacks.
This entails protecting the data link used
by the UAS’s Ground Control Station, as
well as the payloads on board. “Everything
is digital and this puts all our systems in
KVIEXHERKIV²WE]WER-%*WIRMSVSJ½GIV
“This danger can come from far away and
it changes the balance of military power in
the world. That is why we’ve built the best
protection systems.”
Maj. Gen. (res.) Uzi Moskowitz, former
head of the IDF’s Cyber Communications
and Defense Division, says that the IDF’s
cyber challenge mainly stems from the
fact that it is based on network-centric
technologies. Any penetration into these
networks would degrade their operational
capabilities dramatically.
“Many forces in the world want to
know what goes on inside the IDF,” he
says, “but when it comes to an intention
to degrade the capabilities of the IDF,
there is no doubt that Iran is considered
the major threat.” When it comes to
protecting the IDF’s assets against cyber
attacks, Moskowitz described the IDF’s
capabilities as ‘very good,’ but said he
could not talk in any detail about Israel’s
cyber offensive capabilities. Q
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